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Abstract

Over the past decades, the constantly increasing mortality rates due to
cancer are apposing cancer one of the leading causes of death worldwide.
Despite the fact that over the years, there has been a significant improve-
ment concerning the treatments applied, cancer continues to constitute an
important, complex and unsolved medical issue. Tumor irradiation with
protons or ions (Hadron Therapy) constitutes one of the most promising
treatments available, using cyclotrons or synchrotrons to accelerate the
particles. The present thesis, carried out at CERN, consists of two parts:
Part I, includes an epidemiologic study in the framework of descriptive
epidemiology, concerning cancer in Greece and an analysis of cancer treat-
ment with a focus on Hadron Therapy. Statistical data is acquired from
cancer registries and information concerning the situation in Greece is
obtained from meetings with oncologists and physicians from Greek hos-
pitals specializing in cancer. Incidence and mortality rates for each type
of cancer based on age and sex, as well as predictions for the next years are
presented. Next, the basic types of treatment - chemotherapy, surgery and
radiation therapy - are demonstrated along with the side-effects caused
by each one. The physics of conventional radiation therapy is introduced,
and more importantly, the physical and biological basis of Hadron Ther-
apy is analyzed. Moreover, the benefits of Hadron therapy as well as the
cases where it is preferably used are presented. Finally, the necessity for
Hadron Therapy in Greece is discussed.
Part II, focuses on the design of a proton accelerator intended for cancer
treatment. The objective is to design a very compact medical synchrotron
with a 50 m circumference, smaller than most of the medical synchrotrons
under construction or operating in Europe. To begin with, the acceler-
ator optics, the particle motion and the beam circulation in a circular
accelerator are examined while the concepts of phase advance, tune and
emittance are introduced. Necessary parameters such as the strength, size
and number of the different type of magnets used in the accelerator ring
are defined. Moreover, the magnetic rigidity (Bρ) is calculated, based on
the values mentioned above. Next, methods to eliminate the dispersion at
the exit of the ring are demonstrated. In addition to this, the tunability
of the lattice is examined while a summary of the lattice characteristics
is presented. Finally, the stability of the lattice is studied, taking into
account the strength of the magnets and the phase advance while a sum-
mary of the lattice characteristics is presented. The above study is based
on linear beam optics, while the non-linear analysis exceeds the scope of
this thesis.
This thesis has been performed in the context of a dissertation for a bach-
elor degree and as it may be easily understood, the time restrictions could
not allow the nessecary investigations which might conclude in more re-
alistic results. The reader should bear in mind that the current study
aims at providing only the first steps of this very complex field of studies
and of course a more thorough investigation is needed. Also, as it is well
known worldwide, prestigious medical companies that design medical ac-
celerators are working professionally on providing new and more practical
technological solutions for a hadron therapy facility.
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Ðåñßëçøç

Ôá óõíå÷þò áõîáíüìåíá ðïóïóôÜ èíçóéìüôçôáò áðü êáñêßíï ôá ôåëåõ-
ôáßá ÷ñüíéá, áíáãíùñßæïõí ôïí êáñêßíï ùò ìéá áðü ôéò êýñéåò áéôßåò èáíÜôïõ
ðáãêïóìßùò. ÐáñÜ ôï ãåãïíüò üôé ìå ôçí ðÜñïäï ôùí ÷ñüíùí, Ý÷åé óçìåéù-
èåß óçìáíôéêÞ âåëôßùóç óôïõò ôñüðïõò èåñáðåßáò, ï êáñêßíïò åîáêïëïõèåß íá
áðïôåëåß Ýíá óçìáíôéêü êáé ðïëýðëïêï ðñüâëçìá õãåßáò. Ç áêôéíïâüëçóç
ôùí êáñêéíéêþí üãêùí ìå ðñùôüíéá Þ éüíôá Üíèñáêá (ÁäñïíéêÞ Èåñáðåßá)
ìå ôç ÷ñÞóç êýêëïôñùí Þ óýã÷ñïôñùí ãéá ôçí åðéôÜ÷õíóç ôùí óùìáôéäßùí,
áðïôåëåß ìéá áðü ôéò ðëÝïí õðïó÷üìåíåò äéáèÝóéìåò èåñáðåßåò,. Ç åêðüíçóç
ôçò ðáñïýóáò äéðëùìáôéêÞò Ýãéíå óôï CERN êáé áðïôåëåßôáé áðü äýï ìÝñç

Ôï ðñþôï ìÝñïò, ðåñéëáìâÜíåé ìéá åðéäçìéïëïãéêÞ ìåëÝôç óôá ðëáßóéá ôçò
ðåñéãñáöéêÞò åðéäçìéïëïãßáò, ðïõ áöïñÜ óôïí êáñêßíï óôçí ÅëëÜäá, åíþ ðá-
ñÜëëçëá åóôéÜæåé óôçí ÁäñïíéêÞ Èåñáðåßá, åîåôÜæïíôáò ôï åíäå÷üìåíï åöáñ-
ìïãÞò áõôïý ôïõ åßäïõò èåñáðåßáò óôçí ÅëëÜäá. Ç óõëëïãÞ ôùí óôáôéóôéêþí
äåäïìÝíùí Ýãéíå áðü ôï äéåèíÞ áñ÷åßá íåïðëáóéþí (cancer registries) åíþ ðëç-
ñïöïñßåò ó÷åôéêÜ ìå ôçí êáôÜóôáóç óôçí ÅëëÜäá áðïêôÞèçêáí áðü ôï Åèíéêü
Áñ÷åßï Íåïðëáóéþí êáèþò êáé áðü óõíáíôÞóåéò ìå ïãêïëüãïõò êáé öõóéêïýò
Åëëçíéêþí íïóïêïìåßùí ðïõ åéäéêåýïíôáé óôïí êáñêßíï. ÐáñïõóéÜæïíôáé ôá
ðïóïóôÜ åìöÜíéóçò êáé èíçóéìüôçôáò ãéá êÜèå åßäïò êáñêßíïõ, ëáìâÜíïíôáò
õð¢ üøéí ôçí çëéêßá êáé ôï öýëëï, åíþ ãßíïíôáé ðñïâëÝøåéò üóïí áöïñÜ óôçí
åîÝëéîç ôçò êáôÜóôáóçò ôá åðüìåíá ÷ñüíéá. ÅéóÜãïíôáé ïé öõóéêÝò áñ÷Ýò ðïõ
äéÝðïõí ôçí óõìâáôéêÞ áêôéíïèåñáðåßá, åíþ áíáëýåôáé ç öõóéêÞ êáé âéïëï-
ãéêÞ âÜóç ôçò ÁäñïíéêÞò Èåñáðåßáò. Åðéðñüóèåôá, ðáñïõóéÜæïíôáé ôá ïöÝëç
ôçò ÁäñïíéêÞò Èåñáðåßáò êáèþò êáé ïé ðåñéðôþóåéò êáñêßíïõ ãéá ôéò ïðïßåò
åíäåßêíõôáé ç ÷ñÞóç ôçò.

Ôï äåýôåñï ìÝñïò åóôéÜæåé óôç ó÷åäßáóç åíüò åðéôá÷õíôÞ ðñùôïíßùí ãéá
èåñáðåßá êáñêßíïõ. Ï óôü÷ïò åßíáé íá ó÷åäéáóôåß Ýíá ðïëý ìéêñü éáôñéêü
óýã÷ñïôñï, ìå ðåñßìåôñï 50 ìÝôñùí, ìéêñüôåñï áðü ôçí ðëåéïøçößá ôùí Þäç
õðáñ÷üíôùí Þ õðü êáôáóêåõÞ óôçí Åõñþðç. Áñ÷éêÜ, ãßíåôáé ìéá åéóáãùãÞ
óôçí ïðôéêÞ ôùí åðéôá÷õíôþí åíþ åîåôÜæåôáé ç êßíçóç ôùí óùìáôéäßùí êáé ç
êõêëïöïñßá ôçò äÝóìçò åíôüò êõêëéêïý åðéôá÷õíôÞ. Êáèïñßæïíôáé áðáñáßôçôåò
ðáñÜìåôñïé üðùò ç éó÷ýò, ôï ìÝãåèïò êáé ï áñéèìüò ôùí äéáöüñùí ôýðùí
ìáãíçôþí ðïõ ÷ñçóéìïðïéïýíôáé óôïí åðéôá÷õíôÞ. ÅðéðëÝïí, õðïëïãßæåôáé ôï
ìáãíçôéêü ðåäßï êáé ç áêôßíá êáìðõëüôçôáò ôïõ åðéôá÷õíôÞ ãéá ôá äåäïìÝíá
ôçò óõãêåêñéìÝíçò êáôáóêåõÞò, ìå âÜóç ôá ÷áñáêôçñéóôéêÜ ðïõ áíáöÝñèçêáí
ðáñáðÜíù. Åðßóçò,åðéëÝãåôáé ç ðëÝïí êáôÜëëçëç ìÝèïäïò ãéá ôçí åîÜëåéøç
ôçò äéáóðïñÜò ôùí óùìáôéäßùí óôçí Ýîïäï ôïõ åðéôá÷õíôÞ, åíþ ìåëåôÜôáé
ç óôáèåñüôçôá ôçò äÝóìçò, ëáìâÜíïíôáò õð¢ üøéí ôçí éó÷ý ôùí ìáãíçôþí



. ÔÝëïò, ðáñïõóéÜæåôáé ìéá óýíïøç ôùí ÷áñáêôçñéóôéêþí ôïõ åðéôá÷õíôÞ
ðïõ ðñïÝêõøáí áðü ôçí ðáñáðÜíù áíÜëõóç. Ç ðáñïýóá ìåëÝôç Ýãéíå ìå ôç
÷ñÞóç ôïõ ðñïãñÜììáôïò MAD-X êáé âáóßæåôáé óôç ãñáììéêÞ ïðôéêÞ åíþ ç
ìç-ãñáììéêÞ áíÜëõóç õðåñâáßíåé ôï ðëáßóéï ôçò ðáñïýóáò äéðëùìáôéêÞò.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past decades, mortality rates due to cancer have been increasing
rapidly, and cancer is now one of the leading causes of death-in Europe and
USA. Over the years, there has been a significant improvement in diagnosis
and the methods of treatment. However, cancer continues to constitute an
important, complex and difficult to cure health problem.
Cancer is a collective word which embraces more than 100 different diseases,
each corresponding to therapy differently, characterized by an uncontrolable
production of cells that penetrate healthy tissue and create malignant tu-
mors. The prevalence, effects and causes of cancer are critical issues that
must be studied. It is important to define what is meant by epidemiology
and which factors should be considered in carrying out an epidemiological
study. Epidemiology is a science based on population measurements and
can be described as the study of distribution and determinants of diseases
in human populations and the application of the results to their prevention
or control. The two types of epidemiology are descriptive and analytical.
Descriptive epidemiology examines differences in the distribution of disease
occurrence with respect to population, place and time whereas analytical
epidemiology compares risk factors [1]. In order to assess the distribution
of cancer and any other disease, it is important to take into account param-
eters such as age, sex and time of cancer diagnosis. The most informative
and reliable sources for the estimation of the frequency and distribution of
cancer are cancer registries i.e. organizations which quantify incidence rates
by recording all newly diagnosed cases of cancer occurring in a defined pop-
ulation. Another parameter recorded and quantified is the rate of mortality,
indicated as the number of persons in a defined population certified as dying
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from cancer. The relation between incidence and mortality varies by cancer
site and is also influenced by early detection and the effectiveness and success
of chosen treatment and the quality of health care provided for the patients.
Incidence and mortality data are presented in the form of rates per 100.000
population per annum and represent the most useful form of cancer data for
research and public health purposes. The rate used to measure the number
of deaths is called crude rate and is calculated simply by dividing the number
of cancer deaths observed during a given time period by the corresponding
number of person years in the population at risk. For cancer, the result is
usually expressed as an annual rate per 100,000 persons at risk [2], i.e the
number of cancer deaths per year, per 100,000 people.

In the present study, an attempt has been made to investigate the status
of cancer in Greece, mostly in the framework of descriptive epidemiological
analysis. In addition, the various cancer treatment modalities available are
examined, focusing on the possible need and use of Hadron Therapy. This
study presented several challenges due to the vast bibliography and large
dispersion and volume of data found, which leads to equivocal information.
In addition to this, the scarcity of the data kept in the Cancer Registry in
Greece [3], combined with the dependence of cancer on individual patient’s
medical history made reaching conclusions, based on the data obtained, even
more difficult. Nevertheless, the analysis of reliable and established data was
attempted, based on published information and official repository.
The structure of this part of the thesis is described as follows. In Chapter 2,
World and European cancer statistics are presented, concerning the incidence
and mortality rates by sex and by country. Next, in Chapter 3, cancer in
Greece is being studied, examining the most common types of cancer as
well as the mortality and survival rates. Moreover, future predictions are
presented based on official data. In Chapter 4, the three usual treatments,
chemotherapy, surgery and radiation therapy, are described, while the side
effects of each type of treatment are also stated. Chapter 5, consists of a
further analysis of Conventional Radiation Therapy, whereas in Chapter 6,
the physical and biological basis of Heavy Particle Therapy is studied in
depth. Furthermore, other issues such as the cases where it is preferably
used, the available facilities and Hadron Therapy in Greece are examined.
Finally, in Chapter 7, some basic conclusions concerning cancer and Hadron
Therapy in Greece are presented.



Chapter 2

Cancer Statistics

2.1 Cancer Worldwide

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. Specifically, it re-
mains the second most common cause of death after cardiovascular disease
in Europe and USA [4]. Incidence and mortality data are obtained from
national cancer registry websites or annual reports issued by organizations
such as the IARC-International Agency for Research on Cancer -, WHO-
World Health Organisation-, and GLOBOCAN. The latest available data on
cancer incidence and mortality worldwide, concerns the year 2008. Nearly
12.7 million new cancer cases and 7.6 million cancer deaths occurred in 2008
worldwide. The most common type of cancer worldwide is lung cancer, not
only as the new number of cases, but also as the number of deaths per year.
Fig. (2.1) demonstrates the percentages of cancer incidence and mortality
worldwide [5]:

11
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Figure 2.1: Cancer Incidence and Mortality worldwide

However, even though breast cancer is the second most common cancer
worldwide, the mortality rate for breast cancer is not very high since early
detection and effective treatment modalities have been developed. The three
most common causes of death, with the highest mortality rates are: lung,
stomach and colorectum cancer.

2.2 Cancer in Europe

For Europe, the epidemiological data presented are obtained from a Euro-
pean cancer registry, ECO-European Cancer Observatory. The latest data
available are based on the year 2008 however, in addition, some data of ear-
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lier years are presented as well, in order to examine the evolution of cancer.
The total number of new cases of cancer diagnosed every year appears to
have increased by 300,000 between 2004 and 2006. More recent studies have
shown that in 2006 in Europe, there were an estimated 3.2 million cancer
cases diagnosed up from 2.9 million in 2004 and 1.7 million deaths from
cancer [5]. It is clear that cancer remains an important public health issue
in Europe and the ageing of the European population will cause a further
increase to these numbers [6]. Figures (2.2) and (2.3) demonstrate the in-
cidence and mortality rates in Europe in men and women respectively in 2008.

Figure 2.2: Incidence and
Mortality in Europe-Men.

Figure 2.3: Incidence and
Mortality in Europe-Women.
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According to Fig. (2.2) and (2.3) , the lowest cancer incidence in men and
in women are observed in Cyprus and Greece respectively, whereas the high-
est incidence rates are observed in France and Denmark for men and women
respectively, possibly due to a more effective diagnosis than in other coun-
tries. Moreover, the lowest mortality rates are observed in Cyprus, whereas
the highest rates are observed in Hungary. However, the highest mortality
to incidence ratio is observed in Greece and Poland for men and women re-
spectively. Thus, most cancer patients do not recover. This could mean that
the treatment in these two countries may be inadequate.

The types of cancers are also extremely important when analysing the
incidence and mortality rates. In Fig. (2.4), the incidence and mortality
rates are presented for the most common cancers in Europe [6]:

Figure 2.4: European Cancer Incidence and Mortality rates

The difference between Fig. (2.1) and (2.4) is obvious. Breast cancer in
Europe, is one of the most common causes of death, along with lung and
colon and rectum cancer, whereas stomach cancer does not have a very high
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mortality rate.



Chapter 3

Cancer in Greece

3.1 Most common types of cancer

As already mentioned, during the assessment of the distribution of cancer,
the population of the country of study must be taken into account. In Fig.
(3.1) the evolution of the population of Greece is demonstrated [7]:

Figure 3.1: Population Evolution in Greece

The population of Greece at the end of 2009 was approximately 11.262.539.
In Greece, like in all of Europe, cancer is the second most common cause of
death after cardiovascular diseases as demonstrated in Fig. (3.2) [2]:

16
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Figure 3.2: Most common causes of death

As far as cancer is concerned, Greece is a country with a significantly
high mortality to incidence ratio [2]. This means that, a great percentage of
cancer cases will result in death. Fig. (3.3), demonstrates the estimations
for the main causes of death in Greece for 2005 as well as a projection for
2030 [2]:

Figure 3.3: Estimations for causes of death in Greece for 2005 and projections
for 2030

According to WHO-Global database, in 2005, there were approximately
29,000 cancer deaths, while 10,000 of those refer to patients under the age of
70. The evolution of cancer deaths in Greece, during the years 2000 to 2008
is demonstrated in Fig. (3.4) [2]:
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Figure 3.4: The evolution of cancer deaths in Greece, during the years 2000
to 2008

Taking into account the population and the number of deaths, Fig. (3.5)
to (3.8) demonstrate the cancer incidence and mortality for both men and
women for the years 2006 and 2008 [6]:
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Figure 3.5: Incidence and Mortality in men, in 2006, taking into account the
population and the number of deaths.
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Figure 3.6: Incidence and Mortality in women, in 2006, taking into account
the population and the number of deaths.
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Figure 3.7: Incidence and Mortality in men, in 2008, taking into account the
population and the number of deaths.
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Figure 3.8: Incidence and Mortality in women, in 2008, taking into account
the population and the number of deaths.

According to Fig. (3.5) to (3.8), the three most common cancers in men,
remain lung, prostate and bladder cancer in both 2006 and 2008. The inci-
dence of lung cancer increases from 24.8 to 29.5 percent and constitutes the
first cause of death due to cancer, whereas for bladder cancer, it decreases
from 10.8 to 10.2 percent. Moreover, prostate cancer presents a significant
decrease of approximately 10 percent (from 24.7 to 14.5 percent). As far
as mortality is concerned, lung cancer presents by far the highest mortality
rates in both 2006 and 2008.
The three most common cancers in women, remain breast, colon and rectum
and lung cancer in both 2006 and 2008. Breast cancer presents a quite im-
portant decrease of approximately 6 percent. Colon and rectum cancer also
present a decrease of 1 percent, whereas the incidence rate of lung cancer
increases by 1 percent approximately. The mortality rates for the three most
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common cancers decrease around 1 percent as well, from 2006 to 2008. The
same happens for most types of cancer.

3.2 Most common types of cancer by age

An important parameter while studying cancer epidemiology, is the age at
which the cancers occur. On the basis of data obtained from the European
cancer repository, the estimated incidence and mortality for the most fre-
quent cancers are presented, for the year 2008, on an Age Standardized Rate
for 10-age groups (Fig. (3.9) and (3.10))[6]. An age-standardised rate (ASR)
is a summary measure of the rate that a population would have if it had a
standard age structure. Standardization is necessary when comparing several
populations that differ with respect to age because age has a powerful influ-
ence on the risk of cancer. The ASR is a weighted mean of the age-specific
rates; the weights are taken from population distribution of the standard
population [8].
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Figure 3.9: Incidence and Mortality in men, in 2008, taking into account the
Age Standarized Rate.
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Figure 3.10: Incidence and Mortality in women, in 2008, taking into account
the Age Standarized Rate.

Comparing Fig. (3.8) to (3.10), it is obvious that the incidence and
mortality rates are different, even though they are referring to the same year.
For example, the three cancer types in women, with the highest incidence
rate, are now breast, colon and rectum and corpus uteri cancer instead of
lung cancer. Hence, it is evident that age plays an important role.

Based on data acquired from the National Cancer Registry [3] concern-
ing cancer incidence, Fig. (3.11a) to (3.11i) are obtained, where the most
common cancers are presented, with respect to age and sex, for the year 2009:
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Figure 3.11: Most common cancers with respect to age and sex.
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As can be seen from Fig. (3.11), skin cancer has extremely high incidence
rate in both sexes from the age of 30-39 years. Until the age of ten, the
percentages for all types of cancer are almost minimal or non-existent.
For the ages 10-19, colon and thyroid cancer start to occur in men and
women respectively.
At the ages of 20-29, thyroid cancer is at high levels not only for women
but for men as well. Moreover, the incidence rate of testicular cancer is very
high and that is the age where it reaches it’s maximum value. Cervix, ovary
and breast cancer begin to appear as well.
At the ages of 30-39 thyroid cancer increases for both sexes, especially for
women. Also, testicular cancer decreases but still holds a high percentage,
whereas colon and rectum cancer begin to appear as well. As far as women
are concerned, the incidence rate for breast cancer increases significantly,
while the incidence rate for cervix, ovary and melanoma cancer increases as
well, but remain in much lower levels.
At the ages of 40-49, thyroid cancer remains at the same levels for men,
whereas for women the incidence rate increases significantly and reaches a
maximum value. As far as men are concerned, the percentages for ureter,
colon and stomach cancer increase rapidly. Breast cancer in women increases
to extremely high levels, while ovary cancer increases as well, though again
in much lower levels.
At the ages of 50-59, lung cancer reaches high levels especially in men.
Moreover, colon, prostate and ureter cancer in men indicate also an important
increase. In women, thyroid cancer still remains in very high levels but has
decreased, whereas ovary cancer reaches it’s maximum value along with breast
cancer which reaches it’s highest value and presents the highest incidence rate
in all ages for women after skin cancer.
At the ages of 60-69, ureter cancer in men increases significantly, along with
lung, prostate cancer. Colon cancer presents an important increase in both
men and women, while, as far as women are concerned, the percentage of
cancers with the highest incidence rate decrease, but still remains at very
high levels (breast, thyroid cancer).
At the ages 70-79, almost all cancers present significant increase, with the
percentage of colon and skin cancer reaching a maximum value.
For ages over 80 years, the incidence rates for almost all cancers decrease,
as human cells do not multiply as fast as they do in younger ages.

Summarizing, in Fig. (3.12), the most common cancers are indicated,
according to age for men and women respectively:
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Figure 3.12: Most common cancers according to age for men and women
respectively.

3.3 Survival Rates

Taking into account data acquired from the European Cancer Observatory
and from Charts (9) and (10), the survival rates can be obtained. The
survival rate can be defined as indicated in equation (3.1):

SR =
incidence−mortality

incidence
(3.1)

Thus, in Fig. (3.13) and (3.14), the survival rates are presented for men
and women respectively:
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Figure 3.13: Survival Rates for
men.

Figure 3.14: Survival Rates for
women.

According to Fig. (3.12) and (3.13), pancreas cancer has the lowest sur-
vival rate for both sexes. Some common cancers such as breast and prostate
cancer have a rather high survival rate, over 60 and 40 percent possibility
of survival respectively. Almost 10 percent of all women will be affected by
breast cancer in their life. Additionally, prostate cancer will affect almost 50
percent of all men, without being a cause of death. It is interesting that, com-
mon cancers such as breast, colon and rectum, prostate and bladder cancer,
have a very high survival rate, despite their high incidence rate. However,
lung cancer appears to be an exception, since the survival rate is one of the
lowest.
It is a fact that, cure rates depend on type, location and stage of the cancer.
Moreover, hormones, the type of therapy being used, the biological behavior
as well as the reproduction phase of the patient, play an important role as
well [9].
However, certain principles apply to the cure rates for specific types of can-
cer. As far as breast cancer is concerned, if it is diagnosed at an early stage,
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the percentage for complete cure -considered to be 5 years disease free- is over
50. Additionally, after menopause, the cure rate increases and the prognosis
improves. As for prostate cancer, in the case of an early stage diagnosis,
there is a 95 percent possibility for 10 years survival, which, given the age of
occurrence, is very satisfactory. Lung cancer has less than 40 percent pos-
sibility for 5 years survival, and is one of the most common causes of death
from cancer. Cervix and uterus cancer have a 90-95 percent possibility for 5
year survival.
The lowest cure rates appear in the case of glioblastoma (brain cancer), pan-
creas and oesophagus cancer [10].

3.4 Outlook for 2015

Based on published information and official repository data from 2008, the
evolution of cancer in Greece for the years 2010 and 2015 has been esti-
mated as shown in Fig. (3.14) and (3.15). Incidence and mortality for the
total number of cancer cases and deaths, as well as the four most common
cancers-breast,lung,prostate and colorectum- are presented. Population fore-
casts were extracted from the United Nations, World Population prospects,
the 2008 revision [8]. Numbers demonstrating the incidence and mortality
rates by sex, are computed using age-specific rates and corresponding popu-
lations for 10 age-groups:
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Figure 3.15: Predictions for
men.

Figure 3.16: Predictions for
women.

The high mortality of lung cancer in men and the extremely high inci-
dence of breast cancer are evident. In general, the incidence as well as the
mortality of all cancers are increasing steadily with time.



Chapter 4

Cancer Treatment

Cancer treatment is a major issue whose analysis exceeds the framework
of this study. Therefore, a few aspects for each cancer treatment available
will be presented, as well as some of the side effects which are caused by
each treatment. Modern cancer management strategies recommend multi-
modality treatment that is assessed and delivered in an integrated multi-
disciplinary setting. Current methods to treat cancer are the surgical re-
moval of the tumour tissue, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and immunotherapy
[1]. Radiotherapy destroys cancer cells through local or regional radiation.
Chemotherapy involves the administration of a prescribed course of medi-
cation through the bloodstream that aims to kill or inhibit the growth of
such cancerous cells. The combination of several cancer treatments is called
combined modality treatment. Palliation treatment involves the alleviation
of symptoms due to cancer. The extent in wich each treatment is used is
illustrated in Fig. (4.1) [13].

32
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Figure 4.1: Cancer treatment.

Published literature and data gathered from Greek hospitals for surgery,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy as modalities of treatment are analysed in
the following sections.
However, during the choice of the treatment, many factors such as: the
patient’s co-morbidities and medical history, age etc should be taken into ac-
count. Cancer can be treated in different ways depending on the histological
form of the tumor, the physical course of the cancer, the location, extent and
the type of the tumor, how ’aggressive’ it is, the stage of detection (there are
different stages for cancer progression).
For example, if the cancer is diagnosed in an early stage, local treatment can
be performed: For lymph node cancer, stages 1,2 and 3 can be treated with
surgery, whereas stage 4 can only be treated with chemotherapy [9, 10].
Prostate cancer in an early stage, should be treated with radiation therapy
or surgery.
According to the NCR, currently half of the diagnosed cancers are curable. In
fact, for many kinds of cancer cases, complete cure can be achieved without
the possibility of recurrence. In order for this to happen certain conditions
must be fulfilled. However, even for cancers which are considered non cur-
able, the appropriate treatment can offer significant advantages such as life
extension and improved quality of life, setting to a minimum the effects of
the disease. A treatment is considered successful if the patient survives for
over than 5 years after the diagnosis for adults and over than 2 years for
children.
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4.1 Chemotherapy

Chemotherapy indicates the treatment of infections by compounds, of known
chemical constitution, which effect cure by leading to destruction of the
pathogenic organisms or their products. Thus, a contrast is implied between
chemotherapeutic substances and the class of antibodies, which represent
highly complex products of the biological reactions to infecting organisms
[14]. In the case of cancer, medication is used, aiming to kill the cancer cells.
The treatment of cancer by drugs is essentially pharmacodynamic because
both, economic (healthy cells) and uneconomic (cancer cells) cells are part of
the same organism. Chemotherapy aims to exterminate the uneconomic cell
completely [14]. The goal is either to kill the cancer cells or stop them from
dividing. The drugs used, reach the cancer cells though the blood stream and
destroy them when they are in the dividing phase. However, not all cells are
in the dividing phase at the same time and thus cannot be destroyed at once.
For this reason, chemotherapy is repeated several times, while each time the
chemotherapy drug is administered is called cycle. One cycle involves the ad-
ministration of the drug and takes place once every month or approximately
twenty days. The number of cycles depends on the type and stage of the can-
cer as well as the medical history of the patient. However, an average number
of cycles is six to eight. The dose administered, depends on the body surface
and is modified during the treatment, depending on the toxicity and the side
effects induced. In some cases, combination chemotherapy is used. Several
anti-cancer drugs, instead of only one, are administered (known as choe-
motherapy cocktail), which have different mechanisms of cytotoxic action on
cancer cells. As a result, different classes of drugs may be more effective in
destroying cancer cells which would have acquired some drug resistance. The
principle of combination chemotherapy is most frequently applied to cancers
potentially curable with chemotherapy such as lymphoma, leukaemia, germ
cell tumors and childhood malignancies.
However, the drugs usually affect the economic cells as well. Among the
healthy cells, the more prone to be affected are cells with low reproduction
time, such as the cells on the bone marrow, the enteric mucous membrane,
the reproductive system and the hair enclaves. After the termination of
treatment, those cells usually recover.
Drugs are often used as part of multi-modality therapy, that is, along with
surgery and/or radiotherapy, to achieve and maintain remission. The process
is likely to be long term, where single agents or combination chemotherapy
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are given at intervals in cycles and is highly dependent upon the tumor type
and characteristics.
As far as the cost is concerned, it depends on the type of cancer and the drugs
administered, but an average cost in a public hospital is approximately 12,000
euros.

4.1.1 Types of Chemotherapy and Side Effects

The aim of chemotherapy is to induce remission [15], that is, subsiding the
symptoms of the disease for at least 1 month. The challenge of anticancer
treatment, though, is to prevent recurrence, which may occur locally or at a
distance (metastasis) of the primary tumor site. Chemotherapy can be ad-
ministered before (neoadjuvant) or after (adjuvant) a localized treatment is
applied. Sometimes, chemotherapy is administered with the aim of achieving
significant cytoreduction, and, ideally, complete remission of the disease (in-
duction chemotherapy) or to control the disease or provide palliation (salvage
chemotherapy) [15].
All cancer treatments can result in side effects such as oral mucositis, pe-
ripheral neuropathy, nausea/vomiting, and fatigue but also greater and long
term side effects as well. However, side effects may vary depending on each
type of treatment. The most common side effects caused by chemotherapy
are presented in Fig. (4.2):

Figure 4.2: Chemotherapy induced side-effects.

Moreover, heart, liver, lung, kidney and nerve damage may be caused by
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chemotherapy. Nerve damage usually causes hand and feet numbness. In
most cases, the side effects disappear as soon as the treatment is completed
[16].

4.2 Surgery

For many years, surgery has been considered fundamental for cancer treat-
ment. It can be carried out in order to remove the primary tumor along with
a margin of surrounding normal tissue to prevent local recurrence (surgical
resection), to alleviate symptoms and improve the quality of life (palliative
surgery) or in certain inherited conditions (prophylactic surgery [15]).
The likelihood of a surgical cure is dependent on the size, location, and stage
of the disease. Surgery can be more effective if the tumor is localized. How-
ever, in case of cancer metastasis where cancer cells spread, travel through
the blood or the lymphatic system and form secondary tumors, surgery is less
likely to succeed. Sometimes, after the removal of the primary cancer, only
one metastatic tumor is created, the removal of which can lead to complete
cure. This usually happens to patients with colon or testicle cancer. The
metastatic tumors in this case are found in the lungs, the liver or the brain.

4.2.1 Surgery induced side effects

According to the NCR, many people do not have long-term complications
after cancer surgery. However, not all patients experience the same short or
long term side effects. The type of long-term problem and how likely it is to
happen will largely depend on the type of operation and on each patient’s
medical history.

Problems caused during as well as after surgery are presented in Fig.
(4.3):
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Figure 4.3: Surgery induced side-effects.

4.3 Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy is the first non-invasive treatment. It is considered to consti-
tute the most widely applied cancer therapy, using Cobalt units, accelerators
and radioisotopes. The purpose of radiotherapy is the administration of a
perfectly computable and precisely directed dose of ionizing radiation to a
specified geometrical volume of tissue. The aim of radiotherapy is the deliv-
ery of a high dose to the malignant tumors. The main difficulty is to deliver
both a precise and accurate large dose of radiation to destroy cancer cells in
a diseased organ but at the same time, cause as little damage as possible to
the surrounding tissue. Thus, since the delivered doses are highly above the
lethal level, they must be delivered with extreme caution.
The principle on which radiation therapy is based on, is damaging the DNA
of cells. Ionizing radiation (electron, photon, proton or neutron) causes the
formation of free radicals within the cell, leading to its destruction. How-
ever, cells have a DNA-repairing mechanism. Despite the fact that normal
cells have greater repair capacity than cancer cells, damaging both strands
of the DNA proves to be the only effective technique to modify cell charac-
teristics. Cancer cells reproduce faster and as already mentioned, appear to
have a limited ability to repair damage, compared to healthy cells. However,
cancer cells are characterized by a low-oxygen state known as hypoxia when
tumors outgrow their blood supply. Hypoxic cells are resistant to radiation
and thus, difficult to destroy. The fractionation of the total dose delivered
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provides healthy cells the necessary time to recover, while tumor cells are as
already mentioned, less efficient in repair between fractions.
The cell-cycle plays an important role in the extermination of cancer cells.
The cell cycle, is the series of events that takes place in a cell leading to its
division and duplication (replication). It consist of four phases: G1 phase, S
phase (synthesis), G2 phase (collectively known as interphase) and M phase
(mitosis). The most radiosensitive phases are M and G2, while the most
radioresistant is the S phase. Since not all cells are in the same phase dur-
ing each schedule, one schedule will selectively kill sensitive cells. Fo this
reason, radiation treatment is repeated several times and this procedure is
called fractionation. Fractionation allows tumor cells that were in a relatively
radio-resistant phase of the cell cycle during one treatment to enter a sen-
sitive phase of the cycle before the next fraction is given. Moreover, tumor
cells that were hypoxic during the former schedule (and therefore more radio-
resistant) may reoxygenate between fractions and thus, be vulnerable to the
dose delivered. By decreasing the time between schedules, the effectiveness is
increased, since there is no time for the cancer cells to repair. This, however,
increases the side-effects since healthy cells do not have a chance for damage
repair either.
In all malignant tumors, the tissues that should be irradiated are the pro-
topathic origins and the possible spread region of cancer cells. Usually, the
radiation dose is delivered in daily schedules and the amount of dose deliv-
ered depends on various factors such as: the type and the radio-sensitivity of
the tumor and the resistance of the surrounding tissue [9]. Radio-sensitivity
is demonstrated by the lethal dose of a tumor or the cure dose of radiation
by which 95 percent local tumor control is accomplished [4].
The number of schedules also depend upon the type of cancer. The deliv-
ered dose is measured in (cGy) and depends not only on the type of cancer
and the number of schedules. For example, for lung cancer treatment, the
total dose delivered is 6000 cGy with 200 cGy per schedule. In the case of
larynx cancer, the total dose delivered is 7000 cGy. Prostate cancer requires
a higher total dose of 10000 cGy, but since it is located between two very
sensitive organs (bladder and rectum), the delivery of such a high dose, will
destroy the surrounding tissue. Thus, a total dose of 7000-8000 cGy may
be delivered, while the use of brachytherapy -which will be analysed in the
following section- is a preferred form of radiation treatment in the case of
prostate cancer. However, an average dose is 180 cGy-200 cGy per day. If
the dose per schedule decreases, then the number of schedules must increase
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in order to deliver the necessary total dose [9].
In Greece, 20,000 patients require radiation therapy every year and the equip-
ment in public hospitals is barely able to cover their needs. There are only
24 linear accelerators in public health centres while only half of them are
high-energy, whereas only one public hospital is capable of providing modern
techniques (IMRT). As a result, patients turn to private hospitals and clin-
ics, where the cost for conventional radiation therapy varies from 8,000 to
20,000 euros. The total number of linear accelerators in both public and pri-
vate health centres is 35, whereas, based on the population and the number
of patients requiring radiation therapy, the number of linacs needed is 56.
Moreover, the machines being used are rather old (up to 26 years) in pub-
lic hospitals [10, 11]. According to [9], radiotherapy alone is used to treat
18 percent of the patients, whereas only 4 percent of the patients require
chemotherapy and the remaining 78 percent requires combination treatment.
As for particle therapy, it is not yet available in Greece.
Radiation therapy may be used to treat almost every type of solid tumor, in-
cluding cancers of the brain, breast, cervix, larynx, lung, pancreas, prostate,
skin, spine, stomach, uterus, or soft tissue sarcomas. Radiation can also be
used to treat leukaemia and lymphoma (cancers of the blood-forming cells
and lymphatic system, respectively). Radiation dose to each site depends
on a number of factors, including the type of cancer and whether there are
tissues and organs nearby that may be damaged by radiation [3, 14].
For some types of cancer, radiation may be applied to areas that do not have
evidence of cancer. This is done to prevent cancer cells from growing in the
area receiving the radiation. This technique is called prophylactic radia-
tion therapy. Radiation therapy also can be applied to eliminate symptoms
such as pain from cancer that has spread to the bones or other parts of the
body. This is called palliative radiation therapy. In this case, the dose
delivered is approximately 500 cGy per schedule.

4.3.1 Types of Radiation Therapy

Radiation therapy consists of three main types: Brachytherapy, Radioisotope
Therapy and External Radiation Therapy.
Brachytherapy
Brachytherapy is delivered by placing radiation sources directly at the site of
the cancerous tumour. As a result, very high doses are delivered to the area
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requiring treatment. Thus, the affect of the irradiation is localized, reducing
the exposure of healthy tissues. This type of treatment is usually adminis-
trated for cervical, prostate, breast and skin cancer [14, 17].
Radioisotope Therapy
Radioisotope Therapy is a form of targeted therapy. Radioisotopes are deliv-
ered through infusion into the bloodstream or ingestion. Chemical properties
of the isotope result in its absorption by specific organs, different for each
isotope. For example, radioiodine, used to treat thyrotoxicosis, is specifically
absorbed by the thyroid gland. Moreover, radioisotopes can be attached to
a molecule or antibody and guided to the target tissue. Radioisotope Ther-
apy is usually used in the treatment of bone metastasis from cancer. The
radioisotopes subside selectively to areas of damaged bone, and spare normal
undamaged bone [18].
External Radiation Therapy
External Radiation Therapy procedures involve the delivery of a high energy
beam to the area that requires treatment and fall into two categories: Con-
ventional Radiation Therapy and Heavy Particle Radiation Therapy.
Conventional Radiation Therapy
Conventional external beam radiotherapy is carried out with photon or electron
beams, delivered to the target with linear accelerators or, formerly, Cobalt units.
The linear accelerator is a device that uses high-frequency electromagnetic waves
to accelerate charged particles such as electrons to high energies through a linear
tube. The high energy electron beam, can be used for treating superficial tumors,
or it can be made to strike a target to produce x-rays to treat deeper-seated tumors
[18, 17]. Medical linear accelerators produce X-rays and electrons with an energy
range from 4 MeV up to around 25 MeV, while cobalt units produce beams of
average energy equal to 1.25 MeV.Even though cobalt untis have generally been
replaced by linear accelerators. However, cobalt treatment is still in use due to
the reliability and simple maintenance of it’s machinery compared to linear accel-
erators.
Other forms of radiation therapy are IMRT and SBRT radiotherapy: Intensity-
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is an advanced mode of high-precision ra-
diotherapy that utilizes computer-controlled linear accelerators to deliver precise
radiation doses to a malignant tumor or specific areas within the tumor. A stereo-
tactic radiation treatment (SBRT)is a treatment procedure that involves the use
of a specially designed coordinate-system for the exact localization of the tumors
in the body in order to treat it with limited but highly precise fields.
Particle Radiation Therapy
Particles currently used in radiation oncology are neutrons, protons and heavier
ions such as carbon, known as heavy charged particles, are of interest in radiation
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therapy due to several distinct physical properties which will be discussed in the
following chapter. The rationale for charged-particle radiotherapy lies in either a
physical dose distribution advantage (protons) or a combination of physical and
biological advantages (heavy ions and pions). A characteristic of heavy particles
is that as they pass through a medium -and in the case of cancer treatment, hu-
man tissue- their rate of energy loss or specific ionization increases with decreasing
particle velocity, giving rise to a sharp maximum in ionization near the end of the
range. Therefore, such particles deposit most of their energy in greater depth than
electron and photons, and at a much more localized area. As a result, the local
tumor control can be increased without increasing normal tissue complications,
which provides them with an advantage over electrons and photons[19].
In external radiation therapy, the area that requires treatment, is irradiated in
many different angles-fields due to the fact that the target is usually covered by
other tissues. This way, the dose delivered is absorbed mostly from the tumor.

4.4 Radiotherapy induced side effects

Fig. (4.4) demonstrates some of the long-term side effects that can occur, but
they depend upon the part of the body that has been treated. The long-term side
effects can take months and sometimes years to develop.

Figure 4.4: Radiotherapy induced side-effects.
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Modern ways of giving radiotherapy are designed to limit the chance of perma-
nent side effects as much as possible and very few people develop long-term effects
nowadays.
Development of new cancers
Radiotherapy can cause cancer and a small number of people will develop a sec-
ond cancer because of the treatment they have had. However, the chance of a
second cancer developing is so small that the risks of having radiotherapy are far
out-weighed by the benefits.
Particle therapy appears to have minimal to non- existent side effects according
to research done by the Loma Linda University [20]. However, in case side effects
do appear, they would be similar to radiotherapy side effects but of course they are
not as frequent and severe due to the fact that the amount of healthy tissue injured
is much less in the case of ions than in the case of photons. Nevertheless, like in
conventional radiotherapy, the side effects differ for each patient and depend not
only on the patients medical history, but also on the dose delivered and whether
the patient is receiving any other treatment such as chemotherapy.

particle therapy, like conventional radiation therapy, is dominated by certain prin-
ciples and the particles used have distinct physical properties which are important
in order to understand its mechanism of action. In the following chapters, both
conventional and heavy particle radiation therapy will be analysed.



Chapter 5

Conventional Radiation
Therapy

5.1 Conventional Radiation Therapy

It was previously indicated that the purpose of radiotherapy is the delivery of a
specified dose to a cancerous tumor in order to exterminate it. The distribution
of the dosed absorbed within the body depends on: 1. The energy and 2. The
kind of radiation (photons, electrons). During the use of photons an interaction
is observed (photoelectric effect, Compton Effect) with the atoms of the target
(e.g. tissue). The electrons released due to the photoelectric effect or due to the
Compton Effect cause ionization and have a biological impact to the tissue. This
impact depends on the dose absorbed from the tissue. For a certain depth, the
dose has an initial maximum energy which subsequently diminishes. The higher
the particle energy, the larger the maximum effective depth of the dose. This
maximum effect does not happen in the surface due to the straight trajectory of
the secondary electrons produced.

For X photons emanating from an X-ray tube (200 kV) the electron trajectories
are very short and the maximum dose appears in the surface of the skin. Thus,
the photon X-ray radiotherapy is more suitable for surface tumors. The point
where the maximum dose is deposited is called electronic equilibrium. In case of
an electron beam the dose initially increases. But when the depth exceeds the half
of the electron path, the dose diminishes very fast. Figure (5.1) demonstrates dose
distribution in the tissue for both, photons and electrons:
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Figure 5.1: Dose distribution in the tissue for electrons.

The dose distribution within the X-rayed body is depicted by the isodose
curves. In any point of those curves the dose has a constant value. The treat-
ment planning is accomplished through the appropriate design of these curves.



Chapter 6

Particle therapy

6.1 Physical and Biological Basis of Protons

and of Carbon Ions

particle therapy or otherwise known as Hadron therapy is a form of radiation
therapy with proton or ion beams. Due to the favorable physical and biological
properties of the particle beams being used, Hadron Therapy constitutes an im-
proved treatment technique [13]. The finite range of the particle beam is the basic
physical advantage for the clinical use of proton or carbon-ion beams in radiation
therapy. The range is dependent on the beam’s initial energy, as well as the den-
sity and atomic composition of tissues along the beam path. The particle energy
required for Hadron Therapy is up to 250-300 MeV for protons and up to 400 MeV
for carbon-ions. Beams can be designed in order to penetrate to the required depth
and deliver a uniform biologically effective dose across the depth of interest. The
loss of particle energy along their path is indicated by what is known as Stopping
Power. The Stopping Power is expressed by the Bethe Bloch formula, presented
in equation (6.1):
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= − 4π
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(
e2

4πε0
)2[ln(

2mec
2β2

I(1− β2)
)− β2] (6.1)

where c is the speed of light, β = v/c (v being the particle velocity), E is the
particle energy, x is the distance travelled by the particle, z is the particle charge,
e is the electron charge, me is the rest mass of the electron, n is the electron density
of the target, I is the mean excitation potential of the target and ε0 is the vaccum
permittivity [21].

The biologically effective dose (BED) is the amount of radiation absorbed by
the region of interest, that has an effect on the irradiated organ or tissue of interest.
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The result in dose distribution is superior to that achieved by photon beams. The
main advantage of this radiation treatment method is the precision of the beam
delivery. As a result, the possibility of eradication of the tumor alone increases
while a minimal dose is delivered to the surrounding healthy tissue. Secondary
malignances caused by radiation therapy may be observed. However, in the case
of Hadron Therpay, no increase or a lesser risk of treatment related morbidity is
achieved [13, 22].
Protons and C-ions used in Hardon Therapy, present several significant, physi-
cal characteristics which establish Hadron Therapy as the treatment of choice for
many cases:
Higher physical selectivity
During conventional radiotherapy, the interaction of radiation with matter results
in a dose profile according to which the amount of dose delivered reaches a maxi-
mum at the surface of the body while it decreases with depth, making irradiation
of deep-seated tumors difficult. On the contrary, according to the ion beam dose
profile, a large amount of dose is delivered to a narrow region close to the end of
the particle tracks. This is the so-called Bragg Peak and is presented in Fig.(6.1).
This constitutes ions ideal for the treatment of deep-seated tumors, while the nar-
rowness of the irradiated region prevents the eradication of healthy tissue. The
position of the peak is controlled by the energy of the incoming beam according
to where the tumor is located [13]. For proton and carbon ion beams, the Bragg
Peak decreases in height with beam energy, i.e. the depth of penetration, as shown
in Fig. (6.2) for carbon ion beams of 135 MeV, 270 MeV and 330 MeV [22].

Figure 6.1: A large amount of dose is delivered to a narrow region close to
the end of the particle track. This is a characteristic of ion beams and is
called Bragg Peak.
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Figure 6.2: The Bragg Peak decreases in height and thus, in depth of pene-
tration, with beam energy.

Higher biological effectiveness of ion beams
Use of these beams makes the planning and delivery of biologically effective dose
(BED) distributions feasible which are superior to those by the highest technology
x-ray therapy for most kinds of tumors. This means that for a defined dose and
dose distribution to the target, there is a lesser dose to uninvolved normal tissues
[22]. A clinical beam is designed to provide a nearly uniform BED over the range
in depth that covers the whole tumor, despite the fact that Bragg Peaks are not
usually wide enough to cover most treatment volumes. This is achieved by super-
imposing a set of beams with decreasing energies along the depth of interest in
order to generate a flat dose for the majority of tumors despite the difference in
anatomy and shape(Fig.(6.3))[23, 24]. This flat region is known as the spread-out
Bragg peak (SOBP). To appreciate the large and clear advantage of a particle
beam in radiation therapy, examine the depth-dose curves for a clinical proton
beam (with its SOBP) and a high energy x-ray beam, in Fig.(6.4)[23]. The x-ray
dose is not fully delivered to the target, since it decreases exponentially with the
depth and exits the body. On the contrary, the proton beam, delivers the maxi-
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mum dose in the target region. Additionally, the dose close to the target is lower
for the proton beam except for the initial few mm, leaving the healthy surrounding
tissue unaffected.

Figure 6.3: The Spread Out Bragg Peak is achieved by superimposing a set
of beam with decreasing energies, in order to adapt to the anatomy of each
tumor.

Figure 6.4: Depth-Dose curves for both a clinical proton beam and a high
energy x-ray beam.
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Enhanced Oxygen Enhancement Ratio
Heavy ions may overcome the relative radioresistance of some tumors which may be
conferred by hypoxia as contrasted with the comparative radiosesetivity of normal
tissues which results from their good oxygenation. However, inter-fractionation
and re-oxygenation within the tumor may, in some sites reduce the problem po-
tentially posed by tumor hypoxia. [24].
Linear Energy Transfer
Another determinant factor is the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) which is defined
as the energy transferred to material, in this case tissue, as an ionizing particle
travels through it. Protons have a low LET whereas carbon ions have a high LET
and consequently have a high RBE relative to proton beams. Higher LET indi-
cates lower cell survival and thus a greater effect on tumor cells [22]. In heavy
ion radiotherapy the high-LET region can be conformed to the tumor. However,
there will always be a small volume of normal tissue surrounding the tumor which
is included in the irradiated (high-LET) volume.
However, proton and ion beams have certain disadvantages as well:
A lesser dependence of radiosensitivity on position in the cell-cycle
Normal cells tend to spend less time in the X-radiosensitive phases of the cell-cycle
than malignant cells do. This may result in a relative protection when irradiated
using X-rays. However, this protection would be partially lost with heavy ions
since the high LET radiosensitivity is much less variable over the cell-cycle [24].
A loss of repair capacity in exposed cells
This constitutes a disadvantage for heavy ions since only one possible reason for
the efficacy of X-rays is that they tend to allow normal tissue to repair damage-
possibly more than malignant cells can do [24].
Factors that differentiate hadron therapy from conventional radiation therapy are
the dynamic scanning beam delivery and the verification of irradiation by PET :
Dynamic scanning beam delivery
Another difference between conventional radiotherapy and hadron therapy is the
fact that it is possible to steer the charged particles using magnetic fields. This
way, well-focused, pencil-like charged particle beams with an adjustable spot size
can be formed and scanned over the treatment field. This way the beam will follow
precisely the tumor contours and by adjusting the intensity and scanning speed it
is possible to attain any desired dose distribution within the target volume.
Verification of irradiation by PET
Another important advantage of the use of ions is the fact that when the beam
penetrates through the tissue, positron emitting isotopes are generated by the
fragmentation of primary ions. Those isotopes stop nearly at the region where the
primary particles deliver the maximum dose. Thus, the region where the radiation
dose is delivered can be identified by a positron emitting tomography. Moreover,
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this can be done even during irradiation and thus it is possible to monitor and
verify the correctness of the irradiation procedure [22].

In Figures (6.5),(6.6) and (6.7) comparative treatment plannings are demon-
strated for three different tumors:

Figure 6.5: Treatment planning for parotid cancer.
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Figure 6.6: Treatment planning for bronchial cancer.
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Figure 6.7: Treatment planning for cervical carcinoma.

As it can be observed from the figures above, the irradiated area surrounding
the tumor, is much less in the case of protons. Therefore, the amount of healthy
tissue being damaged by radiation is clearly less when Hadron Therapy is used.

6.2 Cases where Hadron Therapy is used

Theoretically, hadron therapy offers the potential of both physical and biologi-
cal advantages in the treatment of localized tumors. This type of treatment is
characterized by radiation-induced side effects including the risk of secondary ma-
lignancies, especially pronounced in comparison to conventional radiation therapy,
where the normal tissue outside the target volume receives much larger doses. The
treatment in pediatric tumors is one of the most important indications for proton
therapy because a clear benefit by means of reduced toxicity is assumed. Based
on research and data from clinical trials, the use of hadron therapy for treating
certain types of cancer will be presented.
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6.2.1 Prostate cancer

Prostate cancer needs relatively high doses in order to be controlled and thus
prostate cancer cells are assumed to be radioresistant to conventional photon RT.
Therefore, the delivery of higher single doses is currently under discussion and
high-LET beams such as carbon ions provide a physical and biological advantage.
From clinical trials preformed in Chiba, Japan within a total of 201 patients, Fig.
(6.8) was obtained [25, 26]:

Figure 6.8: Hadron Therapy in prostate cancer.

The results for 5-year local control are very similar for all three types of treat-
ment. However, toxicity rates are much higher in high dose photon therapy.

6.2.2 Lung cancer

Early stages
Surgery continues to provide the best chance for cure in early-stage patients with
60 percent 5-year survival rate. Conventional radiotherapy with X-rays (XRT) is
inadequate for a large fraction of patients providing 5-year survival rates up to
30 percent, due to the lack of local control. Treating early stage non small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) with SBRT is considered effective and safe with high rates
of local control at two years (67-95 percent). On the other hand, the use of carbon
ions has presented encouraging results, the limited number of patients treated is
unable to lead to a conclusion. Proton therapy in the treatment of early stage
lung cancer offers very encouraging results, with local control rates at two years of
80-95 percent and overall survival at 60-70 percent, obtained with very few acute
and late toxicity [27].
Advanced stages
The treatment of patients with tumors in advanced stages appears to be very
challenging since local control constitutes a major problem. The role of surgery,
combined radiotherapy and chemotherapy and SBRT is very limited due to ex-
tremely low rates in overall survival, significant and excessive toxicity respectively
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[27]. Proton therapy could be a possible solution for technical difficulties in irradi-
ating advanced cases enabling high-dose delivery to the tumor, while minimizing
the irradiated volume and dose given to normal tissues. However, the clinical data
available in the literature are very limited (33 patients). Short term results were
very promising, with 70-100 percent 2-year survival. Unfortunately, the long term
causing specific survival were very disappointing for stage III and IV patients (0
percent) and more favorable for patients suffering from recurrence (50) percent
[27].
Proton therapy is a promising modality of irradiation in the treatment of early-
stage disease producing favorable results and low toxicity, whereas indications for
PT in advanced stages are based mainly on planning studies and further clinical
investigations are needed. However, while treating lung tumors, there is a need
for compensating for breathing motion and for the changes in lung density due to
respiration, which must be balanced against unnecessary irradiation of the healthy
lung.

6.2.3 Skull-Base tumors

Conventional photon RT offers poor results, with local control rates at 5 years
at 17-23 percent. With stereostatic photon techniques 50 percent local control
rate at 5-years is obtained while increasing the dose from 50 Gy to 65 Gy offers
favorable results. However, proton therapy, with the delivery of a higher dose (up
to 83 CGE) achieves better results where the 5 and 10-year control rates reach
73 and 54 percent respectively for 375 patients treated at Massachusetts General
Hospital[25]. Carbon ion therapy has been shown to yield similar results. Between
1997 and 2001 a clinical trial was performed at GSI for treatment of chordomas
and chondrosarcomas of the skull-base with carbon ions. For a total dose of 60
CGE, Fig. (6.9) is obtained [25]:

Figure 6.9: Hadron Therapy in skull-base tumors.

As it is obvious, hadron therapy is the treatment of choice for skull-base tumors.
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6.2.4 Head and Neck cancer

For 62 patients with head and neck cancer treated with PT, the local control
rates varied between 74 and 84 percent, where the 5-year survival varied between
44 and 65 percent. As far as carbon ion therapy is concerned, the local control
and survival rates are higher than 75 percent! For squamous cell carcinomas, the
results of photon therapy seem to be similar to proton and carbon ion therapy,
whereas for adenoid cystic carcinomas, local control rates achieved with C-ions are
much higher than the ones achieved with photon (75 and 50 percent respectively)
[26].

6.2.5 Bladder cancer

In clinical trials on proton therapy with 55 patients with bladder cancer a 59
percent for both 5-year survival and local tumor control was achieved and in ap-
proximately 16 percent of the patients higher than grade 2 toxicity occurred. The
results are similar to combined modality therapy using photon RT. However, higher
bladder preservation rate was reported with proton therapy (63 vs 80 percent) [26].

6.2.6 Ocular tumors

Eye preservation rates are generally over 90 percent, with useful vision in approxi-
mately 50 percent after 5 years were reported with protons, while in larger tumors
and in some specific anatomical localizations in the eye, protons also present the
best results. Clinical trials performed at Chiba, showed that proton and SRT
therapy have similar results. However, most series with SRT photon therapy only
show 2-3 years results, whereas proton therapy studies show 5 year results. [26].

For cancers such as cervix, pancreatic, hepatocellular and gastrointestinal tu-
mors, the role of protons or C-ions either remains unclear or has similar results to
photon RT.

6.3 Hadron therapy facilities and Cost Anal-

ysis

Based on studies concerning the cost efficiency of hadron therapy [28, 26], radio-
therapy costs are determined for three different facilities (carbon ion and proton,
protons and photon facilities) and considerations that must be taken into account
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about hadron therapy facilities are presented. There is a considerable public,
scientific, clinical and commercial interest in the further development of hadron
therapy. Since the number of new treatment facilities is increasing, it is important
to assess the evidence available on the clinical efficacy of particle therapy as well
as construction costs and costs for running such a facility [26]. Other than con-
struction costs, specific treatment costs for four cancer types (prostate, lung, head
and neck and skull-base chordoma) are determined [28].
The calculated cost per fraction for all three facilities is demonstrated in Fig.
(6.10):

Figure 6.10: Calculated cost per fraction for p/C, C and p facilities.

However, other factors should be taken into account such as the number of
fractions needed for each type of therapy, the lifetime of the facility, the number
of patients being treated as well as the treatment time. The construction and op-
eration of a radiotherapy facility depends on many local factors since the financial
plan, budgetary conditions, construction/vendor market providing the facility may
differ internationally and even within a country [28].
Based on the data presented in previous sections concerning the effect of heavy
particles in treating certain types of cancer, it is clear that there are specified sites
that can undoubtedly benefit from hadron therapy. However, firm conclusions
cannot be drawn on the efficacy of charged particles on other sites, probably due
to the lack of facilities required for clinical research. According to [26], if only four
tumor sites are considered (left-sided breast cancer, childhood medulloblastoma,
prostate and head and neck cancer), when proton therapy is compared to conven-
tional RT, the cost per quality-adjusted life year gained is 10,130 euros. Moreover,
15 percent of patients currently treated with conventional RT would benefit from
PT [26]. Hadron Therapy Facilities
There are currently 35 Hadron Therapy facilities in operation worldwide, most of
them using protons, a few using C-ions and only 2 providing both. In Fig. (6.11)
the increase in the construction of such facilities throughout the years is shown:
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Figure 6.11: Rapid increase in construstion of Hadron Therapy Facilities.

In Russia, there are 3 Hadron therapy facilities, all using protons. In the rest
of Europe, there are 12 facilities, 9 of which are using protons, 1 is using C-ions
(GSI, Darmstadt, Germany) and 1 using both (HIT, Heidelberg, Germany). In
the USA, there are 8 facilities in operation, all using exclusively protons. In Asia,
there are 10 facilities out of which 1 provides therapy with both protons and C-
ions, 2 are using only C-ions and the rest are using protons. Last, there is one
facility in Canada using protons.
A few more HT centers are under construction in Europe: The CNAO facility in
Pavia, Italy, Med-Austron in Austria and PTC in Marburg, Germany, all providing
both proton and C-ion therapy.

6.4 Hadron Therapy in Greece

The data presented in previous chapters, indicate that Hadron Therapy, can pro-
vide great benefits for certain types of cancer. In summary, higher local tumor
control and overall survival rates are achieved with proton or C-ion therapy for
head and neck tumors, early stage lung cancer and central nervous system tumors
(skull-base). For ocular and bladder cancer, the results of hadron therapy are
similar to SRT (Stereostatic Radiotherapy) and combined modality photon RT
respectively, but the preservation of the tissue is higher in the case of proton ther-
apy. Head and neck, as well as skull-base tumors benefit significantly from hadron
therapy. Last, as far as prostate cancer is concerned, the local tumor control rates
are similar for hadrons and photons. However, 5-year survival rates are higher
when prostate cancer is treated with protons or C-ions with a much lower toxicity
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rate.
Lung and prostate cancer are two of the most common cancers in Greece. More
specifically, Greece has the second highest crude rate in lung cancer for men. More-
over, central nervous system cancer, represents a significant percentage in incidence
and mortality rates for both men and women (4.1, 5.7 percent and 3.9, 4.2 percent
respectively). According to latest information obtained from the database of the
World Health Organization [2] for the year 2008, Greece is the third country in the
world regarding mortality (645 deaths in 2008) from skull-base tumors and has the
highest crude rate for both, men and women (11.7 and 9.5 respectively). Bladder
cancer, according to Fig. (3.7), is the fourth most common cancer for men and the
fifth most common cause of death from cancer, while according to data acquired
from [2], Greece has the highest crude rate for men in bladder cancer. This can
be observed in Fig. (6.12) and (6.13), where the crude rate for the types of cancer
that require HT is demonstrated based on data concerning the year 2008. Taking
this into account, it is clear that Greece, can benefit from having access Hadron
Therapy.

Figure 6.12: Crude Rates
for Men- Types of cancer for
which Hadron Therapy is most
effective.

Figure 6.13: Crude Rates for
Women- Types of cancer for
which Hadron Therapy is most
effective.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

Hadron Therapy is an important form of cancer treatment and provides signifi-
cant advantages to a considerable number of patients. Valuable clinical experience
has been gained over the last years, but further research is needed in order to
overcome the difficulties and take full advantage of what a therapy like this can
offer. It is not to replace conventional radiation therapy but to provide another
modality of treating certain types of tumours which cannot easily be treated using
conventional radiation therapy. Both types of treatment offer advantages. How-
ever, particle therapy constitutes the treatment of choice for many types of cancer
while it provides benefits in terms of treatment and quality of life that must not
be neglected.
As far as Greece is concerned, several aspects should be evaluated. Greece is a
country with the lowest incidence rate for women and the second lowest for men
when at the same time, presents the highest mortality to incidence ratio for both
sexes [6]. Taking into account that it is a relatively small country, the fact that the
mortality to incidence ratio is so high, should be taken under serious consideration.
Aspects such as the reasons for such low survival rates and most importantly the
access to, the availability and the quality of treatment should be examined. Ac-
cording to data from the epidemiological analysis, as already mentioned, Greece
presents some of the highest crude rates for most types of cancer that require
Hadron Therapy, while in the case of bladder cancer and skull-base tumors, the
crude rate is the highest in the world for men and for both sexes respectively.
From Tables (6.5) and (6.6), it is clear that in most of the Balkan countries, the
crude rates are also high, especially for men. Thus, it is obvious that not only
Greece but other Balkan countries can benefit from Hadron Therapy, potentially
increasing the survival rates significantly.
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Chapter 8

Introduction

8.1 Particle Accelerators

The 50 percent of particle accelerator installations, worldwide, is mainly devoted
to medical applications such as radiotherapy, medical radioisotopes production,
and biomedical research [1]. Also they contribute in the improvement of the tech-
nical features of medical diagnostics.
Particle accelerators are structures used to accelerate charged particles such as
protons and ions to very high speeds, using electromagnetic fields, and to main-
tain them in a well-defined beam. An accelerator consists of the particle source,
the injection section, a copper tube where the beam circulates, powerful electro-
magnets used to steer the beam, radiofrequency(RF) accelerating cavities, drift
and extraction sections etc. Particle accelerators may be linear or circular.
In linear accelerators (LINACs), charged particles are accelerated in a straight
line, in one single pass, with a target of interest at one end, using a RF electric
field.
In circular accelerators however, the particles preaccelerated and then injected
with an initial energy into the accelerator where they move in a circular path until
they reach a sufficient energy. The particle track is typically bent into a circle
using electromagnets [2].
Circular accelerators have an advantage over linear accelerators (linacs) due to the
fact that the ring topology allows continuous acceleration, as the particle can tran-
sit indefinitely. On the contrary, in linear accelerators, the particles perform only
one pass from the accelerating structure. Another advantage is that, a circular
accelerator is extremely compact compared to a linear accelerator of comparable
power.
In medical applications, when circular accelerators are used, these are cyclotrons
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and synchrotrons. A cyclotron consists of two hollow semicircular electrodes, called
dees. In each dee there is a magnetic field, constant and perpendicular to the beam
direction. In the gap separating the dees, there is an alternating electric field point-
ing from one dee to the other. This way, the particles injected near the center of
the magnetic field, in the gap, are accelerated continuously from one dee to the
other and the magnetic field guides them in a circular path. As the particles gain
speed, the radius of the particle track increases and they spiral outward, as pre-
sented in Fig. (8.1). A cyclotron operates at a fixed radiofrequency and all the
settings of the beam are predetermined.

Figure 8.1: In a cyclotron the particles are injected near the center of the
magnetic field. As they are accelerated from one dee to another, the gain
speed and they follow a spiral outward path [3].

A synchrotron, consists of a ring of constant radius where magnets are placed
to bend, focus and steer the beam. The magnetic and electric field are varied and
synchronized with the travelling particle beam and the particles are accelerated
in one or more RF cavities. By increasing the magnetic and electric field appro-
priately as the particles gain energy, their trajectory can be held constant as they
are accelerated.Particles are often pre-accelerated in a linear accelerator before in-
jected into a synchotron. In the case of relativistic particles, particles which move
with a speed of light (|~u| = c), the orbit radius increases with energy according to
equation (8.1):

R =
~E

ec ~B
(8.1)

where R is the orbit radius, ~E is the particle energy, e is the particle charge, c
is the particle velocity which is equal to the speed of light in the case of relativistic
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particles and ~B is the magnetic field. Since the radius is constant, according to the
equation above, it follows that the ratio E/B must also be constant. This means
that the magnetic field increases as the energy increases. However, there is a tech-
nical limit to the maximum magnetic field that can be produced with conventional
magnets- currently it is around — ~B—=1.7 Tesla, whereas with superconducting
magnets it is — ~B5̄ Tesla.

Since the accelerator is circular, magnets are used to bend the particle beam
into a circular orbit. The particles experience a divergence caused by the bending
magnets, hence, focusing of the beam is required which is handled independently
by specialized quadrupole magnets (Fig. (8.2)[3]).

Figure 8.2: A synchrotron consists of bending and focusing magnets.

However, there is no necessity for a synchrotron to be completely circular but
rather the beam pipe may have straight sections (sections where no bending of the
beam takes place) between magnets as shown in Fig. (8.3)[4].

In medical applications, the particles used in linear accelerators are usually
electrons which can be used for treatment directly or they can be collided with
a target to produce X-rays. The particles used in circular medical accelerators
(cyclotrons as well as synchrotrons) are usually Protons or Carbon ions (Hadrons)
since they are the most suitable for treatment of deep-seated tumors (see Part I,
Chapter 6).
There are many Hadron Therapy facilities in Europe. The following table includes
some of the under construction or operating European facilities, along with the
accelerator’s circumference and particles’ kinetic energy.
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Figure 8.3: A synchrotron that consists of straight sections and arcs instead
of being completely circular [3].

Facility Country Circumference (m) Energy(MeV)
Medaustron Austria 78 250 p

HIT Germany 65 250 p
CNAO Italy 78 250 p

GSI Germany 65 250 p
TSL Sweden 93 200 p

Table 8.1: Hadron Therapy Facilities in Europe

8.2 The present study

The present study concentrates on the design of an accelerator for medical ap-
plications, specifically designed for the treatment of deep-seated cancer tumors,
focusing on the linear beam dynamics. This accelerator should be very compact
and have low production cost. Considering the above requirements, the designed
accelerator will be a compact synchrotron with a small circumference. In addition
to that, the magnets which will be used should be regular instead of superconduct-
ing. Superconducting magnets are electromagnets constructed from superconduct-
ing wire and cooled to cryogenic tempratures during operation. These magnets
achieve greater magnetic fields than conventional magnets which reach a field of
1.7 Tesla, but the construction and operation costs are significantly higher.
Concluding, the specifications, which are followed in the design of the compact
synchrotron, are:

• The circumference of the synchrotron is 50m.

• The particle kinetic energy is 300 MeV.
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• The accelerated particles are protons.

Furthermore, in the framework of this study, issues such as beam circulation
and linear beam optics are discussed. Parameters, such as the strength, the num-
ber and the size of the magnets used in the synchrotron, the drift spaces between
each magnet and the produced magnetic field, are defined. Program code has been
written on specific simulation tools for the definition and optimization of these pa-
rameters. This study has the following structure.
In Chapter 9, the basic principles of accelerator optics are described and particle
motion in circular accelerators are presented. Additionally, the type of structure
of the synchrotron is examined and the necessary parameters (magnet length, size
etc.) are discussed.
In Chapter 10 a parameterization process is presented for determining the char-
acteristics of the lattice, for a medical synchrotron of 50 m circumference and
maximum kinetic energy of the particles equal to 300 MeV.
Chapter 11, consists of an analysis of the modifications required in order to acquire
a proton beam with zero dispersion. The code for the dispersion suppression is
written in MADX.
In Chapter 12, the effect of weak focusing on accelerators functioning in the MeV
range is discussed. Moreover, the determination of transfer matrices of the mag-
nets taking into account the weak focusing is presented and the stability of the
lattice is examined. Computational software programs, Matlab and Mathematica
are used, in order to preform the nessecary calculations and plots creation, while
program code is written in MADX to examine the stability of the lattice.
In Chapter 13 the conclusions drawn as a result of the study are presented.
The Appendix which follows in the end of this study contains the program code
written in MADX.



Chapter 9

Accelerator Optics

As previously defined, a synchrotron is a type of circular accelerator in which
electromagnetic fields are used to accelerate and bend the particle beam in order
for the particles to move in a circular orbit until they reach sufficient energy, thus
they follow a closed path over and over again and as a result, cover an extremely
large total path [2]. The general concept in circular accelerators is that the particles
of the beam are accelerated constantly and brought back to the same accelerating
structures time after time. Magnets are used to control the direction of a beam.
Magnetic fields exert a force on charged, moving particles. The magnetic force
produced increases with the particle velocity and always focuses and steers the
beam while it brings the particles back to the desired orbit. Particle motion
is determined by the electric and magnetic forces that they encounter as they
circulate through the ring. Circular accelerators have magnets distributed all
around the circumference-sometimes reffered to as the lattice [5]; these produce
the magnetic force responsible for focusing and steering the beam. Thus, when
designing a circular accelerator, accelerator magnets, particle motion and particle
trajectories should be examined.

9.1 Linear beam optics

In any kind of accelerator there is exactly one curve - the design or nominal orbit
or trajectory - on which ideally all particles should move. However, the trajecto-
ries of individual particles have a certain angular divergence which causes them to
slightly deviate from the design orbit as shown in Fig. (9.1) [7].

Without controlling these trajectories, the particles will eventually hit the wall
of the vacuum chamber and will be lost. In order to minimize these deviations,
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Figure 9.1: Particle trajectory and ideal orbit.

focusing forces are required.
Focusing can be accomplished by defining, first, the particle trajectory in a general
arbitrary curve and then by steering the diverging particles back to the nominal
trajectory each time. This is done by using electromagnetic fields in which parti-
cles of charge e and velocity ~v experience the Lorentz Force, defined by equation
(9.1)[6]:

~F = e( ~J + ~v × ~B) = ~̇p (9.1)

where ~F is the Lorentz force, ~J is the electric field, ~B is the magnetic field and ~̇p
is the first derivative of the momentum ~p.

At relativistic velocities the electric field ~J is related to the magnetic field with
equation:

~J = c ~B (9.2)

This means that a magnetic field of 1 Tesla corresponds to an electric field of
3× 108V/m. However, although it is relatively easy to have a magnetic field of 1
Tesla, it is not so easy to have an electric field of 3× 108V/m. This is the reason
why, magnets are almost always used in accelerating structures to steer the beams
whereas electrical fields are only used at very low energies or to seperate particles
according to their charge [6].
Based on linear algebra, ~v is perpendicular to the cartesian product ~v × ~B. In
order to represent the particle acceleration (~̇p), it is necessary to substitute ~̇p with
(m~̇p). Considering the above substitutions and the fact that magnetic fields are
used more, instead of electrical fields, equation (9.1) becomes:

~̇v =
e~v × ~B

m
(9.3)
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The principals used for the focusing and steering procedures are called beam
optics [2].

9.2 Accelerator Magnets

As mentioned earlier, nowadays separated-function, electromagnets are used in
accelerators for bending and focusing the beam. Dipoles are used for bending,
whereas quadrupoles are used for focusing (Fig. (9.2) [5]).Higher multipoles (sex-
tupoles, octupoles etc) either cause unwanted field errors or are usually used for
compensation or field correction [2]. For linear beam optics, higher multipoles are
not used and thus and will not be discussed in this analysis.

Figure 9.2: Dipoles are used for bending while quadrupoles are used to focus
the particle beam.

9.2.1 Dipole Magnets

A dipole magnet consists of two parallel iron poles, with coils wrapped around
them, as shown in Fig. (9.3) [2] and is used to bend the beam into a circular
trajectory.

It generates a homogeneous field | ~B| = B0 (Fig. (9.4)) [5] within the gap which
is constant along the x−axis and is defined by equation (9.4)[2]:

B0 = µ0
nI

h
= const (9.4)

where h is the space between the two poles, n is the number of coils, I is the current
passing through the coils and µ0 is the magnetic permeability in the gap (µ0=1).
Since the magnetic field is constant along the x−axis, the first derivative of the
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Figure 9.3: A dipole magnet consists of two parallel iron poles. The space
between the two poles is demonstrated by (h), (n) is the number of coils, (I)
is the current passing through the coils and (µ) is the magnetic permeability.

magnetic field with respect to the x−axis is zero:
| ~Bx| = 0.
On the contrary, the magnetic field along the y−axis varies. Thus, the first deriva-
tive is expressed by the following formula: By = B0

Figure 9.4: A dipole magnet generates a homogenous magnetic field B0.

The radius by which the trajectory of a moving particle beam is bent due to
the magnetic field produced by the dipoles is expressed by ρ. It is known as bend-
ing radius and determines the curvature of the beam. The factor(1/ρ) represents
the ’strength’ of the magnetic field produced by a dipole magnet. It is expressed
by equation (9.5):

1

ρ
=

0.2298B0[T ]

p[GeV/c]
(9.5)
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where B0 is the homogeneous magnetic field generated by the dipole and p is
the particle momentum. Substituting equation (9.4) in equation (9.5), the dipole
strength can also be expressed by equation (9.6):

1

ρ
=

0.2298µ0

p

nI

h
(9.6)

However, in reality, there are deviations from this ideal field, B0. Only a mag-
net with infinitely long poles is able to produce such a homogeneous magnetic
field. After a certain distance from the central axis, the field starts to fall away,
as shown in Fig. (9.5), which limits the useful region of the magnet[2]. In order
to compensate for this,iron strips,the so-called shims, are fitted at the end of the
magnet in both poles, increasing the useful region.

Figure 9.5: In a dipole magnet, iron shimps increase the usefull field region.

The angle in which a dipole magnet bends the beam is called bending angle,
while the radius of curvature of the orbit is called bending radius.
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Considering a ring with a Nb dipoles (Nb is the number of dipoles), of length Lb,
equation (9.7) determines the bending angle θ of the dipoles:

θ =
2π

Nb
(9.7)

The bending radius of the dipoles is expressed by equation (9.8) :

ρ =
Lb
θ

(9.8)

It can be inferred from equation (9.8) that, the bending radius increases in analogy
with the dipole length. The bending radius ρ and the magnetic field B produced
by the dipoles are related through equation (9.9):

Bρ =
βE

0.2998
(9.9)

where E is the desired output energy of the synchrotron and β is a multiplication
factor expressed by equation (9.10), while the product Bρ is the magnetic rigidity.
Magnetic rigidity determines the resistance of charged particles to change their
direction of motion caused by the magnetic field.

β =

√
1− E2

0

E2
(9.10)

where E0 is the inertia energy 1.
The energy of a moving particle is defined as the sum of the particle’s kinetic

energy(T ) plus it’s inertia energy (E0):

E = E0 + T (9.11)

Since the particles’ mass is constant and the desired output energy is predeter-
mined, according to equation (9.9), Bρ is constant for a certain output energy of
a specific particle beam. However, the magnetic rigidity changes in analogy with
the desired output energy. Moreover, in order to keep the desired energy constant,
a variation in the magnetic field B demands a variation in the bending radius
ρ as well. For example, if the magnetic field increases, the bending radius must
decrease and consequently, from equation (9.8), the dipole length must decrease
as well (smaller dipoles).

1The energy of the particle due to it’s mass alone
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9.2.2 Quadrupole Magnets

Quadrupoles, as mentioned before, are electromagnets used for focusing the beam.
They consist of four iron poles, with hyperbolic contour, with coils wraped around
them as shown in Fig. (9.6)[7].

Figure 9.6: Quadrupole Magnet.

According to Fig. (9.6), Fx (horizontal component of the Lorentz force on a
positively charged particle) is directed towards the axis, whereas the vertical Fy
is moving away from it [2]. Thus, this magnet focuses the beam in the horizontal
plane and defocuses the beam in the vertical. If any of the following: current
direction, particle charge or its direction of motion changes, then the quadrupole
has the opposite effect (defocusing of the beam in the horizontal plane and fo-
cusing in the vertical) In order to have this opposite effect, without changing the
beam characteristics, the polarity of the quadrupole can be reversed. Therefore,
in circular accelerators quadrupole magnets with alternating polarity are used.

The field is linear in the deviation from the x-axis and z-axis as the following
formulas indicate:
~Bx = −gŷ
~By = −gx̂

where ~Bx and ~By are the derivative of the magnetic field B produced by the
quadrupole, with respect to x and y respectively. Moreover, g is the field gradient,
which describes the change in the magnetic field:
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g =
∂Bz
∂x

(9.12)

Figure (9.7) demonstrates the field lines in a quadrupole magnet[5].

Figure 9.7: Magnetic field generated by a quadrupole magnet.

The quadrupole strength, is defined according to the bending strength of a
dipole magnet:

k =
eg

p
(9.13)

where p is the particle momentum and e is the particle charge.
The strength k for a focusing quadrupole is positive (k ≥ 0) whereas for a defo-
cusing quadrupole, the strength k is negative (k ≤ 0). In equation (9.13) g is the
field gradient as already mentioned and is also expressed by equation (9.14):

g =
2µ0nI

R2
(9.14)

with µ0 being the magnetic permeability, n being the number of coils, I being the
current in the coil and R being the average radius of the accelerator.
Also the quadrupole strength can be expressed by equation (9.15):

k[m−2] =
0.2998× g[T/m]

p[GeV/c]
(9.15)

Moreover, according to equation (9.9) and assuming for simplicity that c = 1 the
quadrupole strength is also expressed by equation (9.16):

k =
0.2998× g[T/m]

βE[GeV ]
=

0.2298× g[T/m]

Bρ
(9.16)
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Quadrupole magnets function like glass lenses, while they focus or defocus the
beam in the same way a glass length works when light passes through them. The
effect of a focusing and a defocusing quadrupole on the beam is demonstrated in
Fig. (9.8) [8]:

Figure 9.8: The beam is focused by the focusing quadrupoles and defocused by
the defocusing quadrupoles, which have the effect of a focusing and defocusing
lens.

If l is the length of the quadrupole, the focal length f is given from equation
(9.17):

1

f
= kl (9.17)

Therefore, since the strength of a focusing quadrupole is positive (f ≥ 0), the
focal length f is also positive, according to equation (2.17). On the contrary, the
focal length of a defocusing quadrupole is negative (f ≤ 0). As mentioned before,
the quadrupole field can focus the beam on one axis and defocus it on the other.
However, if quadrupoles with strengths of equal absolute value are used at some
distance from one another, the beam will be focused in both planes as shown in
Fig. (9.9)[6]:

Figure 9.9: Quadrupole magnets with strengths of equal absolute value, result
in overall focusing of the beam in both planes.
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9.3 Particle Motion and Trajectory Equations

in a Circular Accelerator

In this section, the trajectory equations used in particle motion in circular accelera-
tors are discussed. The particle motion is described by trajectory equations which
demonstrate the particle trajectory and are expressed by the following second-
degree differential equations ((9.18) and (9.19)):

x′′(s) + (
1

ρ2(s)
− k(s))x(s) =

1

ρ(s)

∆p

p
(9.18)

y′′(s) + k(s)y(s) = 0 (9.19)

where k is the strength of the quadrupole, p is the particle momentum, ρ is
the bending radius and the s coordinate refers to the nominal orbit. Both, dipoles
and quadrupoles have an affect on the particle orbit. As previously defined, the
factor factor 1

ρ(s) indicates the dipole strength whereas the factor 1
ρ2(s)

represents a

focusing effect caused by the dipole, known as weak focusing. Moreover, the factor
k(s) indicates the quadrupole strength. Both x and y define the particle trajectory
in the horizontal and vertical plane respectively. It can be observed that both, ρ
and k, are functions of s. This is due to the fact that, based on the position (s) of
the particles in the lattice, they encounter different elements (dipoles, quadrupoles
etc.) and thus their motion is affected accordingly. For example, when a particle
passes through a quadrupole, it is not affected by bending forces and as a result,
the factors 1

ρ2(s)
and 1

ρ(s) are considered zero.

The horizontal and the vertical plane in normal dipole and quadrupole magnets
are independent of one another, hence, it is sufficient to consider only one plane.
There are certain assumptions made for simplicity, in order to proceed with the
analysis of the particle motion:

• The design orbit is thus assumed to be in the horizontal plane.

• The magnetic field ends abruptly at the beginning and at the end of the
magnets, whereas within the magnets, the field is constant. This means
that the quadrupole and dipole strength are independent of the s coordinate
(nominal orbit) Fig. (9.10)[2].

• Last, it is assumed that all the particles of the beam have the same energy
and thus the same momentum p (∆p

p = 0).
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Figure 9.10: Particle orbit and trajectory.

In order to obtain the solution to the trajectory equation in the horizontal
plane when the particle pass through a quadrupole, equation (9.15) is used. Since
the aim is to define the trajectory of the particle based only on the effect of a
quadrupole, the dipole strength 1

ρ is considered zero since no bending of the beam
caused by the quadrupole. Thus, equation (9.18) becomes:

x′′(s)− kx(s) = 0 (9.20)

where k is the strength of the quadrupole. In case of a defocusing quadrupole,
k ≤ 0 and the solution of equation (9.20) above is:

x(s) = A cosh
√
|k|s+B sinh

√
|k|s (9.21)

x′(s) =
√
|k|A sinh

√
|k|s+

√
|k|B cosh

√
|k|s (9.22)

The constants of integration A and B are determined by the initial conditions.
The point where the beam enters the magnet is considered to be at s = 0, where
the point trajectory is defined by the following vector:(

x0

x′0

)
=

(
x(0)
x′(0)

)

Thus, equations (9.21) and (9.22) can be written as follows:

x(s) = x0 cosh
√
|k|s+

x0√
|k|

sinh
√
|k|s (9.23)

x′(s) = x0

√
|k| sinh

√
|k|s+ x′0 cosh

√
|k|s (9.24)

Equations (9.21) and (9.22) can be written in a matrix form as well:

(
x(s)
x′(s)

)
=

(
cosh Ω sinh Ω√

k√
k sinh Ω cosh Ω

)(
x0

x′0

)
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where Ω = sqrtks.
So for the quadrupole, depending on the strength k, there are 2 matrices-one

for a focusing quadrupole and one for a defocusing:

Mfoc =

(
cos Ω 1√

|k|
sin Ω

−
√
|k| sin Ω cos Ω

)
with k ≥ 0

Mdefoc =

(
cosh Ω 1√

|k|
sinh Ω√

|k| sinh Ω cosh Ω

)
with k ≤ 0

By replacing the quadrupole strength k with the dipole strength 1/ρ, the dipole
matrix is obtained:

Mdipole =

(
cosh s

ρ ρ sinh s
ρ

−1
ρ sinh s

ρ cosh s
ρ

)
It may seem that, like the quadrupole matrix, the matrix above describes beam

focusing, but in this case with a strength of 1/ρ2. This focusing effect, caused be
the dipoles, is relatively small, compared to the focusing caused by the quadrupoles
and as already mentioned, is called weak focusing [7].
There are two types of dipole magnets, depending on their shape: sector and rect-
angle magnets. The assumption that the field ends abruptly at the end of the
magnet and starts sharply at the beginning, leads to the fact that the faces of
the bending magnets are perpendicular to the nominal trajectory. This is exactly
what happens in the case of sector magnets as demonstrated in Fig. (9.11) [2].

However, due to the fact that rectangular magnets are easier to manufacture,
many of them are nowadays used. In this case, the trajectory of the beam is not
perpendicular to the magnet at the entrace nor at the exit of the beam, results
in an extra focusing effect which is known as edge focusing [2]. This is caused by
the fact that the particles cross the face of the magnet at an angle ψ as it can
be seen in Fig. (9.11). Comparing the particle trajectories for both, sector and
rectangular bending magnets, it is clear that the particles, travelling through a
rectangular magnet, cover a shorter path, by a distance:

∆l = x0 tanψ (9.25)
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Figure 9.11: Dipoles: Sector and Rectangle magnets.

where ∆l is the difference in the travelling distance, x0 is the travelling distance
within a sector magnet and ψ is the angle in which the particle cross the face of
the magnet. This causes the particles to be bent in a smaller angle (∆ω = ∆l

ρ )

The matrix form for the trajectory transformation is :

Medge =

(
1 0

tanψ
ρ 1

)

It is possible to observe the circulation of the particle beam through the mag-
net structure, with the use of matices that represent each magnet element. These
matrices are known as transfer matrices. The transfer matrices for the quadrupole
and the dipole magnets:

Mquad =

(
cosh θ 1√

|k|
sinh θ

±
√
|k| sinh θ cosh θ

)

Mdip =

(
cos θ ρ sin θ
−1
ρ sin θ cos θ

)
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where θ is the bending angle of the dipoles.
The magnets in an accelerator are placed with a distance from one another, called
drift region. The transfer matrix for a drift region between magnets is:

Mdrift =

(
1 s
0 1

)

In order to ’move’ from one point to another within a sequence of magnets,
the principle is to multiply the transfer matrices of each element in the right order
as demonstrated in Fig. (9.12)[7].

Figure 9.12: The circulation of the particles through a sequence of dipole and
quadrupole magnets

The complete transfer matrix of this sequence of magnetic elements is:
M = M8 ∗M7 ∗M6 ∗M5 ∗M4 ∗M3 ∗M2 ∗M1

where Mi, i = 1, .., 8 are theh transfer matices of the elements of the lattice.

9.4 Betatron Oscillations

As a particle circulates through the ring, it preforms an oscillation about the
nominal trajectory. This transverse oscillation about the orbit is described by
Hill’s differential equation and is known as betatron oscillation.

Substituting 1/ρ = 0 and ∆p/p = 0 in equation (9.18), equation (9.26)-(Hill’s
differential equation) is obtained [2] :

x′′(s)− k(s)x(s) = 0 (9.26)

where the quadrupole strength (k), is a function of a position in the orbit (s).
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The solution of this trajectory equation is:

x(s) = Au(s) cos(Ψ(s) + φ) (9.27)

The term u(s) is considered to be equal to u(s) =
√
β(s), where β(s) is a

periodical function of position, known as beta function: β(s) = u2(s), and will be
analyzed in the following paragraph. The constant amplitude factor A and the
phase φ are constants of integration and are determined by the initial conditions.
The trajectory function, x(s), describes a transverse oscillation around the orbit
(betatron oscillation), The functions u(s) (amplitute) and phase Ψ(s) -known as
betatron phase- are functions of the particle position in the orbit s and therefore
have a different value at every point around the orbit [2]. Additionally, the ampli-
tude factor A can be replaced by what is called emittance: A =

√
ε. The emittance

describes the area occupied by the beam which maintains the same through the
ring and will be analysed in section (9.5).Hence, equation (9.27) becomes :

x(s) =
√
ε
√
β(s) cos(Ψ(s) + φ) (9.28)

The beta function β(s) describes the variation of the beam’s characteristics in
both planes-vertical and horizontal- as the beam circulates through the sequence of
magnets in the ring. Thus, it depends on the beam focusing or defocusing, which
varies with position. It is a measure of the beam cross-section whereas, the emit-
tance, ε, is constant throughout the whole beam transport system. The particles
oscillate around the orbit,but they do not all follow the same trajectory. However,
the transverse motion of the particles takes place within a range marked out by a
position-dependent amplitude called Envelope and is expressed by equation (9.29)

E(s) =
√
εβ(s) (9.29)

This is demonstrated in Fig. (9.13) [2]:
It is interesting to see how the beta functions change in each plane as the

position changes.
The first derivative of the trajectory function is:

x′(s) =
−
√
ε√

β(s)
[α(s) cos(Ψ(s) + φ) + sin(Ψ(s) + φ)] (9.30)

with

α(s) = −β
′(s)

2
(9.31)
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Figure 9.13: The amplitude of the particle oscillation has a boundary defined
by the Envelope

representing the first derivative of the beta-function.
Since the beta function is periodical, it can be said that β(s+ C) = β(s).
where C is the circumference of the accelerator. This means that the beta function
will have the same value for a certain point in the accelerator after each turn of
the beam. Also, the betatron phase function Ψ(s) for a point s, is calculated from
the beta function as shown in equation (2.32)[7]:

Ψ(s) =

∫ s

s0

1

β(s)
ds (9.32)

The same procedure is followed in order to calculate the betatron phase function
for another point s+ C:

Ψ(s+ C) =

∫ s+C

s0

1

β(s)
ds =

∫ s

s0

1

β(s)
ds+

∫ s+C

s

1

β(s)
ds (9.33)
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Thus, the phase advance per period is [2]:

∆Ψ = µ = Ψ(s+ C)−Ψ(s) =

∫ s+C

s

1

β(t)
dt (9.34)

It is clear that it demonstrates the change in the betatron phase per revolution.
The number of betatron oscillations per revolution is known as Tune and is

expressed by equation (9.35):[7]

Q =
Nµ

2π
=

∆Ψ

2π
=

1

2π

∮
ds

β(s)
(9.35)

where N is the number of periods, µ is the phase advance and ∆Ψ indicates the
phase advance for one complete revolution. The number of periods is indicated by
the number of identical magnet structures in a lattice.
Since the oscillation of the particles and the amplitude of these oscillations can
be obtained from the beta functions, it is important to understand how the beta
function behaves while the particles are travelling through the ring.
This is demonstrated in Fig. (9.14) [2]:

Figure 9.14: Circulation of the beam through the magnet structure. Evolution
of the beta functions
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It is easy to see that when the particles pass through a focusing quadrupole
(QF), the beta function in the horizontal plane reaches a maximum, whereas in the
vertical plane, it reaches a minimum. Respectively, when the beam passes through
a defocusing quadrupole (DF), the vertical beta function reaches a maximum,
whereas the horizontal reaches a minimum. This behaviour can be observed more
clearly in Fig. (9.15) [4].

Figure 9.15: Circulation of the beam through the magnet structure. The beta
functions oscillate along the ring, reaching maximum and minimum values
in the quadrupoles

9.5 Emittance

Under linear forces, any particle moves on ellipse phase space (x, x′), (y, y′). The
phase space is a space that consists of all possible values of position and momentum
variables. The ellipse rotates and moves between magnets, but its area is preserved.
The area of the ellipse defines the emittance [9]. The emittance represents the
phase-space volume occupied by the beam.

Using equations (9.28) and (9.30), an expression describing the particle motion
in the x−x′ phase space plane is obtained with no dependence on the phase Ψ [2]:

cos(Ψ(s) + φ) =
x

√
ε
√
β(s)

(9.36)

and

sin(Ψ(s) + φ) =
β(s)x′√

ε
+

α(s)x
√
ε
√
β(s)

(9.37)

By using the general relation sin2 θ + cos2 θ = 1 equation (2.38) is obtained:

x2

β(s)
+ (

α(s)√
β(s)x

+
√
β(s)x′)2 = ε (9.38)
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while

γ(s) =
1 + α2(s)

β(s)
(9.39)

From equations (9.38) and (9.39), equation (9.40) is acquired:

γ(s)x2(s) + 2α(s)x(s)x′(s) + β(s)x′2(s) = ε (9.40)

where α(s) is expressed by equation (9.31) and γ(s) is expressed by equation (9.39).
Equation (9.40) is the general equation of an ellipse in the x− x′ plane, as shown
in Fig. (9.16) [2].

Figure 9.16: The emittance is defined by the area of the phase space ellipse.

The area A = πε of the phase space ellipse is expressed by the emittance ε,
multiplied by a factor π. According to Liouville’s theorem, as a particle changes
position, the ellipse changes shape with the amplitude of the beta function but the
area of the ellipse remains the same.

However, a beam is a set of millions of particles, moving with various ampli-
tudes and each corresponding to a different ellipse in the phase space plane. The
horizontal particle distribution is described by a Gaussian distribution:

ρ(x, z) =
Ne

2πσxσz
exp(

−x2

2σ2
x

− z2

2σ2
z

) (9.41)
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where N is the number of particle of charge e in the beam and σx, σy are the
horizontal and vertical beam sizes. The horizontal particle distribution ρ(x) is
demonstrated in Fig. (9.17) [2]:

Figure 9.17: Horizontal particle distribution.

where 0.607ρ0 represents the distance from the beam axis where the particle
density has decreased by exp(−1/2).

All particles which lie exactly one standard deviation σ from the beam axis
may be assigned to an emittance εstd via the relation: σ(s) =

√
εstdβ(s) It is

important that in an accelerator, even particles undergoing very large betatron
oscillations are kept within the phase space ellipse. What defines how large the
phase space ellipse is allowed to be, is the value of

√
β(s) which is proportional to

the width of the beam and not the aperture of a vacuum chamber .

9.6 Matching of Beam Optics

During the design of a lattice and its system of beam optics, the values of the op-
tical functions, β(s), α(s), γ(s) which are mentioned in previous sections, are fixed
in advance. The evolution of the optical functions through the magnetic structure
is computed by using the matrix equations and certain simulation programs.
This is a very important procedure and has an effect on many issues. For example,
it helps to ensure that the beta function will stay within reasonable limits and as a
result, the particles will not hit the wall of the vacuum chamber. A significant part
of this process is to choose the appropriate quadrupole strengths in order for the
optical functions to have the desired form and values at the end of the structure.
This procedure is known as matching of beam optics [2].
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Figure 9.18: Matching of beam optics. The quadrupole strengths are defined
so that the optical functions acquire the desired value at the end of the lattice.

9.7 Periodicity Conditions

In circular accelerators, there is not a defined beginning or end of the structure.
However, due to their periodicity, the optical functions must repeat continuously.
Additionally, the optical functions are reflected through the symmetry points of
the lattice as it is demonstrated in Fig. (9.19), at which the optical functions
must have the same values [2], which sets another constraint. Thus, the optical
functions can defined around the ring.

Figure 9.19: The points of symmetry encountered in the accelerator, establish
periodicity conditions, causing the particles to circulate periodically.
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9.8 FODO cell

The purpose of the arrangement of magnets in a circular accelerator -and in this
case, in a synchrotron- is to steer the beam in a controlled way, bend and focus it
whenever needed. The simplest arrangement of magnets is the FODO structure,
shown in Fig. (9.20) [2]. The ring consists of a number of identical cells, each
consisting of two dipoles to bend the beam in a circular path and quadrupoles
arranged with alternating polarity between them, to consecutively focus and de-
focus the beam as needed. The alternating polarity is indicated by the fact that a
quadrupole, only focuses the beam in one place, while it defocuses it in the other.
Between the magnets, is a drift region which has no magnetic field and is indicated
by ′0′, hence the name of the structure(F.0.D.0).

Figure 9.20: A synchrotron consisting of a sequence of FODO cells.

It is important to understand how the beam circulates through a FODO cell
using transfer matrices. Considering the quadrupoles as focusing and defocusing
lenses and following the thin lens approximation (f ≥≥ l, where f is the focal
length of the quadrupole and l is the quadrupole length) and not taking into
account the dipoles, the transfer matrices for the quadrupoles and the drift sections
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are [7]:

MF =

(
1 0
−1/f 1

)

Mdrift =

(
1 Lf/2
0 1

)

MD =

(
1 0

+1/f 1

)
where f is the focal length of the quadrupoles, Lf is the length of the FODO cell,
MF is the transfer matrix of the focusing quadrupole, Mdrift is the transfer matrix
of the drift section and MD is the transfer matrix of the defocusing quadrupole.
Thus, the whole transfer matrix from the beginning to the end of the FODO cell
is:

M = MFM0MDM0MF =

 1− Lf (2f+Lf )

4f2
Lf +

L2
f

4f
−4f2+L2

f

4f3
1− Lf (2f+Lf )

4f2


where M0 is the transfer matrix for the drift space between the magnets.
Also, the cosine of the phase advance is expressed by equation (2.42):

cosµ =
1

2
TrM = 1− 2

ρ2

f ′2
sin2 θ = 1−

L2
f

8f2
(9.42)

where µ as mentioned before is the phase advance.
It occurs from equation (9.42), that the phase advance per cell can be defined by
the cell length and the focal length of the quadrupoles

9.9 Strong Focusing

The following assumptions are made in order to study the effect of the strong fo-
cusing of the magnets in a FODO cell:

1. The short drift spaces between the dipoles and the quadrupoles are ne-
glected.

2. F and D( Focusing and Defocusing) quadrupoles are considered to have the
same strength 1/f and are treated as thin lenses.

The parameters used are:
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• Half cell length: lf = Lf/2

• Bending strength: 1
ρ

• Strength of half a quadrupole: ± 1
f ′ = ± 1

2f

As already mentioned, a typical FODO cell consists of a sequence of magnets:
A focusing quadrupole, a dipole, a defocusing quadrupole, a dipole and again a
focusing quadrupole. In order to examine the effect of both, the quadrupole and
the dipole magnets, on a beam travelling through a FODO cell, a half cell is con-
sidered; that is from the middle of the focusing quadrupole to the middle of the
defocusing quadrupole. This is described by multiplying the transfer matrices of
each magnet, in the order that the beam passes through them (Fig. (9.21)[7]):

Figure 9.21: Half FODO cell.

The transfer matrix from the middle of the first focusing quadrupole to the
middle of the defocusing quadrupole is [7]:

M(s1/s0) =

(
1 0

1/f ′ 1

)(
1 ρ sin θ
0 1

)(
1 0

−1/f ′ 1

)
where

Mb =

(
1 ρ sin θ
0 1

)
is the matrix for the dipole, ρ is the bending radius of the dipole and θ is the
bending angle θ = Lb

ρ . Which gives:

M(s1/s0) =

(
1− ρ

f ′ sin θ ρ sin θ

− ρ
f ′2 sin θ 1 + ρ

f ′ sin θ

)
In this approach, the weak focusing caused by the dipole magnets has not been
taken into account. However, when an accelerator operates at a low energy (in the
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MeV range), the weak focusing should be taken into account. This case will be
analysed in Chapter 12.

For the whole FODO cell the transformation matrix isM(s0) = M(s2/s1)M(s1/s0)
which gives:

M(s0) =

(
1− 2ρ2

f ′2 sin2 θ 2ρ sin θ + 2ρ2

f ′ sin2 θ

− 2ρ
f ′2 sin θ + 2ρ2

f ′3 sin2 θ 1− 2ρ
f ′2 sin2 θ

)

and the phase advance is expressed by equation (9.43) :

cosµ =
1

2
TrM = 1− 2

ρ2

f ′2
sin2 θ = 1−

L2
f

8f2
(9.43)

as θ << 1
Taking into account equations (9.42) and (9.43), the solution is the same as it was
when treating the dipoles as drift spaces.
In the middle of the focusing quadrupole, the beta function reaches a maximum
value β̂ [7], whereas in the middle of the defocusing quadrupole it reaches a mini-
mum value β̌. The first derivative -slope- of β, (β′) is zero, so α = 0 and γ = 1/β
according to equations (9.28) and (9.36).
The transformation matrix applied, in order to ’transfer’ from point s0 to point s1

of the lattice (s0 → s1) is the following:

M(s1/s0) =

(
C S
C ′ S′

)
=


√
β̌/β̂ cos(∆Φ)

√
β̂β̌sin(∆Φ)

− 1√
β̂β̌
sin(∆Φ)

√
β̂/β̌cos(∆Φ)


where ∆Φ = µ/2 Since the matrix above, is equal to M(s1/s0), equation (9.44)
derived:

S′

C
= β̂/β̌ =

1 + ρ
f ′ sinφ

1− ρ
f ′ sinφ

(9.44)

Taking into account equation (9.44), as well as the fact that | cosµ| < 1, µ must
take values between 0 and π, the maximum and minimum beta functions can be
calculated as functions of µ:

β̂ = Lf
1 + sinµ/2

sinµ
(9.45)

β̌ = Lf
1− sinµ/2

sinµ
(9.46)
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The phase advance,µ, for which the beta function attributes a maximum value
is found by differentiating equation (9.45). After solving equation

dβ̂/dµ = 0 (9.47)

the value of the phase advance µ is obtained and it is equal to µ = 76.35. This
shows that the phase advance is between 60 and 90 degrees.

9.10 Stability Diagram

In order to ensure the correct function of the accelerator, it is important to define
the values of the phase advance in each plane, taking into account the quadrupole
strengths. The region of values of the phase advance is called stable region of the
lattice.
Taking into account that the quadrupole strengths for the focusing (k = F ) and
the defocusing (k = D) quadrupoles are different, for the horizontal motion, matrix
M(s1/s0) is also equal to:(

C S
C ′ S′

)
=

(
1− F l

− (F−D+FD)
l 1 +D

)

from where equations (9.48) and (9.49) are obtained:

−C ′S = F −D + FD = sin2µx
2

(9.48)

D − F + FD = sin2µy
2

(9.49)

Taking into account equations (9.48), (9.49) and that 0 ≤ sin2 µ/2 ≤ 1, equa-
tions (9.50) and (9.51) are acquired:

0 ≤ F −D + FD ≤ 1 (9.50)

0 ≤ D − F + FD ≤ 1 (9.51)

Which leads to: F = D
1+D , F = 1, D = F

1+F and D = 1. The stable region is
demonstrated in Fig. (9.22)[7]
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Figure 9.22: Stability Diagram.

9.11 Dispersion

Despite the fact that beam optics are calculated starting with particles of a nominal
momentum, this is not the case in reality. Particles enter the ring with slightly
different energies and thus, have a momentum deviation about this nominal value,
equal to ∆p/p 6= 0. As a result, when particles of different momentum enter
a dipole, they experience different forces and exit the dipole at different angles.
This, consequently, leads to particles travelling on dispersive trajectories which
deviate from the nominal orbit. This effect is known as dispersion. From equation
(9.15), it is obtained that momentum deviation is important only when the dipole
strength 1

ρ is not zero, since the existence of dipoles is responsible for the dispersion
[2, 10].

The dispersion function should be defined. Assuming a homogeneous field with
no gradient(k = 0), equation (9.18) becomes [2]:

x′′ +
1

ρ2
x =

1

ρ

∆p

p
(9.52)

where ρ is the bending radius.
Considering for simplicity a special trajectory D(s) for which ∆p

p = 1, the dis-
persion function is:

D′′(s) +
1

ρ2
D(s) =

1

ρ
(9.53)

. Clearly, the dispersion function depends only on the dipole strength 1
ρ , while

the quadrupole strength k is not a part of the function. This is expected, since
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the dipoles are the magnets creating the dispersion, whereas, quadrupoles have no
such effect on the particles [10].

In conformance with the above, it is interesting to see how the transfer ma-
trices for the quadrupole and the dipole magnets become, when the dispersion is
taken into account:

Quadrupole Magnet :

Mquad =

 cosh θ 1√
|k|

sinh θ 0

±
√
|k| sinh θ cosh θ 0

0 0 1



Dipole Magnet :

Mdip =

 cos θ ρ sin θ ρ(1− cos θ)
−1
ρ sin θ cos θ sin θ

0 0 1



where θ, represents the bending angle (θ = Lb/ρ).
From the above, it can be infered that the quadrupoles have nothing to do

with dispersion, whereas dipoles are the ones who cause the dispersion when the
off-momentum particles pass through them. As mentioned in previous sections,
when particles with momentum deviation enter a dipole, they are bend in different
angles, and therefore exit the magnet also in different angles, creating a beam that
requires focusing. The following matrices, represent the transfer matrix of half a
FODO cell:

 C S D
C ′ S′ D′

0 0 1

 =

 1 0 0
1/f ′ 1 0

0 0 1

 1 ρ sin θ ρ(1− cos θ)
0 1 2 tan θ/2
0 0 1

 1 0 0
−1/f ′ 1 0

0 0 1

 =

 a b c
d e f
0 0 1



where:

a = 1− ρ
f ′ sin θ

b = ρ sin θ
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c = ρ(1− cosθ)

d = ρ
f ′2 sin θ

e = 1 + ρ
f ′ sin θ

f = ρ
f ′ (1− cos θ) + 2 tan θ/2

9.12 Tune and Optical Resonances

9.12.1 Periodic Solution of Hill’s differential equation

In circular accelerators, the beam encounters the same magnetic structure, once
every full revolution, thus the particles experience forces periodically. For exam-
ple, the quadrupoles cause the particles to oscillate transversely which may under
certain conditions lead to resonances. Resonances are beam instabilities due to
perturbation terms in the equation of motion and they can be caused by dipoles,
quadrupoles and sextupoles or octupoles.If this happens, the amplitude of the os-
cillations will increase and the particles may hit the wall of the vacuum chamber
and as a result, be lost.
The trajectory of particles with no momentum deviation (∆p = 0) is described by
Hill’s differential equation:

x′′(s) +K(s)x(s) = 0 (9.54)

The focusing function K(s) in a circular machine is periodic with a period C,
where C is the circumference of the ring:

K(s) = 1/ρ2(s)− k(s) (9.55)

and thus, K(s+C) = K(s), where L is the circumference of the ring. The solution
of equation (9.54) is obtained by using Floquet’s Theorem[2, 12]:

x(s) =
√
ε
√
β(s) cos[Ψ + φ] (9.56)

The beta function is also periodic with the same period as K(s). This means that
β(s+ C) = β(s), as mentioned in section (9.4).
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The resonant behaviour depends on the betatron phase ∆Ψ over one complete
revolution. Thus, the tune, which defines the number of oscillations a particle un-
dergoes over one complete revolution (section 9.4)[2, 12], is expressed by equation
(9.57):

Q = ∆Ψ/2π =
1

2π

∮
ds

β(s)
(9.57)

where ∆Ψ is the phase advance for a full revolution:∆ψ = Ψ(s + C) − Ψ(s) as
already mentioned in section (9.4). However, due to the periodicity of the beta
function, the tune is independent of position s. The transfer matrix for a full
revolution is:

Ms→s+C =

(
cosµ+ α(s) sinµ β(s) sinµ
−γ(s) sinµ cosµ− α(s) sinµ

)
with µ = 2πQ
In order to study the resonances, the variable

φ =
Ψ(s)

Q
=

1

Q

∮
ds

β(s)
(9.58)

is introduced which increases by 2π per revolution.
The particle amplitude, x(s), is replaced by the normalised value:

n(s) = x(s)/
√
β(s) (9.59)

After calculations and by multiplying equation (9.54) with β3/2(s)Q2, the trans-
formed equation of motion is derived:

d2n

dφ2
+Q2n = 0 (9.60)

Equation (9.60) applies for particles with nominal momentum and for a lattice
with no field errors. However, in reality, this becomes:

d2n

dφ2
+Q2n = β2/3Q2 ∆B

RBz0
(9.61)

where Q is the tune value, B is the magnetic field and ρ the bending radius. Using
Floquet’s theorem equation (9.62) is obtained:

n(φ) =
Q

2 sinπQ

∫
β3/4 ∆B

RBz0
cos[Q(π + φ+ θ)]dθ (9.62)
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for a full revolution, with φ given from equation (9.58).

It is clear from equation (9.62) that as the tune approaches a whole num-
ber, the amplitude of the particle oscillations n(φ) grows without limit since
lim sin(πQ) = 0. As a result of this rapid and infinite increase of the oscilla-
tions’ amplitude, the particles may be lost. What happens physically is that the
beam receives a kick at the same phase on every turn and just spirals outwards
[12]. The region around an integer value of Q is called integer stopband.

Depending on the tune value, integer, half integer and one-third integer reso-
nances can be encountered [2]. In reality, the magnets manufactured do not agree
exactly with the model. As a result, there are always non-negligible deviations
from the ideal field. These deviations are called field errors. The resonance caused
by a dipole field error is the strongest and is known as Integer Resonance-Q = n.
Specifically, assuming that there is only one magnet with a field error, when the
particle beam circulates through the ring and passes through the faulty dipole, it
undergoes an angular deflection. If the tune is an integer, the beam will encounter
the faulty magnet at the exact same point in evergy revolution. Therefore, the
angular deflection increases with each revolution. The oscillation amplitude in-
creases linearly with the number of revolutions and at some point, the particle hit
the wall of the vacuum chamber. Half-Integer Resonance is caused by quadrupole
field errors and it takes place when Q takes a half integer value, Q = n + 1/2.
Last, a sextupole magnet can cause what is known as One-Third Integer Reso-
nance with Q = n + 1/3. The resonances induced by dipoles and quadrupoles
are called linear resonances since they are caused by field errors of linear elements
(quadrupoles,dipoles). However, resonances caused by non linear fields(sextupoles,
octupoles) are used to compensate for particular beam dynamics problems and are
known as higher order resonances, which will no be discussed in the framework of
this study.

9.12.2 The Tune Diagram

The field errors caused by the accelerator magnets are usually not known precisely
and thus, it is difficult to determine the strength of a resonance. It is definite
though, that the strength of a resonance decreases sharply with the order of the
resonance. This means for example, that integer and half integer resonances cause
the beam to resonate, increase it’s oscillation amplitude and hit the wall of the vac-
cum chamber. Thus, integer and half integer resonances should be avoided while
the beam can survive all the other resonances. In an accelerator it is possible to
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have all multipole fields [2]. Thus, there are always resonances when aQ = p,
where a,p are integers that demonstrate the order of the resonance.
Every lattice has two tune values: The horizontal-Qx and the vertical-Qy which
are generally different. As a result, the resonance conditions for each plane are
also different. Equation (2.63) determines the condition for optical resonance in
both planes:

mQx + nQy = p(m,n, p = integers) (9.63)

.
The sum |m| + |n| is called order of the resonance and the pair of Qx and Qy is
known as working point and should be chosen to avoid resonances. The lines in
Fig. (9.23)[2] represent the optical resonances and thus, the working point should
be chosen to be far from these lines.

Figure 9.23: Tune Diagram demonstrating resonances up to third order.

In the tune diagram (Fig. (9.23)), resonances up to 3rd order (|m| + |n| ≤ 3)
are demonstrated.
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9.13 Chromaticity

Chromaticity refers to the dependence of the focusing function on momentum[13].It
is important to understand how the optics change for the off-momentum particles
with a deviation ∆p¬0. The following assumption is made: ∆p << p0. The
off-momentum particles, with p = p0 +∆p have a different betatron oscillation fre-
quency and experience a different focusing strength from the quadrupoles which
is expressed by:

k = −e
p
g = − e

p0 + ∆p
g = k0 + ∆k (9.64)

This can be regarded as a quadrupole error, caused by a slight alteration in the
quadrupole strength k equal to ∆k = ∆p

p k0

This error however, causes a tune shift per path element ds:

dQ =
∆p

p

1

aπ
k0β(s)ds (9.65)

The variation in the tune with the relative momentum deviation is known as chro-
maticity :

ξ =
∆Q

∆p/p
= − 1

4π

∮
k(s)β(s)ds (9.66)

The chromaticity increases with the beam focusing, especially with strong focusing
quadrupoles (high quadrupole strength k), where the beta functions have signif-
icantly large values [7]. Even for small values of momentum deviation, the tune
shift may be damagingly large by ’hitting’ optical resonances which cause the par-
ticles to be lost.

The chromaticity is compensated for using sextupole magnets [2, 10], at points
where the dispersion is non-zero and the particle trajectories are described by:
xD = D(s)∆p

p
Sextupoles generate a non-linear field which, along the x− axis is expressed by:

Gy(x) =
g′x2

2
(9.67)

with g′ = 6µ0nI
ρ3

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability, n is the number of the coils

and I indicates the current in the coils. In figure (9.24) [5], the magnetic field lines
in a sextupole are demonstrated:
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Figure 9.24: The magnetic field lines in a sextupole.

The sextupole focusing strength depends on the transverse beam position and
the magnetic field produced by the sextupoles can be calculated from the equations
(9.68) and (9.69):

~Bx = g′x̂ŷ (9.68)

By =
1

2
g′(x̂2 − ŷ2) (9.69)

and the sextupole strength is:

m =
e

p
g′x (9.70)

In Fig. (9.25) [2], the chromaticity correction is demonstrated:
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Figure 9.25: Chromaticity correction. The particles with no momentum de-
viation are not influenced by the magnetic field of the sextupole.

The particles with no momentum deviation travel along the axis and are not
affected by the sextupole field. The field gradient is zero on the axis. The particles
with ∆p/p > 0 sense a very weak focusing effect from the quadrupoles but as they
pass through the sextupole, they experience a displacement

x =
∆p

p
D (9.71)

In other words, these particles experience an extra focusing effect from the sex-
tupoles with strength ksext = mD∆p

p . Respectively, the same thing applies for
particles with negative momentum deviation,but with the sign reversed.
Thus the total chromaticity is:

ξtot =
1

4π

∮
[m(s)D(s) + k(s)]β(s)ds (9.72)

Chromaticity causes instability of the beam and is generally not desired in a ma-
chine. However, this subject exceeds the framework of this study and will not be
further analyzed.
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9.14 Methodology and Tools

The design of the medical synchrotron employs consideration of all the parameters
mentioned in this chapter. These parameters mainly concern the linear character-
istics of the lattice 2. Certain actions should be taken for a proper function of the
accelerator. These actions involve the following:
(1)Specification of the characteristics of the magnets and determination of the val-
ues of the optical functions in order to ensure the stability of the lattice and
(2) Suppression of the dispersion.

There are simulation programs that for given variables perform simulation and
propose valid results assuring the stability of the lattice.

The program used, to determine these values and consequently for the accelera-
tor design is MAD. This is a program language and simulation a tool which allows
the user to define various elements around a ring and compute the correspond-
ing optic parameters. It is able to handle very large and very small accelerators
and solves various problems on such machines. The version of MAD being used
is MAD-X, the succesor of MAD-8 [11]. Using MADX, various tasks, nessecary
for the proper function of an accelerator, can be performed, such as: suppression
of the dispersion, chromaticity correction, simulation and correction of possible
machine imperfections, calculation of the optics parameters for a machine descrip-
tion, definition and computation of the desired properties of the machine etc mad.
This is done with MADX code (MADX scripts), written by the user, depending
on the objective of his work. The machine description depends on the following
parameters, to which, predetermined values have been assigned:

(1) the desired output energy
(2) the number of dipoles-Nb being used and
(3) the bending angle-θ
while the accelerated particles are defined (in this case, protons). The characteris-
tics of the magnets (i.e the quadrupole strengths,the dipole and quadrupole length)
as well as the drift spaces between them and the phase advance are given initial
values as input, which may be varied during the design and simulation procedure.
Thus, for a specific output energy and particles, different magnet characteristics
are required. MAD-X performs the matching of the beam optics for the given
characteristics of the magnetic elements and produces an output. The aim is to
define the nessecary quadrupole strengths in order to have a stable lattice and a

2There are more optics parameters and properties of linear and non linear dynamics
needed to be considered and these may slighty differentiate the process, but these are out
of the scope of the present study.
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stable circulation of the beam. MAD-X uses recursive algorithms to perform the
matching of the beam optics, in other words, define and compute the desired prop-
erties of the accelerator (e.g define the quadrupole strengths in order to obtain the
desired form and values for the optical functions at the end of the structure-section
(9.6)). By matching, recalculations are performed in order to achieve quadrupole
strength values that, given the predetermined values (output energy, number of
dipoles, bending angle), provide a stable circulation of the beam.
In the case where, the initial values of the quadrupole strengths are close to the
nessecary-output values, then a solution has been reached and the strengths for the
given characteristics of the lattice (magnet lengths, drift spaces, phase advance)
are defined. In the case where, the initial values are not close to the nessecary
values, different input values need to be assigned to the quadrupole strengths. Af-
terwards, the matching procedure is carried out again in order to reach a solution
and define the quadrupole strengths. This process may need to be repeated several
times before reaching a solution. However, it is possible that a lattice with the
initial characteristics can never be stable. Thus, if the matching procedure does
not provide a solution despite the change of the input quadrupole strengths, the
magnet length and phase advance need to be redefined as well. When MADX
performs the matching, except from the output values, it creates a file, known as
twiss file, that contains the values of βx,y, αx,y, γx,y, dx,y, ξx,y etc., at the end of
each magnet element. This way, it is possible to observe the effect of the magnet
structure on the particle beam.
The code written in MADX consists of the following standard parts, in the order
they are written by the user and performed by the program . First, the machine
description is needed in order to calculate the optics paremeters. This is carried
out with the following steps:(1) determination of the fixed values (particle type,
output energy, number of dipoles and bending angle)
(2)initial values for the magnet size (eg. dipole and quadrupole length), length of
the drift spaces, quadrupole strengths
(3)definition of the magnets used (quadrupoles are defined by their: name, length
and strength, dipole are defined by their: name, length and bending angle)
(4) determination of the length of the magnet sequences in the lattice (e.g. Length
of a FODO cell: the sum of the magnet and drift lengths, length of an Arc: sum
of the length of the FODO cells used etc).
(5)definition of each magnet sequence (sequence length and position of each mag-
net).
After having described the machine, definition and computation of the desired
properties of such a machine and simulation of the beam dynamics in the designed
machine take place: (6)Matching of a sequence with several constraints, depend-
ing on the purpose of the script. The matching is performed based on commands
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written by the user.
(7)Any other actions can be carried out depending again, on the purpose of the
script (e.g plots of the beta functions and dispersion, commands for dispersion
suppression, chromatcity correction).
Parts of the scripts written in MADX during this study can be seen in the following
Tables:

Figure 9.26: Definition of element length and quadrupole strength

Figure 9.27: Magnet and Magnet Sequence Length definition
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Figure 9.28: Magnet Placement

The whole scripts written for the purpose of this thesis can be found in the
appendix.



Chapter 10

Determination of Lattice
Characteristics

10.1 Parameterization

This study elaborates a design for a medical synchrotron producing a proton beam
of kinetic energy T=300 MeV and is suitable for hadron therapy. The proposed
accelerator is not completely circular. It consists of two arcs and two straight
sections. The definition of the values of the parameters used in the lattice is based
on the structure of the arc and the straight section. As previoulsy described, the
number of FODO cells, the number of dipole and quadrupole magnets used as
well as their size must be determined. The aim of the parameterization process is
to come up with equations through which, given the value of one parameter the
definition of the others is possible. Moreover, the effect of the variation of one
parameter on the others should be examined and a lower limit for the values that
may be attributed to each characteristics of the lattice (i.e dipole length, number
of dipoles, bending radius etc.) should be determined. The equations used are the
following:

C = Larc + Lstr (10.1)

where C the circumference of the ring and is equal to the sum of the length of
the arcs -Larc- and the length of the straight sections -Lstr. Each arc consists
of a number of FODO cells. The length of both arcs in the ring is expressed by
equation (10.2):

Larc = NarcLf (10.2)

108
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where Narc represents the number of FODO cells in both arcs and Lf represents
the length of one full FODO cell. These are expressed by equations (10.3) and
(10.4).
As mentioned in section (9.8), a FODO cell consists of a focusing quadrupole,
a dipole magnet, a defocusing quadrupole, and another dipole and drift space
between them. Consequently, the number of FODO cells in the arcs, is expressed
by the total number of dipoles divided by two (equation (10.3)):

Narc = Nb/2 (10.3)

where Nb represents the number of dipoles in both arcs.
The length of a FODO cell (Lf ) is expressed by equation (10.4) as follows:

Lf = 2(Lb + 2Ld + Lq) (10.4)

where Lb, Ld and Lq are the lengths of the dipoles,drift spaces and quadrupoles
respectively.
Taking into account equations (10.1) and (10.2), the circumferance (C) of the ring
can be expressed by equation (10.5):

C = NarcLfodo + Lstr (10.5)

Substituting equations (10.3) and (10.4) into equation (10.5) and presuming
for simplicity that the ring consists only of arcs and no straight sections, the
circumference of the ring is:

C = NbLb + 2NbLd +NbLq (10.6)

The bending angle is expressed by equation (9.7), while equation (9.8) gives the
bending radius ρ. Combining both, equation (9.7) and (9.8), equation (10.7) is
obtained:

θ = Lb/ρ = 2π/Nb (10.7)

Another important parameter which needs to be considered is the Filling Factor.
The Filling Factor indicates the ratio of the length of the ring’s circumference that
is covered by dipoles over the total circumference of the ring. It is expressed by:

FF = ρ/R = (NbLb)/C (10.8)

where R is the radius of the ring. Substituting equation (3.6) into equation (10.8)
the Filling Factor becomes:

FF = Lb/(Lq + 2Ld + Lb) = 2Lb/Lf (10.9)
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If the Filling Factor has a large value, the rest of the elements used in the lattice will
be fairly small, since most of the ring will be covered by dipoles. The construction
of a ring with a small Filling Factor is easier, since most of the ring will be covered
by dipoles and the rest of the elements will be small. Thus, in designing a compact
synchrotron, it is prefered theta the Filling Factor has the maximum possible value.
Of course, the FF will always be less than 1 since the whole ring cannot be covered
by dipoles. According to equation (10.8), the Filling Factor depends on the dipole
length Lb, the number of dipoles Nb and the bending radius ρ. Since the bending
radius is expressed by the following formula: ρ = βE

B , it is clear that the Filling
Factor also depends on the magnetic field B. The influence of the dipole length
and the number of dipoles on the FF and the magnetic field B is demonstrated in
Fig. (10.1) and (10.2):

Figure 10.1: The Filling Factor with respect to the dipole length Lb.

In particular, in Fig. (10.1), the dependence of the Filling Factor on the dipole
length is demonstrated. Clearly, the value of the Filling Factor increases with the
dipole length, according to equation (3.8)
The magnetic field of the dipoles of conventional magnets, as already mentioned
in section (8.2), can reach a maximum value of B = 1, 7 Tesla [10]. The relation
between the magnetic field and the bending radius is:

Bρ = βE/0.2998 (eq. (9.9))

where Bρ is the magnetic rigidity, E is the total particle energy and β =√
1− (E2

0/E
2). The dependence of the dipole length and the number of dipoles
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on the magnetic field is demonstrated in Fig. (10.2).

Figure 10.2: The magnetic field with respect to the number of dipoles Nb and
the dipole length Lb.

In Fig. (10.2-i) the dependence of the magnetic field on the dipole length is
demonstrated. The lowest line corresponds to Nb = 16 the middle one to Nb = 12
and the highest one to Nb = 8.
Last, according to Fig. (10.2-ii), keeping the dipole length constant, it can be
observed that if the number of dipoles decreases, then a higher magnetic field is
required. This behaviour is expected since the dependence of the magnetic field
on the dipole number and dipole length -obtained from equations (9.7), (9.8) and
(9.9) (section (9.2.1))-, denotes that the magnetic field B produced by the dipole
magnets, decreases (becomes weaker) when the dipole length or the number of
dipoles increase (longer or more dipoles in the lattice). Equations (9.7), (9.8) and
(9.9) are given again below:

θ =
2π

Nb
(2.7)

ρ =
Lb
θ

(2.8)

Bρ =
βE

0.2998
(2.9)

(10.10)

Substituting equation (9.8) into equation (9.9), equation (10.10) is derived:

B =
βEθ

0.2998Lb
(10.11)
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Substituting equation (9.7) into equation (10.10), equation (10.11) is obtained:

B =
βE2π

0.2998LbNb
(10.12)

The magnetic field B is inversely proportional to the length and to the number of
dipoles as well. This realtion justifies the asymptotic behaviour of Fig. (10.2).

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, it is important for the minimum
values of the dipole length and bending radius to be defined, for a given output
energy. Setting a lower limit to these parameters, makes obtaining a more accurate
perception of the limits on the optics parameters possible . Considering equations
(10.7) and (9.9), the minimum values that should be used for the dipole length
and the bending radius are expressed by equation (10.12):

Lbmin = θminρmin = (2π/Nb)(βE/(0.2998B)) (10.13)

where θ is the bending angle and ρ = βE
(0.2998B)

All the calculations, plots and results that will be presented in the following
chapters have been done by using protons with a kinetic energy of T = 300
MeV. According to equation (9.11) (E = E0 + T ), the total particle energy E
is: E = E0 + T = 0.938 + 0.3 = 1.238 GeV, where 0.938 is the proton mass
in GeV (inertia energy). The output energy of the medical synchrotron will be
E = 1.238GeV .
For this case, the minimum value for the dipole length and the bending radius can
be calculated.
The minimum number of FODO cells in an arc is two. Therefore, the minimum
number of dipoles is Nb = 8.
The minimum bending radius is possible, for the maximum magnetic field B, since
ρ and B are inversily proportional. Thus, for an output energy of E = 1.238 GeV,
the minimum bending radius ρ can be calculated as follows:

ρmin = βE
0.2998Bmax

= 0.65×1.238
0.2998×1.7 = 1.585 m

where Bmax is equal to 1.7 Tesla (the maximum achievable magnetic field by con-
ventional magnets)
Therefore, ρ ≥ 1.585 m.

Thus, the minimum dipole length is Lbmin = 1.24 m.
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The values of these parameters may be changed depending on the structure
of the lattice, in order to assure the stable circulation of the particle beam. This
parameterization is very useful since it sets a lower limit for these values, justifies
and makes the selection of the values easier. However, this parameterization can
be used for the calculation of the values of the above parameters, for different type
of particles and different output energies.

10.2 Different energies and different particles

The above parameterization process, applies for protons of different kinetic energy
and for other particles as well. In the following, three different cases are presented.
Parameters for protons of T=200 MeV
When the kinetic energy of the protons is chosen to be T = 200 MeV, then the total
output energy of the synchrotron would be calculated to be: E = E0 +T = 0.938+
0.2 = 1.138 GeV and the value of β would be β =

√
1− (0.9382/1.1382) = 0.566.

Substituting the values of β and E into equation (2.9) (Bρ = βE
0.2998), the magnetic

rigidity Bρ can be calculated. The result is:
Bρ = 2.15 Tm.
Parameters for protons of T=250 MeV
When the kinetic energy of the protons is chosen to be T = 250 MeV, then the
total output energy of the synchrotron would be calculated to be: E = E0 + T =
0.938+0.25 = 1.188 GeV and the value of β would be β =

√
1− (0.9382/1.1882) =

0.61367.
Substituting the values of β and E into equation (10.10) the magnetic rigidity Bρ
is:
Bρ = 2.43 Tm
Table (2) summarizes the results:

T(MeV) B ρ(Tm)
200 2.15
250 2.43
300 2.69

Table 10.1: Energy-Magnetic Rigidity

The bending angle can be determined from equation (10.7) for a specific dipole
length and for a given number of dipoles number of dipoles. Then, the magnetic
field required for the given parameters of the ring can be calculated. Parameters
for Carbon In this case, what changes is the E0, that is the mass of the particle
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in energy units since carbon has a much larger mass than protons. The mass of
carbon in GeV is E0 = 11.2 GeV. Thus, for a kinetic energy of T = 0.3 GeV the
total output energy is E = 11.2 + 0.3 = 11.5 GeV and the value of β would be
β =

√
1− (11.22/11.52) = 0.2269.

Substituting the values of β and E into equation (10.10) the magnetic rigidity Bρ
is:
Bρ = 8.7 Tm.
If the magnetic field required is B > 1.7 Tesla, then superconducting magnets
must be used since as already mentioned, conventional magnets can only give a
magnetic field up to 1.7 Tesla.



Chapter 11

Dispersion

As already mentioned, the synchrotron of this study consists of two arcs and two
straight sections. The arc consists of FODO cells (minimum two) where, dipoles
are responsible for the bending of the beam and quadrupoles perform the focusing.
However, in the straight section bending of the beam is not required and therefore,
it is a sequence of quadrupole magnets only.

The beam circulation through a FODO cell is demonstrated in Fig. (11.1) and
(11.2) where the evolution of the beta functions and the phase advance can be
seen:

115
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Figure 11.1: Evolution of the
beta functions and the disper-
sion through a FODO cell.

Figure 11.2: Evolution of
the phase advance through a
FODO cell.

As it can be observed in Fig. (11.1), the dispersion in the FODO cell reaches
large values. As mentioned in Chapter (9), dispersion is caused by the fact that
particles enter the arc with different momentum and therefore, they are bent by
a different angle by the dipoles. However, it is important that the dispersion is
suppressed before entering a straight section in order to create a homogeneous
beam. This way, the particles to exit the ring with the same angle and not deviate
from the ideal orbit.

There are many ways to suppress the dispersion to zero. Dispersion suppressors
can be made from FODO cells, additional quadrupoles in the FODO structure,
electrostatic deflectors (structures that use electric fields for the modification of the
particle path) etc. [16, 17]. However, in the case of a medical accelerator, which
needs to be as compact as possible, adding any other structures (i.e quadrupoles,
electrostatic deflectors) will increase the circumference of the ring. Therefore, the
dispersion should be suppressed only by using the FODO cells which constitute the
arc. Thus, more than two FODO cells per arc are required in order to sufficiently
suppress the dispersion. This can be achieved by using two methods: The missing
dipole method and the resonant lattice method both of which will be analysed in
the following sections.
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11.1 Dispersion suppression

11.1.1 Missing Dipole method

As already mentioned, dispersion is caused by dipole fields. Therefore, the most
convenient way to suppress the dispersion is at the exit of an arc. The purpose is
to maintain the dispersion suppressed to zero until the next bend. In the straight
sections there are no dipoles, thus there is no cause of dispersion. This can be
done by removing a dipole almost at the end of an arc. The dispersion function,
defined in equation (9.53) (D′′(s) + 1

ρ2
D(s) = 1

ρ2
), makes a small amplitute oscil-

lation around a value determined by the strength of the dipole field. By reducing
the strength of a dipole magnet, the dispersion begins to oscillate around it’s new
equilibrium point. In the case of removing a dipole magnet completely, this pointis
zero. Therefore, the dispersion function begins to oscillate around zero, and gradu-
ally reaches zero. The second last dipoles at each end of the arc are being removed
in order to achive this.
Considering the compact requirement, the arc in this design consists of only four
FODO cells. The general layout is presented in Fig. (11.3):

Figure 11.3: Expected general layout of the ring

As it can be seen in Fig. (11.3) the arc consists of two normal FODO cells
in the middle (FODO 1) and two FODO cells with a missing dipole in each end
(FODO 2 and FODO 3). The place in the FODO cell where the dipole is missing,
is compensated by a drift section, having length equal to the length of the dipole.
The arc contains 6 dipoles: Two in each normal FODO cell and one in each FODO
cell with a missing dipole. Therefore the whole ring consists of 12 dipoles. Now,
equation (10.3) becomes

Narc = Nb/2 + 2 (11.1)

Since the number of dipoles Nb is known, the minimum dipole length can be cal-
culated from equation (10.12):
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Lbmin = θminρmin = (2π/Nb)(βE/(0.2998Bmax)) ⇒ Lbmin = 0.829 m for E =
1.238 GeV, Nb = 12 and Bmax = 1.7 Tesla which is the maximum achievable field
with conventional magnets.
As it can be seen from the script ’Missing Dipole’, in the index, the dipole length
used in this case is Lb = 1 m. Given the number of dipoles and the dipole length,
the bending radius and thus, the magnetic field of the dipoles can be calculated
according to equations (10.11) and (9.9) which are presented again, respectively:

B =
βE2π

0.2998LbNb

Bρ =
βE

0.2998
(11.2)

Substituting the number of dipoles, with Nb = 12 and the dipole length with
Lb = 1 m into equation (10.11), the magnetic field is calculated: B = 1.41 Tesla.
Moreover, substituting the magnetic field B into equation (9.9), the bending ra-
dius is obtained: ρ = 1.91 m.
In order to suppress the dispersion, except the extraction of two dipoles, a change
in the quadrupole strengths is also needed. The focusing quadrupole strengths are
the same in both versions of the FODO cells (the normal FODO cell and the FODO
cell with the missing dipole). However, the defocusing quadrupole strengths are
different between the normal FODO cells and the ones with the missing dipole.
Of course, since FODO 2 and FODO 3 are symmetrical, the quadrupole strengths
are the same.
Only FODO 1 is matched to a phase advance of 0.24 in both planes. Figures
(11.4)-(11.9) demonstrate the circulation of the beam through FODO 1, FODO 3
and through the whole arc as well.
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Figure 11.4: Evolution of the
beta functions and the disper-
sion through FODO1.

Figure 11.5: Evolution of
the phase advance through
FODO1.

Figure 11.6: Evolution of the
beta functions and the disper-
sion through FODO3.

Figure 11.7: Evolution of
the phase advance through
FODO3.
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Figure 11.8: Evolution of the
beta functions and the disper-
sion through the arc.

Figure 11.9: Evolution of the
phase advance through the arc.

In Fig. (11.4), (11.6) and (11.8), the black and red lines demonstrate the
evolution of the beta function in the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively,
whereas the green line demonstrates the evolution of the dispersion function in the
horizontal plane. In Fig. (11.5),(11.7) and (11.9), the black and red lines represent
the horizontal and vertical phase advance, respectively.
As it can be observed in Fig. (11.8), the dispersion at the end of the arc is close
to zero. The exact value of the beam dispersion at the end of the arc is 0.15
m. This is the lowest achievable value for the dispersion. This may be resolved
by adding extra elements except from the FODO cells in the arc; specifically, by
adding quadrupoles with different quadrupole strengths. However, as mentioned
above, this option is contradictory with the requirement of the compact ring, since
the circumference of the ring should be around 50 m. Of course, this is impossible
to achieve by adding more elements to the original design. Therefore, the missing
dipole method cannot be used in this case to suppress the dispersion. The program
code written in MADX for this method can be found in the Appendix (FODOcell-
MD).

11.1.2 Resonant Lattice

Due to the inability to use the missing dipole method, an attempt was made to
suppress the dispersion by constructing what is called a ’resonant lattice’.
The arc consists of 4 identical FODO cells. In order to eliminate the dispersion,
the FODO cells must have a phase advance of π/2 each, resulting in a total hor-
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izontal phase advance of 2π at the end of the arc. Ths can be achieved with a
minimum number of FODO cells equal to 4. This results in a compact lattice with
zero dispersion of the beam. The disadvantage of this method, is the lack of arc
tunability [14] due to the integer tune value (Q=1) at the end of each arc, based
on equation (9.35).
However, the lack of arc tunability will not be further analyzed in the framework
of this thesis. The straight section consists of 2 half focusing quadrupoles on each
side and a triplet of quadrupoles in the middle.
The half focusing quads in each end of the straight section have the same strengths
(KQFA) as the ones in each end of the arc due to symmetry reasons. The focusing
quadrupole in the middle of the straight section have a different strength (KQFB),
and the defocusing quadrupoles in the triplet have different defocusing strengths
as well (KQDB) than the defocusing quads in the arc (KQDA). The structure of
the arc in the case of resonant lattice is illustrated in Fig. (11.10):

Figure 11.10: The structure of a half resonant lattice.

The parameterization procedure is presented, in order to calculate the appro-
priate values for the parameters of the lattice. They are defined according to the
following lattice structure:

• Each arc consists of 4 FODO cells, all identical. Therefore, each arc contains
8 dipoles, thus, the whole ring contains 16 dipoles.

• The straight section consists of 2 half focusing quads and a triplet.

• The perimeter of the ring is then expressed by: C = 2Larc + 2Lstr

• The number of FODO cells in the arc is expressed by: Narc = Ndip/2, thus
Larc = Narc ∗ Lf
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• The length of the straight section is: Lstr = 8 ∗ LQ1 + 2 ∗ Ld2 + 2 ∗ Ld3

where LQ1 is the length of half a quad

• Ld2 is the length between the focusing quad and the triplet

• Ld3 is the length between the quads that the triplet consists of.

As already mentioned in Chapter (9), the number of periods of a ring is in-
dicated by the number of identical magnet structures. Therefore, in this case,
the number of periods is N = 2, since each period is defined by one arc and one
straight section. The minimum dipole length is defined by the bending angle and
the magnetic field, according to the following formulas:

Bρ = βE
0.2998 (eq. (3.10)) where β =

√
1− E2

0
E2 =

√
1− 0.9382

1.2382

For the maximum achievable magnetic field with conventional magnets Bmax =
1.7 Tesla

thw minimum bending radius can be calculated from equation:

ρmin =
βE

0.2998Bmax
= 1.585 (11.3)

m

The minimum dipole length Lb can be calculated by the equation (10.12), as
shown below:

Lbmin = θminρmin = 2π
16 1.585 = 0.62 m, where θ is given by: θ = Lb

ρ = 2π
Nb

However, in case the desired output energy increases or the accelerated parti-
cles are carbon ions instead of protons, the required dipole length will be greater
(equation 9.9). Moreover, the quadrupole strengths depend on the dipole length as
well. This dependence can be observed by substituting equations (9.7) and (9.8)
into equation (9.16):

k =
0.2998× g × 2π

B × Lb ×Nb
(11.4)
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. Clearly, for the same number of dipoles, but for a greater dipole length, the
quadrupole strengths receive smaller value. Therefore, in order to be able to
accelerate different particles or even protons to higher energies with the same
accelerating structure, the actual dipole length is selected to be Lb = 1 m in order
to obtain a more flexible design.
Given the number of dipoles and the dipole length, the bending radius and thus,
the magnetic field of the dipoles can be calculated according to equations (10.10)
and (9.9):
ρ = 2.54 m and B = 1.06 Tesla.
The length of the quadrupole magnets is selected to be 0.4 m. Taking into account
the above calculation, the length of each arc is 19.2 m whereas the length of each
straight section is 5.7 m.

Since the dispersion is caused by dipoles, which only have an effect on the
beam in the horizontal plane, the most important constraint is to keep the hori-
zontal phase advance equal to 0.25. During the matching, the phase advance of the
FODO cell is varied in both planes: µx : [0.23, 0.27] and µy : [0.2, 0.47]. This way,
it is possible to calculate through MADX, the different values for the quadrupole
strengths depending on the phase advance (see Appendix: Table 1-KFD), as well
as the different values for the tune, the dispersion and the beta functions (see
Appendix: Table 2-RST2).
The ring is matched to initial conditions. For symmetry reasons, as a constraint,
the beta functions at the end of the ring are required to have the same values as
in the beginning of the ring. This leads to a definition of the quadrupole strengths
of the straight section.
Afterwards, the previously defined quadrupole strengths are used as initial values.
Then, the ring is matched again but this time not to initial conditions.

This method, as already mentioned, renders zero dispersion when the phase
advance is set to 90 degrees (µx = µy = 0.25). For a phase advance of 0.25 in both,
the horizontal and vertical plane, the quadrupole strengths are: KQFA = 1.137
m−2 (focusing quadrupole in the arc), KQDA=-1.47 m−2 (defocusing quadrupole
in the arc), KQFB=2.766 m−2 (focusing quadrupole in the straight section) and
KQDB=-1.97 m−2 (defocusing quadrupole in the straight section). In Fig. (11.11-
11.14) the circulation of the beam through the half ring is demonstrated:
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Figure 11.11: The evolution of
the beta functions and the dis-
persion for a phase advance of
90 degrees.

Figure 11.12: Phase Advance
of 90 degrees.

It can be observed that in Fig. (11.11), that at the end of the arc the dispersion
of the beam is zero. This happens because this figure demonstrates the beta
functions and the dispersion, when the phase advance is 0.25, as it can also be
seen in Fig. (11.12). The maximum beta functions are approximately βx= 6.2 m
in the horizontal plane and βy= 7 m in the vertical plane.

Figure 11.13: The evolution
of the beta functions and the
dispersion when the phase ad-
vance is not 90 degrees.

Figure 11.14: Phase Advance
6= 90 degrees.

On the contrary, in Fig. (11.13), the dispersion of the beam is almost equal to
2 m which of course is due to the fact that the phase advance is not close to 0.25.
Specifically, the phase advance is µx= 0.23 and µy= 0.44 for the horizontal and
vertical plane, respectivelly. Thus, these figures prove that the resonant lattice
method suppresses the dispersion when the phase advance is set to 90 degrees.
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Having analyzed the significance of the tune values for the stable circulation of
the particle beam, it is interesting to observe the change that ocuurs in the beta
functions, the dispersion and the phase advance as the tune changes for a half ring
(Fig. (11.15)-(11.22)). As already mentioned, the phase advance in each FODO
cell is varied in both planes: µx : [0.23, 0.27] and µy : [0.2, 0.47].
In Fig. (11.15) and (11.16), the evolution of the beta functions (βx and βy, respec-
tivelly) for different tune values is demonstrated:

Figure 11.15: The tune
(Qx,Qy) with respect to the
beta function in the horizontal
plane (bx).

Figure 11.16: The tune
(Qx,Qy) with respect to the
beta function in the vertical
plane (by).

For each value of Qx (Qx=1.14, 1.16, 1.19 etc.), the value of Qy is scanned
through Qy: [1, 2.35]. The different colors indicate the different values of the
beta function in the horizontal plane. In Fig. (11.16), βx varies between 5.8 mm
and 7.6 mm. However, in Fig. (11.16), βy varies between 6.9 mm and 37.5 mm.
Therefore, the difference in color cannot be easily discerned. For each value of Qx
and for Qy between 1 and 2, βy has relativelly low values (7-10 mm). However,
for Qy = 1, 1.5 and 1.97, the dots are light blue and the amplitute of the particle
oscillation in the vertical plane (βy) is approximately 12 mm. These pairs of tune
values ([Qx, Qy]=[1.14,1],[1.14,1.5],[1.14,1.97],[1.16,1] etc.) indicate resonances of
the beam. Further increase in Qy causes a more evident increase in βy which
reaches 37.5 mm.

In Fig. (11.17) and (11.18), the evolution of the phase advance (µx and µy,
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respectivelly) for different tune values is demonstrated:

Figure 11.17: The tune
(Qx,Qy) with respect to the
phase advance in the horizon-
tal plane (µx).

Figure 11.18: The tune
(Qx,Qy) with respect to the
phase advance in the vertical
plane (µy).

In Fig. (11.17), it can be observed that the horizontal phase advance increases
with Qx. It is independent of the value of the vertical tune Qy.
The same behaviour is observed in Fig. (11.18) where the vertical phase advance
is presented. Its evolution is independent of Qx. This is expected since the total
phase advance indicates the tune values multyplies by 2π.

In Fig. (11.19) and (11.20), the tune, as well as the phase advance, in relation
with the dispersion is presented:
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Figure 11.19: The tune
(Qx,Qy) with respect to the
dispersion in the horizontal
plane (dx).

Figure 11.20: The phase ad-
vance (µx,µy) with respect to
the dispersion in the horizon-
tal plane (dx).

As it can be observed from Fig. (11.19) and (11.20), the dispersion dx, depends
mostly on the horizontal tune Qx and phase advance µx as expected. The disper-
sion initially has high values, then reaches a minimum when Qx = 1.25 and starts
to increase again for Qx ≥ 1.25. This behaviour of course is expected, since for
Qx = 1.25, the phase advance in the horizontal plane is µx = 0.25. The dispersion
is almost independent of the vertical tune and phase advance, which is logical,
since dispersion is caused by dipole magnets,which act upon the beam only in the
horizontal plane. The values of the dispersion function in relation with the tune
and the phase advance can also be seen in the Appendix (Table 2-RST2).

Moreover, the evolution of the phase advanced in relation to the tune (hori-
zontal and vertical) is demonstrated in Fig. (11.21) and (11.22) :
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Figure 11.21: Evolution of the
phase advance (µx,µy), with
respect to the tune in the hori-
zontal plane (Qx).

Figure 11.22: Evolution of the
phase advance in both planes,
with respect to the tune in the
vertical plane (Qy).

The horizontal tune, Qx, depends on the horizontal phase advance and in-
creases along with it. Respectively, the same applies for Fig. (11.22). This is
expected since the tune demonstrates the total phase advance of the ring.
It is important to mention that the above diagrams refer to the half ring, for sim-
plicity. For the whole ring, the values are double, since the lattice is symmetrical.

In Fig. (11.23) optical resonances up to third order are demonstrated:
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Figure 11.23: The Tune Diagram, demonstrating up to third order reso-
nances.

As it has already been explained in Chapter (9),section (9.12), it is important
to avoid optical resonances. The condition for optical resonance in both planes
is expressed by equation (9.63): mQx + nQy = p where m,n, p are integers and
|m|+ |n| is called order of the resonance.
The solid red and blue lines indicate systematic 1 and non-systematic resonances,respectivelly,
while dashed lines indicate skew resonances2.
In order to provide a stable operation, a pair of values for Qx and Qy must be
chosen that is far from resonances.
For example, it is evident that the tune must not take values near Qx = Qy=2 or
3. Also, as it can be seen in Fig.(11.23), the dispersion is zero for Qx=2.45 and
Qy=2.36. These tune values are given by a phase advance of µx=0.25 and µy=0.23
respectivelly. When the vertical phase advance is set to 0.25 as well, the dispersion

1Systematic resonances appear when the p is an integer multiple of the number of
periods. In this case, as already mentioned, the number of periods is N=2. For example,
for Qx=2, equation (9.63) gives: n×Qx = p⇒ p = 1×2 and indicates a first order (m = 0,
therefore the order of the resonance is determined only by n), systematic resonance.

2Skew resonances are caused by rotated magnets but since in this case only normal
magnets are used, skew resonances exeed the framework of this study.
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of the beam is zero. However, when both µx and µy are equal to 0.25, the beam
hits optical resonances, as it can be seen from Fig. (11.23), where Qx = 2.45 and
Qy = 2.56 (blue line). Therefore, these values should be avoided.

As a result of this method, the final lattice is displayed in Fig. (11.24):

Figure 11.24: The lattice, consists of two arcs and two straight sections.

Each arc, consists of 4 identical FODO cells and has a total length of 19.2 m.
Each straight section consists of two half focusing quadrupoles at each end and a
quadrupole triplet in the middle and has a total length of 5.7 m. The different
colours correspond to different quadrupole strengths. The program code written
in MADX for this method can be found in the Appendix(FODOm). The total
length could have been less if superconducting magnets were used. However, this
would increase the cost and since one of the prerequisites is to have a low cost
synchrotron, conventional magnets were used.
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Analytical Calculations for a
FODO cell

12.1 Weak Focusing

This subject has already been presented in section (9.9), for the case of high energy
accelerators (TeV range), where the weak focusing is negligible and has not been
taken into account during the calculations of the transfer matices. However, since
the accelerator of this study is a medical synchrotron which functions in the MeV
range, weak focusing constitutes an important factor which should be considered.
According to equation (9.9): Bρ = βE/0, 2998, the bending radius ρ has a very
large value for high energy accelerators. For this reason, the factor 1/ρ2 represent-
ing the weak focusing is negligible and therefore, is not taken into account. Since
the accelerator of this study functions in the (MeV) range, the bending radius of
the ring is significantly smaller. Thus, the weak focusing (1/ρ2) caused by the
dipoles should be taken into account while examining the beam circulation in the
synchrotron design. During the matching process, MADX takes into account this
situation, but it is a seamless to the user. For the completeness of the study, the
beam circulation through a FODO cell is discussed and the determination of the
transfer matrices of the magnets in a FODO cell is presented, taking into account
the weak focusing.
In Fig. (12.1), a half FODO cell is presented:
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Figure 12.1: Half FODO cell.

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the transfer matrix for a whole FODO cell is:

M(s0) =

(
1− 2ρ2

f ′2 sin
2θ 2ρsinθ + 2ρ2

f ′ sin
2θ

− 2ρ
f ′2 sinθ + 2ρ2

f ′3 sin
2θ 1− 2ρ

f ′2 sin
2θ

)
This is obtained by multiplying the matrices of the focusing quadrupoles, the drift
spaces, the dipoles and the defocusing quadrupoles:

MF =

(
1 0
−1/f 1

)

Mdip =

(
1 ρsinθ
0 1

)
MD =

(
1 0

+1/f 1

)
where f is the focal length of the quadrupoles, MF is the transfer matrix for a
focusing quadrupole, Mdip is the transfer matrix for a dipole magnet and MD is
the transfer matrix for a defocusing quadrupole. As already mentioned in Chapter
(9), section (9.2), the focal length, f , for a focusing quadrupole is positive, whereas
the focal length for a defocusing quadrupole is negative.
However, this approach refers to accelerators in the TeV range where from equa-
tion:
Bρ = βE/0.2998 (eq. (9.9))
it is clear that the bending radius ρ has a very large value since it increases propor-
tionally with the particle energy E. Therefore, the value of 1/ρ2 which determines
the weak focusing of the dipoles is negligible.
On the contrary, in medical accelerators, the weak focusing of the bending magnets
cannot be neglected. These accelerators function in the MeV zone which means
that ρ has a rather small value as well.

Taking into account the weak focusing, the transfer matrix for the dipole be-
comes:

Mdip =

(
1 ρsinθ

− sin θ/ρ 1

)
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whereas the transfer matrices for the quadrupoles remain the same. The transfer
matrix for the whole FODO cell for this case is:
M = M2M1 where

M1 =

(
1 0

1/f 1

)(
1 ρsinθ

− sin θ
ρ 1

)(
1 0
−1/f 1

)
Which gives:

M1 =

(
1 + ρ sin θ

f ρ sin θ

− sin θ
ρ −

ρ sin θ
f2

1− ρ sin θ
f

)
and

M2 =

(
1 0
−1/f 1

)(
1 ρsinθ

− sin θ/ρ 1

)(
1 0

1/f 1

)
Which gives:

M2 =

(
1− ρ sin θ

f ρ sin θ

− sin θ
ρ −

ρ sin θ
f2

1 + ρ sin θ
f

)
Therefore, by multiplying M2 with M1 the transfer matrix for the whole FODO
cell is obtained:

M =

(
ρ sin θ(− sin θ

ρ −
sin θ
f2

) + (1− sin θ
f )(1 + sin θ

f ) 2ρ sin θ(1 + sin θ
f )

2(− sin θ
ρ −

sin θ
f2

)(1− sin θ
f ) ρ sin θ(− sin θ

ρ −
sin θ
f2

) + (1− sin θ
f )(1 + sin θ

f )

)

The trace of M is expressed by: Tr(M) = 2ρ sin θ(− sin θ
ρ −

ρ sin θ
f2

) + 2(1 −
ρ sin θ
f )(1 + ρ sin θ

f )
Moreover, taking into account the dispersion and the drift spaces between the
magnets, the transfer matrices become:

MFd =

 1 0 0
−1/f 1 0

0 0 1
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MDd =

 1 0 0
1/f 1 0
0 0 1



Mdipd =

 1 ρ sin θ ρ(1− cos θ)
− sin θ/ρ 1 2 tan θ/2

0 0 1



Mdrift =

 1 L/2 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


The transfer matrix for the half cell is:

Md =

 A B C
D E F
0 0 1


where:

A =
L(2ff+L)L3

d−2Ld(3L(2ff+L)+2L2
d)ρ2+24(ff+L+Ld)ρ4

24ffρ4

B = L+ Ld −
L3
d

(6ρ2)
+ +

((L2(L3
d−ρLdρ

2))

(24ρ4)

C =
(LL3

d+12Ld(L+Ld)ρ2)

(24ρ3)

D =
((2fd+L)(2ff+L)L3

d−2Ld(3(2fd+L)(2ff+L)+2L2
d)ρ2+24(fd+ff+L+Ld)ρ4)

(24fdffρ4)

E =
(L(2fd+L)L3

d−2Ld(3L(2fd+L)+2L2
d)ρ2+24(fd+L+Ld)ρ4)

(24fdρ4)

F =
((2fd+L)L3

d+12Ld(2fd+L+Ld)ρ2)

(24fdρ3)

and ff = 1/f , fd = −1/f and θ = Ld/ρ.

In this case a solution is difficult to be obtained due to the third order equa-
tions. Thus, the calculation of the phase advance, the beta functions and all the
values that need to be defined in order to have a complete image of how the beam
circulates through the accelerator, is possible by using MADX.
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12.2 Stability Diagram

The stability of a FODO cell is a very important factor which depends on the
strengths of the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles and the way they are related
to the phase advance. The strengths of the focusing and defocusing quadrupole
can be defined as :

l

f ′1
= F (12.1)

and
l

f ′2
= D (12.2)

respectively
where l is the quadrupole length and 1/f ′ is the strength of half quadrupole. The
transformation matrix for the half FODO cell (s0 → s1) is :

(
C S
C ′ S′

)
=


√
β̌/β̂cos(∆θ)

√
β̂β̌sin(∆θ)

− 1√
β̂β̌
sin(∆θ)

√
β̂/β̌cos(∆θ)



where ∆θ = µ/2 and µ is the phase advance.
For the horizontal motion the matrix above is equal to:

(
C S
C ′ S′

)
=

(
1− F l

− (F−D+FD)
l 1 +D

)
From this, we obtain:

−C ′S = F −D + FD = sin2µx
2

(12.3)

D − F + FD = sin2µy
2

(12.4)

In an attempt to define the dependence of the quadrupole strengths on the phase
advance, the phase advance was scanned in both, the horizontal and the vertical
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plane from 0.24 to 0.38 rad. The program code written in MADX for the calcu-
lations of the quadrupole strengths for the different values of the phase advance,
can be found in the Appendix (Table 3-Tableplot).

After calculations by using Mathematica, this dependence is demonstrated in
Fig. (12.2) :

Figure 12.2: Stability Diagram.

The boundaries in the plot represent the horizontal and vertical phase advance,
µx and µy respectively. The area between the two lines, is the stability region, that
is to say, the values the quadrupole strengths can take in order for the lattice to
be stable.
In addition to this, using Matlab, Fig. (12.3) and (12.4) demonstrate the evolution
of the beta functions in both planes as the phase advance changes.
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Figure 12.3: The phase ad-
vance (mux, muy) with respect
to the horizontal beta function
(bx).

Figure 12.4: The phase ad-
vance (mux, muy) with respect
to the vertical beta function
(by).

As it can be observed in Fig. (12.3), the beta function (bx)in the horizontal
plane increases with the horizontal phase advance (mux). The same happens for
the beta function in the vertical plane, in Fig. (12.4).
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Conclusion

There are many factors that should be taken into account when designing an ac-
celerator. Such factors are the output energy, the characteristics of the elements
used, the magnetic field etc. Moreover, it is important to define the tune in order
assure the stability of the lattice and to ensure the suppression of the dispersion
so that the particles of the output beam travel without momentum deviation.
Summarizing, the outcome of this approach, is a proton synchrotron with a cir-
cumference of 49.8 m and a maximum kinetic energy 300 MeV. The dipoles have
a length of 1 m and produce a magnetic field of 1.06 Tesla which can be achieved
with conventional magnets. The dispersion is successfully suppressed to zero for
a phase advance of 90 degrees with the resonant lattice method. The maximum
beta functions are approximately βx= 6.2 mm in the horizontal plane and βy= 7
mm in the vertical plane. The results can also be seen in the following Table:

Figure 13.1: Results

However, concepts such as injection and extraction of the beam as well as anal-
ysis of the non-linear dynamics need to be examined, but exceed the purpose of
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this study. As mentioned in the abstract, this project has been conducted in the
framework of a bachelor thesis and therefore, due to time limitations, thorough
investigation of this field has been difficult. This dissertation constitutes a prelim-
inary stage of the design of a medical synchrotron where of course further research
is needed.
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Appendix 



! FODO test 

! March 2010 

!****************************** 

 

TITLE, 'FODOcell_MD'; 

 

BEAM, PARTICLE=PROTON,energy=1.238; 

option,-echo -info; 

Nb=12;          ! Number of dipoles 

ang=2*pi/Nb;    ! Bending angle 

 

LQ1=0.2;        ! Quadrupole length (half) 

KQFA=0.5; 

KQFB=1.2;       ! Quadrupole strength (focusing) 

KQD3=-2;      ! Quadrupole strength (defocusing) 

KQD=-2; 

Ld1=0.5;        ! Drift length 1 

Lb=1;           ! Dipole length 

 

QFA: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQFA; 

QFB: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQFB; 

QD: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQD; 

QD3: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQD3; 

DIP1: SBEND, L=Lb, ANGLE=ang; 

 

LFODO=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1; 

 



FODO1: SEQUENCE, L=LFODO; 

  QF1:  QFA,    AT=LQ1/2; 

  B1:   DIP1,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb/2; 

!B2:   DIP1,  AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Lb/2; 

  QD1:  QD,     AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

  QD2:  QD,     AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

  B3:   DIP1,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb/2; 

  !B4:   DIP1,  AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Lb/2; 

  QF2:  QFA,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

 

FODO2: SEQUENCE, L=LFODO; 

  QF12:  QFA,   AT=LQ1/2; 

  B12:   DIP1,  AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb/2; 

  !B22:  DIP1,  AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Lb/2; 

  QD12:  QD3,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

  QD22:  QD3,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

  QF22:  QFA,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

 

 

 

 

 

FODO3: SEQUENCE, L=LFODO; 

  QF13:   QFA,    AT=LQ1/2; 

  QD13:   QD3,     AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 



  QD23:   QD3,     AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

  B33:    DIP1,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb/2; 

  !B43:   DIP1,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Lb/2; 

  QF23:   QFA,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

ARC: SEQUENCE, REFER=START, L=4*LFODO; 

     FODO2, AT=0; 

     FODO1, AT=LFODO; 

     FODO1, AT=2*LFODO; 

     FODO3, AT=3*LFODO; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

USE,sequence=FODO1; 

USE,sequence=FODO2; 

USE,sequence=FODO3; 

USE,sequence=ARC; 

select,flag=twiss,column=name,s,betx,bety,alfx,alfy,dx,dpx,mux,muy; 

MATCH,SEQUENCE=FODO1; 

  GLOBAL, q1=0.24, q2=0.24; 

  VARY,NAME=KQFA,STEP=1E-6; 

  VARY,NAME=KQD,STEP=1E-6; 

  LMDIF,CALLS=500,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

  !JACOBIAN,CALLS=30,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

    ENDMATCH; 

 

  twiss,sequence=FODO1,file=fodo1.dat; 

  savebeta, label=fm,place=#e,sequence=FODO1; 

  twiss, sequence=FODO1; 



  show, fm; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis1=betx,bety,vaxis2=dx,colour=100;     !,interpolate=true; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis=mux,muy,colour=100;!,interpolate=true; 

twiss,sequence=FODO3,beta0=fm,file=fodo3d.dat; 

savebeta,label=bg,place=#e,sequence=FODO3; 

twiss,sequence=FODO3,beta0=fm; 

show, bg; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis1=betx,bety,vaxis2=dx,colour=100; !,interpolate=true; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis=mux,muy,colour=100;!,interpolate=true; 

 

twiss,sequence=ARC;!,beta0=bg,dx=0,dpx=0,file=arc.dat; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis1=betx,bety,vaxis2=dx,colour=100;     !,interpolate=true; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis=mux,muy,colour=100;!,interpolate=true; 

****** 

 

 



2-fodo3d
Fodo3d

Twiss Table which presents the evolution of the values of the beta functions (bx,by), the dispersion (dx) etc.
through FODO 3 of the Missing Dipole Lattice (Chapter 4). 

@ NAME             %05s "TWISS"
@ TYPE             %05s "TWISS"
@ SEQUENCE         %05s "FODO3"
@ PARTICLE         %06s "PROTON"
@ MASS             %le         0.938272013
@ CHARGE           %le                   1
@ ENERGY           %le               1.238
@ PC               %le        0.8076444946
@ GAMMA            %le         1.319446795
@ KBUNCH           %le                   1
@ BCURRENT         %le                   0
@ SIGE             %le                   0
@ SIGT             %le                   0
@ NPART            %le                   0
@ EX               %le                   1
@ EY               %le                   1
@ ET               %le                   1
@ LENGTH           %le                 4.8
@ ALFA             %le                   0
@ ORBIT5           %le                   0
@ GAMMATR          %le                   0
@ Q1               %le        0.3708652855
@ Q2               %le        0.6960715079
@ DQ1              %le                   0
@ DQ2              %le                   0
@ DXMAX            %le         7.222574962
@ DYMAX            %le                   0
@ XCOMAX           %le                   0
@ YCOMAX           %le                   0
@ BETXMAX          %le         22.12352471
@ BETYMAX          %le          5.78501522
@ XCORMS           %le                   0
@ YCORMS           %le                   0
@ DXRMS            %le         5.342054569
@ DYRMS            %le                   0
@ DELTAP           %le                   0
@ SYNCH_1          %le                   0
@ SYNCH_2          %le                   0
@ SYNCH_3          %le                   0
@ SYNCH_4          %le                   0
@ SYNCH_5          %le                   0
@ TITLE            %04s "FODO"
@ ORIGIN           %19s "MAD-X 4.01.00 Linux"
@ DATE             %08s "13/02/11"
@ TIME             %08s "21.03.03"

* NAME                                S               BETX               BETY               ALFX               ALFY                 DX                DPX                MUX                MUY 
$ %s                                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le 
 "FODO3$START"                        0        4.859741206        2.013256803    3.390082777e-16   -1.731788182e-16        4.341352978   -2.220446049e-16               0.24               0.24
 "QF13"                             0.2        4.748625599        2.083525496        0.550987352      -0.3542370118        4.287744308      -0.5349806645       0.2466007201       0.2556310938
 "DRIFT_1"                          2.2        3.642751442        5.661203254     0.001949726296       -1.434601867        3.217782979      -0.5349806645       0.3264409907       0.3545623602
 "QD13"                             2.4        3.952480687         5.78501522       -1.591674598        0.832139016          3.2389262       0.7478205441       0.3349461497       0.3600517427
 "QD23"                             2.6        4.985097469        5.030432874       -3.708362793        2.839621022        3.520915557        2.090847299       0.3422156518       0.3658752684
 "DRIFT_0"                          3.1        9.433262979        2.641242649       -5.187968226        1.938759429        4.566339206        2.090847299        0.353830349       0.3877758045
 "B33"                              4.1        18.35425434       0.5654469784       -2.902476002       0.1370362422        6.343392891         1.38168839       0.3653907828       0.5403108115
 "DRIFT_0"                          4.6        21.38509795       0.8788415328       -3.159211219       -0.763825351        7.034237086         1.38168839       0.3694078792       0.6658011032
 "QF23"                             4.8        22.12352471         1.28403224      -0.5024149016       -1.278813277        7.222574962       0.4978046502       0.3708652855       0.6960715079
 "FODO3$END"                        4.8        22.12352471         1.28403224      -0.5024149016       -1.278813277        7.222574962       0.4978046502       0.3708652855       0.6960715079
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TITLE, 'FODOm'; 

 

BEAM, PARTICLE=PROTON,energy=1.238; 

option,-echo -info; 

Nb=16;          ! Number of dipoles 

ang=2*pi/Nb;    ! Bending angle 

 

KQFA=1.13677;        !Quadrupole strength (focusing) 

KQFB=2.76554; 

KQDA=-1.47329;         ! Quadrupole strength (defocusing) 

KQDB=-1.9732; 

LQ1=0.2;        ! Quadrupole length (half) 

Ld1=0.5;        ! Drift length 1 

Ld2=1.845; 

Ld3=0.205; 

Lb=1;           ! Dipole length 

QFA: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQFA; 

QFB: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQFB; 

QDA:  QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQDA; 

QDB: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQDB; 

DIP1: SBEND, L=Lb, ANGLE=ang; 

LFODO=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1; 

LARC=4*LFODO; 

LSTR=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1+Ld2+LQ1; 

 

FODO1: SEQUENCE, L=LFODO; 

  QF1:  QFA,    AT=LQ1/2; 



  B1:   DIP1,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb/2; 

  QD1:  QDA,     AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

  QD2:  QDA,     AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

  B3:   DIP1,   AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb/2; 

  QF2:  QFA,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Lb+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

 

ARC: SEQUENCE, REFER=START, L=LARC; 

     FODO1, AT=0; 

     FODO1, AT=LFODO; 

     FODO1, AT=2*LFODO; 

     FODO1, AT=3*LFODO; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

 

STR: SEQUENCE, L=LSTR; 

     QFS1:  QFA,  AT=LQ1/2; 

     QDS1a: QDB,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1/2; 

     QDS1b: QDB,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

     QFS2a: QFB,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1/2; 

     QFS2b: QFB,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

     QDS2a: QDB,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1/2; 

     QDS2b: QDB,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

     QFS3:  QFA,  AT=LQ1+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1+Ld3+LQ1+LQ1+Ld2+LQ1/2; 

 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

HRING: SEQUENCE, REFER=START, L=LARC+LSTR; 

       ARC, AT=0; 



       STR, AT=LARC; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

 

 

 

USE, sequence=FODO1; 

USE, sequence=ARC; 

USE, sequence=STR; 

USE, sequence=HRING; 

 

select,flag=twiss,column=name,s,betx,bety,alfx,alfy,dx,dpx,mux,muy,k1l,k2l; 

 

create, table=RST2,column=mx,my,mix,miy,Qx,Qy,bxm,bym,Dx;!,KQFA,KQD,KQFB,KQDB; 

create, table=KFD,column=KQFF,KQDF,KQFS,KQDS,mx,my; 

create, table=match,column=mix,mx,my,miy; 

create, table=mtbp,column=Qx,Qy,bxm,bym,mx,my; 

test1(KQF,KQFF,i): macro={KQFA = table(KFD,KQFF,i);} 

test2(KFD,KQDF,i): macro={KQD =  table(KFD,KQDF,i);} 

test3(KFD,KQFS,i): macro={KQFB = table(KFD,KQFS,i);} 

test4(KFD,KQDS,i): macro={KQDB = table(KFD,KQDS,i);} 

 

i=1; 

mx=0.225; 

my=0.2; 

while(mx<0.27) 

{ 

  mx=0.005+mx; 



  my=0.2; 

 

 if (mx>0.23 && my==0.2) 

{ 

 exec,test1(KFD,KQFF,$i); 

 exec,test2(KFD,KQDF,$i); 

 exec,test3(KFD,KQFS,$i); 

 exec,test4(KFD,KQDS,$i); 

 value, KQFA; 

 value, KQD; 

 value, KQFB; 

 value, KQDB; 

 i=i+28; 

} 

  while(my<0.48) 

{ 

  MATCH,SEQUENCE=FODO1; 

  GLOBAL, q1=mx,q2=my; 

  VARY,NAME=KQFA,STEP=1E-6; 

  VARY,NAME=KQDA,STEP=1E-6; 

  LMDIF,CALLS=500,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

 !JACOBIAN,CALLS=30,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

ENDMATCH; 

savebeta, label=ef1,place=#s sequence=FODO1; 

twiss,sequence=FODO1,file=fodo1.dat; 

KQFF:=KQFA; 

KQDF:=KQDA; 



mix=table(summ,q1); 

miy=table(summ,q2); 

use,sequence=ARC; 

select,flag=twiss,column=dx,dpx; 

 

savebeta,label=boa,place=#s, sequence=ARC; 

savebeta,label=eoa,place=#e, sequence=ARC; 

twiss,sequence=ARC,beta0=ef1,dx=0,dpx=0,file=arc-rl.dat; 

select,flag=twiss,clear; 

twiss,sequence=ARC,beta0=ef1,dx=0,dpx=0,file=arc-rl.dat; 

 

MATCH,SEQUENCE=HRING; 

CONSTRAINT,SEQUENCE=HRING,range=#e,betx=boa->betx,bety=boa->bety; 

VARY,NAME=KQFB,STEP=1E-6; 

VARY,NAME=KQDB,STEP=1E-6; 

LMDIF,CALLS=500,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

JACOBIAN,CALLS=30,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

ENDMATCH; 

 

savebeta,label=eor,place=#e, sequence=HRING; 

twiss,sequence=HRING; 

select,flag=twiss,clear; 

twiss,sequence=STR,beta0=eor,file=ster.dat; 

 

Dx=table(summ,dxmax); 

select,flag=twiss,clear; 

twiss,sequence=HRING,file=hringb.dat; 

KQFS:=KQFB; 



KQDS:=KQDB; 

Qx=table(summ,q1); 

Qy=table(summ,q2); 

bxm=table(summ,betxmax); 

bym=table(summ,betymax); 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis1=betx,bety,vaxis2=dx,colour=100; !,interpolate=true; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis=mux,muy,colour=100;!,interpolate=true; 

savebeta,label=bos,place=#s, sequence=STR; 

fill, table=KFD; 

fill, table=RST2; 

fill, table=match; 

fill, table=mtbp; 

my=my+0.01; 

                } 

 

               } 

write,table=KFD,file=KFD; 

write, table=match,file=match; 

write,table=RST2,file=RST2; 

write,table=mtbp,file=mtbp; 

*******  

 



4-kfd
Table 1-Fodo

Presents the variation of the quadrupole strengths in the Resonant Lattice,
caused by the change in the phase advance: 0.23<mx<0.27 and 0.2<my<0.48.
This is done to study the dispersion suppression in the resonants lattice (Chapter 11).

@ NAME             %03s "KFD"
@ TYPE             %04s "USER"
@ TITLE            %04s "FODO"
@ ORIGIN           %19s "MAD-X 4.01.00 Linux"
@ DATE             %08s "13/02/11"
@ TIME             %08s "21.02.39"
*               KQFF               KQDF               KQFS               KQDS                 MX                 MY 
$                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le 
       0.9457146532       -1.190017458        2.858381018       -1.958352105               0.23                0.2
       0.9630860235       -1.241404207        2.657295103        -1.80602173               0.23               0.21
       0.9799662839       -1.292915015        2.685176327       -1.845563364               0.23               0.22
       0.9963242965       -1.344384983        2.712382382       -1.884586867               0.23               0.23
        1.012134929       -1.395652623        2.738819965       -1.922955868               0.23               0.24
        1.027378164       -1.446559459        2.764407008       -1.960543753               0.23               0.25
        1.042038331       -1.496949782        2.789072502       -1.997233713               0.23               0.26
        1.056103434       -1.546670507        2.812756262       -2.032918767               0.23               0.27
        1.069564576       -1.595571157        2.835408616       -2.067501741               0.23               0.28
         1.08241546       -1.643503921        2.856990009       -2.100895173               0.23               0.29
        1.094651951       -1.690323804        2.820881503       -2.084815763               0.23                0.3
        1.106271708        -1.73588884        2.853986585       -2.127138529               0.23               0.31
        1.117273859       -1.780060366        2.915053991       -2.193205217               0.23               0.32
        1.127658714       -1.822703339        2.932139802       -2.221152501               0.23               0.33
        1.137427534       -1.863686697        2.948088953       -2.247609787               0.23               0.34
         1.14658231       -1.902883747        2.962909714       -2.272541406               0.23               0.35
        1.155125586       -1.940172581        2.976615557       -2.295918506               0.23               0.36
        1.163060302       -1.975436497        2.989224258       -2.317718382               0.23               0.37
        1.170389658       -2.008564442        3.000757002       -2.337923775               0.23               0.38
        1.177116992       -2.039451444        3.011237487       -2.356522166               0.23               0.39
        1.183245683       -2.067999049        3.011237487       -2.356522166               0.23                0.4
        1.188779064       -2.094115738        3.029143879       -2.388867312               0.23               0.41
        1.193720344       -2.117717339        3.036622135       -2.402606436               0.23               0.42
        1.198072545       -2.138727406        3.043151311       -2.414722008               0.23               0.43
        1.201838449       -2.157077582         3.04875552       -2.425215072               0.23               0.44
        1.205020553       -2.172707922        3.053456899       -2.434087629               0.23               0.45
        1.207621027       -2.185567187        3.057275086       -2.441342168               0.23               0.46
         1.20964169       -2.195613096        3.060226771       -2.446981275               0.23               0.47
       0.9768192325       -1.200561811        2.855755257       -1.960090412              0.235                0.2
       0.9933623856       -1.251120506        2.659644699       -1.811471308              0.235               0.21
        1.009462832       -1.301851631        2.687012514          -1.850406              0.235               0.22
        1.025087225       -1.352588075        2.713738625       -1.888864202              0.235               0.23
        1.040208223       -1.403166139        2.739728453       -1.926707809              0.235               0.24
        1.054803649       -1.453425188        2.764898599       -1.963808423              0.235               0.25
        1.068855755       -1.503207431        2.789176688       -2.000047426              0.235               0.26
        1.082350569       -1.552357811        2.812501153       -2.035316031              0.235               0.27
         1.09527733       -1.600723985        2.834820937       -2.069515262              0.235               0.28
        1.107627996       -1.648156401        2.856095116       -2.102555884              0.235               0.29
         1.11939681        -1.69450844         2.82074462       -2.086967221              0.235                0.3
        1.130579925       -1.739636635        2.853110452        -2.12860865              0.235               0.31
        1.141175076       -1.783400934         2.91337621       -2.193975853              0.235               0.32
        1.151181298       -1.825665018        2.930243027       -2.221677042              0.235               0.33
        1.160598672       -1.866296654        2.945992141       -2.247910908              0.235               0.34
        1.169428118       -1.905168079        2.960630683       -2.272640301              0.235               0.35
        1.177671198       -1.942156408        2.974171051       -2.295834963              0.235               0.36
         1.18532996       -1.977144053         2.98663001       -2.317470857              0.235               0.37
        1.192406796       -2.010019158        2.998027804       -2.337529477              0.235               0.38
        1.198904314       -2.040676025        3.008387261       -2.355997138              0.235               0.39
        1.204825239       -2.069015551        3.008387261       -2.355997138              0.235                0.4
        1.210172317       -2.094945636        3.026090249       -2.388124752              0.235               0.41
        1.214948238       -2.118381594        3.033484756       -2.401775199              0.235               0.42
        1.219155569       -2.139246529         3.03994136       -2.413814391              0.235               0.43
        1.222796697       -2.157471692         3.04548367       -2.424242674              0.235               0.44
         1.22587378       -2.172996804        3.050133392       -2.433061438              0.235               0.45
        1.228388707       -2.185770346        3.053909802       -2.440272662              0.235               0.46
        1.230343067       -2.195749814        3.056829294       -2.445878513              0.235               0.47
        1.007753014       -1.210851899        2.853149583       -1.961811626               0.24                0.2
        1.023502871       -1.260617484        2.661848651       -1.816773476               0.24               0.21
        1.038853707       -1.310599151        2.688709441       -1.855118771               0.24               0.22
        1.053770601       -1.360628214        2.714959767       -1.893026183               0.24               0.23
        1.068224558       -1.410539319        2.740504124       -1.930356308               0.24               0.24
        1.082191726       -1.460170152         2.76525808       -1.966979342               0.24               0.25
        1.095652692        -1.50936126        2.789148158        -2.00277519               0.24               0.26
        1.108591867       -1.557955967        2.812111642        -2.03763354               0.24               0.27
        1.120996937       -1.605800378        2.834096296       -2.071453867               0.24               0.28
        1.132858382       -1.652743462        2.855059998       -2.104145375               0.24               0.29
        1.144169048       -1.698637208        2.820447239       -2.089034944               0.24                0.3
         1.15492378       -1.743336842        2.852081085       -2.130006331               0.24               0.31
        1.165119092       -1.786701094        2.911545674       -2.194681237               0.24               0.32
        1.174752885       -1.828592513        2.928188805       -2.222137082               0.24               0.33
        1.183824192       -1.868877823        2.943733094       -2.248147846               0.24               0.34
        1.192332963       -1.907428297        2.958184616       -2.272674991               0.24               0.35
        1.200279876       -1.944120167        2.971554761       -2.295686927               0.24               0.36
        1.207666167        -1.97883504        2.983859348       -2.317158356               0.24               0.37
        1.214493486       -2.011460322         2.99511773       -2.337069577               0.24               0.38
        1.220763773       -2.041889654        3.005351912       -2.355405792               0.24               0.39
        1.226479148       -2.070023329        3.005351912       -2.355405792               0.24                0.4
        1.231641814       -2.095768715        3.022843802       -2.387314324               0.24               0.41
        1.236253982       -2.119040646        3.030151178       -2.400875325               0.24               0.42
        1.240317793       -2.139761807        3.036532171       -2.412837411               0.24               0.43
        1.243835264       -2.157863085        3.042009909       -2.423200243               0.24               0.44
        1.246808239       -2.173283888        3.046605683       -2.431964624               0.24               0.45
        1.249238343       -2.185972437        3.050338422       -2.439132031               0.24               0.46
        1.251126948       -2.195886016        3.053224239       -2.444704224               0.24               0.47
        1.038498999        -1.22089087         2.85054951       -1.963508114              0.245                0.2
         1.05348863       -1.269896436         2.66389958       -1.821925687              0.245               0.21
        1.068118688         -1.3191575         2.69025895       -1.859698254              0.245               0.22
        1.082353213       -1.368504335        2.716037014       -1.897068751              0.245               0.23
        1.096162031       -1.417770404        2.741137644       -1.933896849              0.245               0.24
        1.109520024       -1.466792128        2.765475653       -1.970051674              0.245               0.25
        1.122406483       -1.515408756        2.788976705       -2.005411948              0.245               0.26
        1.134804519       -1.563462312         2.81157715       -2.039866094              0.245               0.27
         1.14670054       -1.610797623        2.833223761       -2.073312264              0.245               0.28
        1.158083788       -1.657262422        2.853873391       -2.105658298              0.245               0.29
        1.168945922       -1.702707514        2.819977901       -2.091013489              0.245                0.3
         1.17928066       -1.746986996        2.850886663       -2.131326101              0.245               0.31
        1.189083451       -1.789958538        2.909550179       -2.195315977              0.245               0.32
        1.198351197       -1.831483695        2.925964631       -2.222527231              0.245               0.33
           1.207082       -1.871428262        2.941299013       -2.248315217              0.245               0.34
        1.215274947       -1.909662652        2.955558424       -2.272640096              0.245               0.35
        1.222929914       -1.946062302         2.96875332       -2.295469023              0.245               0.36
        1.230047402       -1.980508087        2.980898632         -2.3167755              0.245               0.37
        1.236628389       -2.012886747         2.99201288       -2.336538695              0.245               0.38
        1.242674201       -2.043091313        3.002117293       -2.354742743              0.245               0.39
        1.248186402       -2.071021529        3.002117293       -2.354742743              0.245                0.4
        1.253166698       -2.096584266         3.01938994       -2.386430628              0.245               0.41
        1.257616851        -2.11969392        3.026606601       -2.399901406              0.245               0.42
         1.26153861       -2.140272787        3.032908765       -2.411785646              0.245               0.43
         1.26493365       -2.158251413        3.038319098       -2.422082349              0.245               0.44
         1.26780352       -2.173568916        3.042858498       -2.430791744              0.245               0.45
        1.270149596       -2.186173276        3.046545561       -2.437914824              0.245               0.46
        1.271973054       -2.196021577        3.049396128       -2.443452953              0.245               0.47
        1.069040011       -1.230681818        2.847940235        -1.96517229               0.25                0.2
        1.083300777       -1.278958748        2.665789615       -1.826925278               0.25               0.21
         1.09723761       -1.327526785        2.691652357       -1.864140935               0.25               0.22
        1.110813958       -1.376215606        2.716960996       -1.900987753               0.25               0.23
        1.123998865        -1.42485789        2.741619056       -1.937324811               0.25               0.24
         1.13676631       -1.473289155        2.765540841       -1.973020456               0.25               0.25
        1.149094602       -1.521347667        2.788651383       -2.007952492               0.25               0.26
        1.160965835        -1.56887443        2.810886296        -2.04200831               0.25               0.27
        1.172365385       -1.615713242        2.832191547       -2.075084945               0.25               0.28
        1.183281471       -1.661710814        2.852523124       -2.107089062               0.25               0.29
        1.193704757       -1.706716955         2.81932428       -2.092897204               0.25                0.3
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        1.203627998       -1.750584804        2.849514412       -2.132562221               0.25               0.31
        1.213045723       -1.793171113        2.907376459       -2.195874354               0.25               0.32
        1.221953962       -1.834336567        2.923556891       -2.222841749               0.25               0.33
        1.230349995       -1.873946144        2.938675945       -2.248407263               0.25               0.34
        1.238232141       -1.911869492        2.952737824        -2.27252984               0.25               0.35
         1.24559956       -1.947981338        2.965752123       -2.295175457               0.25               0.36
         1.25245209       -1.982161896        2.977732948       -2.316316483               0.25               0.37
        1.258790098       -2.014297303        2.988698044       -2.335931006               0.25               0.38
        1.264614352       -2.044280035        2.998667913       -2.354002145               0.25               0.39
        1.269925908       -2.072009333        2.998667913       -2.354002145               0.25                0.4
        1.274726012       -2.097391615        3.015712668       -2.385467778               0.25               0.41
        1.279016017        -2.12034087        3.022834809       -2.398847536               0.25               0.42
        1.282797308       -2.140779035        3.029054724       -2.410653172               0.25               0.43
        1.286071242       -2.158636343        3.034394643       -2.420883049               0.25               0.44
        1.288839093       -2.173851643        3.038875089       -2.429536841               0.25               0.45
        1.291102011       -2.186372686        3.042514343        -2.43661507               0.25               0.46
        1.292860981       -2.196156375         3.04532799       -2.442118714               0.25               0.47
        1.099358713       -1.240227787        2.845306539       -1.966796573              0.255                0.2
        1.112920395       -1.287805885        2.667510311       -1.831769436              0.255               0.21
         1.12619036       -1.335707274        2.692880369       -1.868443167              0.255               0.22
        1.139131831       -1.383761404        2.717721688       -1.904778909              0.255               0.23
        1.151713412       -1.431800512        2.741937689        -1.94063543              0.255               0.24
        1.163908486       -1.479659517        2.765442395       -1.975880561              0.255               0.25
        1.175694659       -1.527175981        2.788160412       -2.010391421              0.255               0.26
         1.18705325       -1.574190137        2.810026808       -2.044054581              0.255               0.27
        1.197968827       -1.620544971        2.830986914       -2.076766154              0.255               0.28
        1.208428782       -1.666086368        2.850996006       -2.108431794              0.255               0.29
        1.218422952       -1.710663313        2.818473065       -2.094680179              0.255                0.3
        1.227943283       -1.754128137        2.847950484       -2.133708644              0.255               0.31
        1.236983516       -1.796336808        2.905010062        -2.19635028              0.255               0.32
        1.245538928        -1.83714926        2.920950733       -2.223074498              0.255               0.33
         1.25360608       -1.876429754        2.935848648       -2.248417803              0.255               0.34
        1.261182609       -1.914047265        2.949707198       -2.272338004              0.255               0.35
        1.268267041       -1.949875884        2.962535186       -2.294799973              0.255               0.36
        1.274858618        -1.98379524        2.974345965        -2.31577501              0.255               0.37
        1.280957158        -2.01569092        2.985156558       -2.335240181              0.255               0.38
        1.286562922       -2.045454901        2.994986794       -2.353177636              0.255               0.39
        1.291676503       -2.072985966        2.994986794       -2.353177636              0.255                0.4
        1.296298728       -2.098190117        3.011794435       -2.384419344              0.255               0.41
        1.300430572       -2.120980972        3.018818001       -2.397707253              0.255               0.42
        1.304073087       -2.141280137        3.024952022       -2.409433498              0.255               0.43
        1.307227334       -2.159017556         3.03021832       -2.419595826              0.255               0.44
        1.309894335       -2.174131828        3.034637064       -2.428193374              0.255               0.45
        1.312075027       -2.186570495        3.038226236       -2.435226208              0.255               0.46
        1.313770224        -2.19629029        3.041001181       -2.440694933              0.255               0.47
        1.129437625        -1.24953177        2.842632685       -1.968373336               0.26                0.2
        1.142328546        -1.29643938        2.669052573       -1.836455164               0.26               0.21
        1.154956879       -1.343699378        2.693932999       -1.872601136               0.26               0.22
        1.167285931       -1.391141297        2.718308314       -1.908437765               0.26               0.23
        1.179284152       -1.438597217        2.742082062       -1.943823757               0.26               0.24
        1.190924592       -1.485901723        2.765168192       -1.978626653               0.26               0.25
        1.202184395       -1.532891913        2.787491071       -2.012723097               0.26               0.26
        1.213044326       -1.579407465        2.808985404       -2.045999036               0.26               0.27
        1.223488337        -1.62529075        2.829596042        -2.07834983               0.26               0.28
        1.233503169       -1.670387003        2.849277706       -2.109680285               0.26               0.29
        1.243077989        -1.71454454        2.817409838       -2.096356197               0.26                0.3
         1.25220407       -1.757615022        2.846179828       -2.134758958               0.26               0.31
         1.26087449       -1.799453754        2.902435206        -2.19673724               0.26               0.32
        1.269083879       -1.839920028        2.918129921       -2.223218891               0.26               0.33
        1.276828174       -1.878877485        2.932800443        -2.24834018               0.26               0.34
        1.284104419       -1.916194509        2.946449436       -2.272057868               0.26               0.35
        1.290910574       -1.951744632         2.95908499       -2.294335792               0.26               0.36
        1.297245355       -1.985406957        2.970719765       -2.315144245               0.26               0.37
        1.303108085       -2.017066586        2.981370128       -2.334459328               0.26               0.38
        1.308498568        -2.04661504        2.991055286       -2.352262271               0.26               0.39
        1.313416977       -2.073950689        2.991055286       -2.352262271               0.26                0.4
        1.317863759       -2.098979159        3.007615956       -2.383278287               0.26               0.41
        1.321839543       -2.121613726        3.014536611       -2.396473474               0.26               0.42
        1.325345074       -2.141775696        3.020580844         -2.4081195               0.26               0.43
        1.328381144       -2.159394744        3.025770092        -2.41821352               0.26               0.44
        1.330948542       -2.174409242        3.030124195       -2.426754151               0.26               0.45
        1.333048006       -2.186766538        3.033660856       -2.433741021               0.26               0.46
        1.334680192       -2.196423207        3.036395193       -2.439174371               0.26               0.47
        1.159259147       -1.258596704        2.839902297       -1.969894855              0.265                0.2
        1.171506278       -1.304860819        2.670406565       -1.840979241              0.265               0.21
        1.183517166       -1.351503636        2.694799465       -1.876610815              0.265               0.22
        1.195255457       -1.398355024        2.718709248       -1.911959651              0.265               0.23
        1.206689688       -1.445247149        2.742039776       -1.946884606              0.265               0.24
        1.217792803       -1.492014486        2.764705115       -1.981253134              0.265               0.25
        1.228541692       -1.538493881        2.786629576       -2.014941595              0.265               0.26
        1.238916757       -1.584524647        2.807747662        -2.04783548              0.265               0.27
        1.248901509       -1.629948712        2.828003906       -2.079829563              0.265               0.28
        1.258482192       -1.674610817        2.847352611       -2.110827944              0.265               0.29
        1.267647445       -1.718358752        2.816118921       -2.097918677              0.265                0.3
        1.276387994       -1.761043631         2.84418604       -2.135706335              0.265               0.31
        1.284696368       -1.802520212        2.899634625       -2.197028239              0.265               0.32
        1.292566646       -1.842647242        2.915076667       -2.223267825              0.265               0.33
        1.299994235       -1.881287832         2.92951304       -2.248167199              0.265               0.34
         1.30697566       -1.918309853        2.942945764       -2.271682147              0.265               0.35
        1.313508388       -1.953586347         2.95538229       -2.293775543              0.265               0.36
        1.319590667       -1.986995955        2.966834659       -2.314416739              0.265               0.37
         1.32522138       -2.018423341         2.97731864       -2.333580923              0.265               0.38
        1.330399922       -2.047759625        2.986852875       -2.351248456              0.265               0.39
        1.335126089       -2.074902802        2.986852875       -2.351248456              0.265                0.4
         1.33939998       -2.099758157        3.003155998       -2.382036881              0.265               0.41
        1.343221913       -2.122238657        3.009969094       -2.395138416              0.265               0.42
         1.34659235       -2.142265331        3.015919361       -2.406703345              0.265               0.43
        1.349511837       -2.159767613        3.021027884        -2.41672825              0.265               0.44
         1.35198095       -2.174683664        3.025314196       -2.425211253              0.265               0.45
        1.354000246       -2.186960654        3.028795742       -2.432151554              0.265               0.46
        1.355570231       -2.196555012        3.031487429       -2.437549048              0.265               0.47
        1.188805577       -1.267425477        2.837098238       -1.971353255               0.27                0.2
        1.200434636       -1.313071836          2.6715616       -1.845338183               0.27               0.21
        1.211851285       -1.359120699         2.69546808       -1.880467919               0.27               0.22
        1.223019715       -1.405402479        2.718911886        -1.91533963               0.27               0.23
        1.233908755        -1.45174963        2.741797383       -1.949812507               0.27               0.24
        1.244491436       -1.497996713        2.764038927       -1.983754098               0.27               0.25
        1.254744575       -1.543980499        2.785560939       -2.017040643               0.27               0.26
        1.264648378       -1.589540103         2.80629788       -2.049557344               0.27               0.27
        1.274186065       -1.634517166        2.826194114       -2.081198526               0.27               0.28
        1.283343528       -1.678756075        2.845203665       -2.111867727               0.27               0.29
        1.292109003       -1.722104218        2.814583217       -2.099360612               0.27                0.3
        1.300472783       -1.764412279        2.841951192       -2.136543465               0.27               0.31
         1.30842695        -1.80553457        2.896589385       -2.197215731               0.27               0.32
        1.315965128       -1.845329387        2.911771447       -2.223213619               0.27               0.33
         1.32308227       -1.883659391        2.925966342       -2.247891049               0.27               0.34
         1.32977446       -1.920392013        2.939175532       -2.271202913               0.27               0.35
        1.336038736       -1.955399872         2.95140591        -2.29311119               0.27               0.36
        1.341872935       -1.988561202        2.962668965       -2.313584351               0.27               0.37
        1.347275551       -2.019760284        2.972979935       -2.332596728               0.27               0.38
        1.352245616       -2.048887877        2.982356953       -2.350127859               0.27               0.39
        1.356782587       -2.075841642        2.982356953       -2.350127859               0.27                0.4
        1.360886249       -2.100526557        2.998391148        -2.38068663               0.27               0.41
        1.364556639       -2.122855311        3.005091685       -2.393693511               0.27               0.42
        1.367793964       -2.142748682        3.010943494       -2.405176397               0.27               0.43
        1.370598544       -2.160135883         3.01596734       -2.415131324               0.27               0.44
        1.372970759       -2.174954883        3.020182474       -2.423555935               0.27               0.45
        1.374911001       -2.187152689        3.023606105       -2.430449022               0.27               0.46
        1.376419641       -2.196685597        3.026252946       -2.435810145               0.27               0.47
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Table 2-rst2
 
Presents the variation of the Tune(Qx,Qy), the maximum beta functions (Bxm,Bym) 
and the dispersion (Dx)in the Resonant Lattice,
caused by the change in the phase advance: 0.23<mx<0.27 and 0.2<my<0.48.
This is done to study the dispersion suppression in the resonant lattice (Chapter 11).

@ NAME             %04s "RST2"
@ TYPE             %04s "USER"
@ TITLE            %04s "FODO"
@ ORIGIN           %19s "MAD-X 4.01.00 Linux"
@ DATE             %08s "13/02/11"
@ TIME             %08s "21.02.39"
*                 MX                 MY                MIX                MIY                 QX                 QY                BXM                BYM                 DX 
$                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le 
               0.23                0.2               0.23                0.2        1.146416873        1.062161348        5.777938659        12.44045238        1.587311512
               0.23               0.21               0.23               0.21        1.147750212        1.081466039        5.875816536          6.9523354        1.583629544
               0.23               0.22               0.23               0.22        1.147361904         1.13195914        5.974173433        6.880945187        1.604623435
               0.23               0.23               0.23               0.23         1.14697114        1.182327875         6.07269531        6.836835382        1.625820092
               0.23               0.24               0.23               0.24         1.14657954        1.232569768        6.171071568        6.818941209        1.647148867
               0.23               0.25               0.23               0.25        1.146188711        1.282682864        6.268994378        6.826748796        1.668537658
               0.23               0.26               0.23               0.26        1.145800237        1.332665773        6.366158305        6.860263712        1.689912992
               0.23               0.27               0.23               0.27        1.145415668        1.382517699        6.462260162         6.92000558        1.711200172
               0.23               0.28               0.23               0.28        1.145036517        1.432238478        6.556999103        7.007028067        1.732323475
               0.23               0.29               0.23               0.29        1.144664246        1.481828589          6.6500769        7.122965863         1.75320641
               0.23                0.3               0.23                0.3        1.144766779        1.516268958        6.741198413        12.23923375        1.766247942
               0.23               0.31               0.23               0.31        1.144301487        1.571073062        6.830072196         7.85637328        1.788131169
               0.23               0.32               0.23               0.32        1.143602456        1.629829542        6.916411249        7.671256926        1.813642978
               0.23               0.33               0.23               0.33        1.143271123         1.67891485        6.999933884        7.934458591        1.832795163
               0.23               0.34               0.23               0.34        1.142953038        1.727881608        7.080364677        8.247846292        1.851324429
               0.23               0.35               0.23               0.35         1.14264926        1.776734071        7.157435509        8.620104833        1.869156902
               0.23               0.36               0.23               0.36        1.142360771        1.825477036        7.230886664        9.062581122        1.886220541
               0.23               0.37               0.23               0.37        1.142088478          1.8741158        7.300467964        9.590282717        1.902445555
               0.23               0.38               0.23               0.38        1.141833212         1.92265612        7.365939942         10.2233802         1.91776482
               0.23               0.39               0.23               0.39         1.14159573        1.971104169        7.427075008         10.9895331        1.932114287
               0.23                0.4               0.23                0.4        1.143016809        2.006001352         7.57005694        33.59029357        1.890560969
               0.23               0.41               0.23               0.41        1.141176792        2.067749958        7.535490449        13.09392598        1.957665359
               0.23               0.42               0.23               0.42        1.140996498        2.115961733        7.582385432        14.57306626        1.968757717
               0.23               0.43               0.23               0.43        1.140836319        2.164109221        7.624174879        16.49813538         1.97866248
               0.23               0.44               0.23               0.44        1.140696673        2.212200041        7.660707429        19.09113177        1.987336541
               0.23               0.45               0.23               0.45        1.140577919        2.260241987        7.691849954        22.75183598        1.994741937
               0.23               0.46               0.23               0.46        1.140480355        2.308242999        7.717488371        28.28002218        2.000846103
               0.23               0.47               0.23               0.47        1.140404225        2.356211132        7.737528345        37.54209656        2.005622088
              0.235                0.2              0.235                0.2        1.171277126         1.06146843        5.771672685        12.56805286        0.988465873
              0.235               0.21              0.235               0.21        1.172622126        1.081166568        5.867686283        7.021529233       0.9872163318
              0.235               0.22              0.235               0.22        1.172226221        1.131661121        5.964261885        6.947468296        0.999834849
              0.235               0.23              0.235               0.23        1.171827609        1.182032294        6.061082827         6.90111018        1.012575978
              0.235               0.24              0.235               0.24        1.171427954        1.232277577         6.15783588        6.881349211        1.025396498
              0.235               0.25              0.235               0.25        1.171028907        1.282394979        6.254210674        6.887639708        1.038252427
              0.235               0.26              0.235               0.26        1.170632099        1.332383073        6.349899374        6.919963293        1.051099067
              0.235               0.27              0.235               0.27        1.170239129        1.382241029        6.444596572        6.978822669        1.063891097
              0.235               0.28              0.235               0.28        1.169851554        1.431968644        6.537999397        7.065261094        1.076582691
              0.235               0.29              0.235               0.29        1.169470882        1.481566355        6.629807808        7.180909155        1.089127661
              0.235                0.3              0.235                0.3        1.169572242        1.516141134        6.719725049        12.33469445        1.097263879
              0.235               0.31              0.235               0.31        1.169098938        1.570861146        6.807458264        7.917801448        1.110321473
              0.235               0.32              0.235               0.32         1.16838448        1.629594283        6.892719231        7.730154884        1.125419341
              0.235               0.33              0.235               0.33        1.168045282        1.678689825        6.975225212        7.994339942        1.136915206
              0.235               0.34              0.235               0.34        1.167719569        1.727667364        7.054699903        8.309095966        1.148034794
              0.235               0.35              0.235               0.35        1.167408437        1.776531109         7.13087445        8.683158334        1.158733966
              0.235               0.36              0.235               0.36        1.167112904        1.825285811        7.203488534        9.127942747        1.168969733
              0.235               0.37              0.235               0.37        1.166833909        1.873936726        7.272291493         9.65855022        1.178700493
              0.235               0.38              0.235               0.38        1.166572316        1.922489567        7.337043478        10.29527922        1.187886277
              0.235               0.39              0.235               0.39        1.166328909        1.970950466        7.397516608        11.06596677        1.196488982
              0.235                0.4              0.235                0.4        1.167697574        2.005717563        7.529157261        35.24519186        1.175260633
              0.235               0.41              0.235               0.41        1.165899432        2.067622796        7.504781542        13.18325904        1.211803427
              0.235               0.42              0.235               0.42        1.165714569        2.115848188        7.551187698        14.67168249        1.218450297
              0.235               0.43              0.235               0.43        1.165550314        2.164009485        7.592545839        16.60897859        1.224384748
              0.235               0.44              0.235               0.44        1.165407102        2.212114273        7.628704572        19.21860019        1.229581219
              0.235               0.45              0.235               0.45        1.165285307        2.260170321        7.659530761        22.90294923        1.234017212
              0.235               0.46              0.235               0.46        1.165185238        2.308185542        7.684910329        28.46704653         1.23767343
              0.235               0.47              0.235               0.47        1.165107149        2.356167967        7.704748951        37.78954536        1.240533913
               0.24                0.2               0.24                0.2        1.196132757        1.060793873        5.770631288        12.69514133       0.5597602543
               0.24               0.21               0.24               0.21        1.197489677        1.080873324        5.864949894         7.09051223       0.5594705458
               0.24               0.22               0.24               0.22        1.197086012        1.131368903        5.959905083        7.013846554       0.5664082816
               0.24               0.23               0.24               0.23        1.196679389        1.181742102        6.055178403        6.965295351       0.5734148377
               0.24               0.24               0.24               0.24        1.196271519        1.231990378         6.15045469        6.943714187       0.5804660753
               0.24               0.25               0.24               0.25        1.195864098        1.282111705        6.245421599        6.948527293       0.5875374737
               0.24               0.26               0.24               0.26        1.195458802        1.332104622        6.339769345        6.979693739       0.5946041605
               0.24               0.27               0.24               0.27        1.195057277        1.381968261        6.433190654        7.037700449       0.6016409606
               0.24               0.28               0.24               0.28        1.194661126        1.431702381        6.525380895        7.123581215       0.6086224621
               0.24               0.29               0.24               0.29        1.194271904        1.481307381        6.616038401        7.238963313       0.6155230957
               0.24                0.3               0.24                0.3        1.194372025        1.516014708         6.70486493        12.43040103       0.6201246421
               0.24               0.31               0.24               0.31         1.19389061        1.570651495        6.791566287        7.979391085       0.6272703843
               0.24               0.32               0.24               0.32        1.193160455        1.629361447        6.875853053         7.78922563       0.6354837683
               0.24               0.33               0.24               0.33        1.192813253        1.678466981        6.957441436        8.054413405       0.6418055633
               0.24               0.34               0.24               0.34        1.192479776        1.727455072        7.036054204        8.370557258       0.6479198765
               0.24               0.35               0.24               0.35        1.192161159        1.776329888        7.111421704        8.746443658       0.6538024558
               0.24               0.36               0.24               0.36        1.191858456        1.825096133        7.183282929        9.193557665       0.6594297015
               0.24               0.37               0.24               0.37        1.191572641        1.873759017        7.251386636        9.727094406       0.6647787961
               0.24               0.38               0.24               0.38        1.191304606        1.922324213        7.315492483        10.36748103       0.6698278325
               0.24               0.39               0.24               0.39        1.191055168        1.970797811        7.375372182        11.14273309       0.6745559398
               0.24                0.4               0.24                0.4        1.192373221        2.005424938        7.499055714         37.1326358       0.6644947915
               0.24               0.41               0.24               0.41        1.190614961        2.067496414        7.481607102        13.27300178       0.6829717961
               0.24               0.42               0.24               0.42        1.190425445         2.11573531        7.527576188        14.77076036       0.6866240611
               0.24               0.43               0.24               0.43         1.19025704        2.163910308        7.568548974        16.72034979       0.6898846454
               0.24               0.44               0.24               0.44        1.190110197        2.212028968        7.604373935        19.34668469       0.6927395818
               0.24               0.45               0.24               0.45        1.189985305        2.260099028        7.634917835        23.05480159       0.6951765793
               0.24               0.46               0.24               0.46        1.189882685        2.308128375        7.660066522        28.65499435       0.6971851012
               0.24               0.47               0.24               0.47        1.189802602        2.356125016        7.679725618        38.03822487       0.6987564321
              0.245                0.2              0.245                0.2         1.22098359          1.0601372        5.774798213         12.8216448       0.2419804769
              0.245               0.21              0.245               0.21        1.222352743        1.080586261        5.867581729        7.159239869       0.2419865344
              0.245               0.22              0.245               0.22        1.221941137        1.131082475        5.961069164         7.08003325       0.2449105284
              0.245               0.23              0.245               0.23        1.221526329         1.18145732        6.054940909        7.029342654       0.2478643626
              0.245               0.24              0.245               0.24        1.221110069        1.231708217          6.1488804        7.005986816       0.2508377206
              0.245               0.25              0.245               0.25        1.220694102        1.281833109        6.242573753        7.009361438       0.2538201339
              0.245               0.26              0.245               0.26        1.220280149        1.331830501        6.335709584        7.039404314       0.2568009966
              0.245               0.27              0.245               0.27          1.2198699         1.38169949        6.427979016        7.096587635       0.2597695865
              0.245               0.28              0.245               0.28        1.219465008        1.431439795        6.519075862        7.181936598       0.2627150933
              0.245               0.29              0.245               0.29        1.219067071        1.481051779        6.608696961          7.2970759       0.2656266525
              0.245                0.3              0.245                0.3        1.219165895        1.515889742        6.696542672        12.52626854       0.2676094252
              0.245               0.31              0.245               0.31        1.218676253        1.570444216        6.782317496        8.041085232       0.2706122604
              0.245               0.32              0.245               0.32          1.2179301        1.629131159        6.865730818        7.848414066       0.2740490331
              0.245               0.33              0.245               0.33        1.217574743        1.678246437        6.946497755        8.114622559         0.27671652
              0.245               0.34              0.245               0.34        1.217233356        1.727244853        7.024340095         8.43217212       0.2792964206
              0.245               0.35              0.245               0.35        1.216907114        1.776130523        7.098987302        8.809900763       0.2817784866
              0.245               0.36              0.245               0.36        1.216597105        1.824908111        7.170177586        9.259363395       0.2841527523
              0.245               0.37              0.245               0.37        1.216304339         1.87358278        7.237659012        9.795849812       0.2864095879
              0.245               0.38              0.245               0.38        1.216029741        1.922160159        7.301190631        10.43991652       0.2885397531
              0.245               0.39              0.245               0.39        1.215774156        1.970646297         7.36054363        11.21975844        0.290534449
              0.245                0.4              0.245                0.4        1.217043426        2.005122071         7.47862121        39.31297203       0.2868416913
              0.245               0.41              0.245               0.41        1.215323013        2.067370893        7.465865965         13.3630679       0.2940847478
              0.245               0.42              0.245               0.42        1.215128755        2.115623167        7.511448442        14.87020451       0.2956254065
              0.245               0.43              0.245               0.43         1.21495612        2.163811754        7.552080683        16.83214169       0.2970007968
              0.245               0.44              0.245               0.44        1.214805576         2.21194418         7.58761093        19.47526178        0.298205041
              0.245               0.45              0.245               0.45        1.214677525        2.260028154        7.617905753        23.20724659       0.2992329679
              0.245               0.46              0.245               0.46        1.214572306        2.308071536        7.642850847        28.84368434       0.3000801451
              0.245               0.47              0.245               0.47        1.214490189        2.356082306        7.662351713        38.28789513       0.3007429071
               0.25                0.2               0.25                0.2        1.245829436        1.059497951         5.78418246        12.94748915    3.820054293e-15
               0.25               0.21               0.25               0.21         1.24721119        1.080305328        5.875582586        7.227667305    2.174463541e-13
               0.25               0.22               0.25               0.22         1.24679145        1.130801819        5.967747723        7.145981538    1.556837982e-13
               0.25               0.23               0.25               0.23        1.246368264        1.181177955        6.060357583        7.093203826    7.855770768e-14
               0.25               0.24               0.25               0.24        1.245943427        1.231431126        6.153094599        7.068117807    3.332801218e-14
               0.25               0.25               0.25               0.25        1.245518727        1.281559245        6.245643675        7.070092077    1.650104671e-13
               0.25               0.26               0.25               0.26         1.24509593         1.33156078        6.337692083        7.099044321    2.967146334e-13
               0.25               0.27               0.25               0.27        1.244676775        1.381434798        6.428929543        7.155432958    4.387664658e-13
               0.25               0.28               0.25               0.28         1.24426296        1.431180979        6.519048446        7.240275395    5.825500299e-13
               0.25               0.29               0.25               0.29        1.243856131        1.480799648         6.60774423        7.355194424    7.193249738e-13
               0.25                0.3               0.25                0.3        1.243953606        1.515766296        6.694715894         12.6222121    8.067817857e-13
               0.25               0.31               0.25               0.31        1.243455602        1.570239406        6.779666644        8.102826778     8.64059341e-13
               0.25               0.32               0.25               0.32        1.242693122        1.628903525        6.862304641        7.907664905    8.505768164e-13
               0.25               0.33               0.25               0.33        1.242329446        1.678028304        6.942343859        8.174910745    4.326994973e-15
               0.25               0.34               0.25               0.34         1.24197999        1.727036811        7.019505026        8.493882218    8.043054032e-15
               0.25               0.35               0.25               0.35        1.241645968         1.77593312        7.093516631         8.87346927    4.250405254e-15
               0.25               0.36               0.25               0.36        1.241328507        1.824721846        7.164115993        9.325297068    4.924228916e-15
               0.25               0.37               0.25               0.37         1.24102865        1.873408109        7.231050368         9.86475053    8.525477016e-15
               0.25               0.38               0.25               0.38        1.240747356        1.921997494        7.294078079        10.51251605    1.216201122e-14
               0.25               0.39               0.25               0.39        1.240485501        1.970496007        7.352969655         11.2969686    5.561617006e-15
               0.25                0.4               0.25                0.4        1.241707796        2.004807111        7.467221043        41.87151724     1.41886276e-14
               0.25               0.41               0.25               0.41          1.2400232        2.067246302        7.457494339        13.45337033    5.332105605e-15
               0.25               0.42               0.25               0.42        1.239824104        2.115511824        7.502739619        14.96991869    9.841692683e-15
               0.25               0.43               0.25               0.43        1.239647152        2.163713877        7.543075205        16.94424598    1.888828544e-14
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               0.25               0.44               0.25               0.44        1.239492831        2.211859956        7.578348999        19.60420683    3.641614529e-14
               0.25               0.45               0.25               0.45        1.239361559        2.259957739        7.608427289        23.36013637    2.051642619e-15
               0.25               0.46               0.25               0.46        1.239253686        2.308015056        7.633195532        29.03293335    5.722338416e-15
               0.25               0.47               0.25               0.47        1.239169494        2.356039861        7.652559038        38.53831374    1.204358541e-14
              0.255                0.2              0.255                0.2        1.270670096        1.058875679        5.798818232         13.0725992       0.1898886901
              0.255               0.21              0.255               0.21        1.272064873        1.080030467        5.888979529        7.295749383       0.1933292252
              0.255               0.22              0.255               0.22        1.271636791        1.130526909         5.97996157        7.211644448       0.1945420254
              0.255               0.23              0.255               0.23        1.271205021        1.180904008        6.071443722        7.156830576       0.1957465199
              0.255               0.24              0.255               0.24        1.270771401        1.231159129        6.163107703        7.130057895       0.1969385719
              0.255               0.25              0.255               0.25        1.270337765        1.281290151        6.254637431         7.13066919       0.1981142926
              0.255               0.26              0.255               0.26        1.269905924        1.331295516        6.345719021        7.158563104       0.1995058858
              0.255               0.27              0.255               0.27        1.269477664        1.381174253        6.436040918        7.214185172       0.2017264659
              0.255               0.28              0.255               0.28        1.269054729        1.430926011        6.525294175         7.29854575       0.2039304761
              0.255               0.29              0.255               0.29        1.268638814        1.480551075        6.613172874        7.413266351       0.2061096661
              0.255                0.3              0.255                0.3        1.268734896        1.515644419        6.699374664        12.71814692       0.2076373847
              0.255               0.31              0.255               0.31        1.268228376         1.57003715        6.783601429        8.164558488        0.209871743
              0.255               0.32              0.255               0.32        1.267449207        1.628678643        6.865560055        7.966922701       0.2124159946
              0.255               0.33              0.255               0.33        1.267077034        1.677812676        6.944963299        8.235221104       0.2144138828
              0.255               0.34              0.255               0.34        1.266719338        1.726831043        7.021530736         8.55562897       0.2163463677
              0.255               0.35              0.255               0.35        1.266377371         1.77573777        7.094989772        8.937088508       0.2182057208
              0.255               0.36              0.255               0.36        1.266052299        1.824537427        7.165076717        9.391295471       0.2199844333
              0.255               0.37              0.255               0.37        1.265745201         1.87323509         7.23153789        9.933730257       0.2216752555
              0.255               0.38              0.255               0.38        1.265457069        1.921836299        7.294130753        10.58520955       0.2232712363
              0.255               0.39              0.255               0.39        1.265188809        1.970347018        7.352625047        11.37428886       0.2247657612
              0.255                0.4              0.255                0.4        1.266365892        2.004477568        7.464523758        44.93365847       0.2226342191
              0.255               0.41              0.255               0.41        1.264715112        2.067122704        7.456465073        13.54382134         0.22742589
              0.255               0.42              0.255               0.42        1.264511074        2.115401337        7.501421756        15.06980589       0.2285802752
              0.255               0.43              0.255               0.43        1.264329713        2.163616729        7.541503864        17.05655348       0.2296108329
              0.255               0.44              0.255               0.44        1.264171534        2.211776341        7.576558858        19.73339409        0.230513155
              0.255               0.45              0.255               0.45        1.264036971        2.259887819        7.606452643        23.51332174       0.2312833653
              0.255               0.46              0.255               0.46        1.263926387        2.307958965        7.631070355        29.22255662       0.2319181417
              0.255               0.47              0.255               0.47        1.263840076        2.355997703         7.65031705         38.7892361        0.232414738
               0.26                0.2               0.26                0.2        1.295505356        1.058269952        5.818765179        13.19689879       0.3608795591
               0.26               0.21               0.26               0.21        1.296913636        1.079761618        5.907826056        7.363440661       0.3671968468
               0.26               0.22               0.26               0.22        1.296476988        1.130257712        5.997758822        7.276974882       0.3694982654
               0.26               0.23               0.26               0.23        1.296036411        1.180635471        6.088242721        7.220174593       0.3717868531
               0.26               0.24               0.26               0.24        1.295593788        1.230892235        6.178958944        7.191757849       0.3740545846
               0.26               0.25               0.26               0.25        1.295150995        1.281025858        6.269590577         7.19104281       0.3762938835
               0.26               0.26               0.26               0.26        1.294709893         1.33103475        6.359822688        7.217910059       0.3784976067
               0.26               0.27               0.26               0.27        1.294272312        1.380917911        6.449342519        7.272793068       0.3806590265
               0.26               0.28               0.26               0.28        1.293840045        1.430674955        6.537839827        7.356695822       0.3827718129
               0.26               0.29               0.26               0.29        1.293414834         1.48030613        6.625007338         7.47123913       0.3848300139
               0.26                0.3               0.26                0.3        1.293509484        1.515524155        6.710541327        12.81398839       0.3881109556
               0.26               0.31               0.26               0.31        1.292994277         1.56983752        6.794142304        8.226223037       0.3897854245
               0.26               0.32               0.26               0.32        1.292198023        1.628456592        6.875515806        8.026131881       0.3906228693
               0.26               0.33               0.26               0.33        1.291817162        1.677599637        6.954373277        8.295496607       0.3924101282
               0.26               0.34               0.26               0.34         1.29145104         1.72662763         7.03043303        8.617353588       0.3941180788
               0.26               0.35               0.26               0.35         1.29110095        1.775544554        7.103421266        9.000697553       0.3957426694
               0.26               0.36               0.26               0.36        1.290768097        1.824354933        7.173073154        9.457295096       0.3972801156
               0.26               0.37               0.26               0.37        1.290453595        1.873063798        7.239133942        10.00272234         0.39872689
               0.26               0.38               0.26               0.38        1.290158471        1.921676644        7.301360088        10.65792655       0.4000797154
               0.26               0.39               0.26               0.39        1.289883663        1.970199394        7.359520405        11.45164403       0.4019231454
               0.26                0.4               0.26                0.4        1.291017243        2.004129986        7.470414529         48.6928709        0.403691515
               0.26               0.41               0.26               0.41        1.289398314        2.067000157        7.462787359         13.6343326       0.4066198159
               0.26               0.42               0.26               0.42        1.289189224        2.115291756        7.507503462         15.1697684        0.408658063
               0.26               0.43               0.26               0.43        1.289003355        2.163520353        7.547374767        17.16895418       0.4104777136
               0.26               0.44               0.26               0.44        1.288841231        2.211693371        7.582248179         19.8626969        0.412070969
               0.26               0.45               0.26               0.45        1.288703303        2.259818427        7.611989124        23.66665234       0.4134309711
               0.26               0.46               0.26               0.46        1.288589948        2.307903288        7.636482336         29.4123679        0.414551844
               0.26               0.47               0.26               0.47        1.288501469        2.355955851        7.655632539        39.04041563       0.4154287299
              0.265                0.2              0.265                0.2        1.320334991        1.057680348        5.844108947        13.32031088       0.5171095316
              0.265               0.21              0.265               0.21        1.321757313        1.079498718        5.932202573        7.430695434       0.5258574659
              0.265               0.22              0.265               0.22        1.321311856        1.129994187        6.021215324        7.341925638       0.5291514446
              0.265               0.23              0.265               0.23        1.320862233        1.180372326        6.110826449        7.283187551       0.5324309392
              0.265               0.24              0.265               0.24        1.320410368        1.230630447        6.200716718        7.253168471       0.5356842387
              0.265               0.25              0.265               0.25        1.319958183        1.280766383        6.290568469        7.251163025        0.538900243
              0.265               0.26              0.265               0.26        1.319507583        1.330778515        6.380065772        7.277034644       0.5420684461
              0.265               0.27              0.265               0.27        1.319060449        1.380665813        6.468894693        7.331205486       0.5451789164
              0.265               0.28              0.265               0.28         1.31861862        1.430427861        6.556743684        7.414673801       0.5482222758
              0.265               0.29              0.265               0.29        1.318183886        1.480064871        6.643304085        7.529060218       0.5511896766
              0.265                0.3              0.265                0.3        1.318277073        1.515405541        6.728270737        12.90965217       0.5558233605
              0.265               0.31              0.265               0.31        1.317752986        1.569640577          6.8113427        8.287763037       0.5582695252
              0.265               0.32              0.265               0.32        1.316939219        1.628237444        6.892224061         8.08523678       0.5595551248
              0.265               0.33              0.265               0.33        1.316549463        1.677389255        6.970624842          8.3556801        0.562140024
              0.265               0.34              0.265               0.34        1.316174716        1.726426641        7.046261964        8.678997118        0.564611894
              0.265               0.35              0.265               0.35        1.315816311        1.775353539         7.11886029        9.064235279       0.5669646119
              0.265               0.36              0.265               0.36        1.315475493        1.824174429        7.188153703        9.523232188       0.5691924463
              0.265               0.37              0.265               0.37        1.315153413        1.872894295        7.253886231        10.07165985       0.5712900465
              0.265               0.38              0.265               0.38        1.314851132         1.92151859        7.315813182        10.73059621       0.5732524328
              0.265               0.39              0.265               0.39        1.314569622        1.970053193        7.373702293        11.52895855       0.5750749906
              0.265                0.4              0.265                0.4        1.315661354        2.003759367        7.484971641        53.46714834       0.5783125653
              0.265               0.41              0.265               0.41        1.314072348        2.066878707         7.47650688        13.72481525       0.5782839652
              0.265               0.42              0.265               0.42        1.313858087        2.115183125        7.521030069         15.2697079       0.5796629514
              0.265               0.43              0.265               0.43        1.313667603        2.163424787         7.56073294        17.28133735       0.5808872488
              0.265               0.44              0.265               0.44        1.313501442        2.211611081        7.595461732        19.99198772       0.5819540439
              0.265               0.45              0.265               0.45        1.313360069        2.259749589        7.625081293         23.8199768       0.5828608885
              0.265               0.46              0.265               0.46        1.313243877        2.307848048        7.649475863        29.60217965       0.5836057032
              0.265               0.47              0.265               0.47         1.31315318        2.355914323        7.668549764          39.291604        0.584186781
               0.27                0.2               0.27                0.2        1.345158759        1.057106455        5.874962051        13.44275763       0.6616598982
               0.27               0.21               0.27               0.21        1.346595722        1.079241697        5.962217207        7.497467757       0.6724815387
               0.27               0.22               0.27               0.22          1.3461412        1.129736291        6.050435414        7.406449418       0.6766924474
               0.27               0.23               0.27               0.23        1.345682273        1.180114545        6.139295978        7.345821118       0.6808894196
               0.27               0.24               0.27               0.24        1.345220909        1.230373756        6.228479284        7.314240612       0.6850572279
               0.27               0.25               0.27               0.25        1.344759075        1.280511731        6.317666945        7.310979998       0.6891813849
               0.27               0.26               0.27               0.26        1.344298726        1.330526828        6.406542029        7.335886392       0.6932481303
               0.27               0.27               0.27               0.27        1.343841787        1.380417989        6.494789404        7.389371338        0.697244412
               0.27               0.28               0.27               0.28        1.343390148        1.430184767        6.582096173        7.472427928       0.7011578653
               0.27               0.29               0.27               0.29        1.342945647        1.479827343        6.668152223        7.586677099       0.7049767894
               0.27                0.3               0.27                0.3        1.343037348        1.515288607        6.752650875        13.00505424       0.7108229159
               0.27               0.31               0.27               0.31        1.342504168        1.569446372        6.835289633        8.349121074       0.7140093377
               0.27               0.32               0.27               0.32         1.34167242        1.628021252        6.915771018        8.144181677       0.7157588238
               0.27               0.33               0.27               0.33        1.341273549        1.677181588        6.993803493         8.41571434       0.7190950463
               0.27               0.34               0.27               0.34        1.340889962        1.726228134        7.069102449        8.740500483        0.722287346
               0.27               0.35               0.27               0.35        1.340523036        1.775164783        7.141391256        9.127640401       0.7253275101
               0.27               0.36               0.27               0.36        1.340174055        1.823995969        7.210402358          9.5890428       0.7282078387
               0.27               0.37               0.27               0.37         1.33984421        1.872726635        7.275878404        10.14047561       0.7309211325
               0.27               0.38               0.27               0.38        1.339534597        1.921362187        7.337573393        10.80314747       0.7334606838
               0.27               0.39               0.27               0.39        1.339246219        1.969908461        7.395253828        11.60615654       0.7358202697
               0.27                0.4               0.27                0.4        1.340297713        2.003358061        7.508494252        59.82570239        0.739786156
               0.27               0.41               0.27               0.41        1.338736727        2.066758393        7.497706401        13.81518002       0.7399770598
               0.27               0.42               0.27               0.42        1.338517166        2.115075479         7.54208421        15.36952557       0.7417642238
               0.27               0.43               0.27               0.43        1.338321955        2.163330062        7.581660915        17.39359167       0.7433513455
               0.27               0.44               0.27               0.44        1.338151656        2.211529497        7.616281971        20.12113829       0.7447346184
               0.27               0.45               0.27               0.45        1.338006755        2.259681329         7.64581154        23.97314285        0.745910729
               0.27               0.46               0.27               0.46        1.337887656        2.307793263        7.670133281        29.79180318       0.7468768622
               0.27               0.47               0.27               0.47        1.337794686        2.355873131        7.689151036        39.54255135       0.7476307066
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6-tableplot
Table 3-Tableplot

Table that presents the change in the quadrupole strengths (KQF,KQD) and the beta functions (Bx,By)
when the phase advance is varied between 0.22 and 0.38 in both planes.
The values are used is Matlab to define the stable region of the lattice (Chapter 12)

@ NAME             %09s "TABLEPLOT"
@ TYPE             %04s "USER"
@ TITLE            %04s "FODO"
@ ORIGIN           %19s "MAD-X 4.01.00 Linux"
@ DATE             %08s "13/02/11"
@ TIME             %08s "21.03.53"
*                Q11                Q22                 BX                 BY                KQF                KQD 
$                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le                %le 
               0.24               0.23        9.373036094        11.07271251       0.4693609283      -0.6494576571
               0.24               0.25        9.680206207        11.06535024        0.484428063       -0.699627573
               0.24               0.27        9.981970746         11.2252205       0.4983239307      -0.7487274578
               0.24               0.29        10.27463102        11.56298933       0.5110186022      -0.7961705417
               0.24               0.31        10.55457227        12.10480989       0.5225012046      -0.8413915872
               0.24               0.33        10.81828865        12.89768695       0.5327736615      -0.8838497205
               0.24               0.35        11.06242048        14.02061353       0.5418460548      -0.9230329898
               0.24               0.37        11.28379991        15.60704495       0.5497331807      -0.9584640433
               0.26               0.23        9.441238795        11.51076374       0.5281238736      -0.6657549363
               0.26               0.25        9.732573492        11.48084899       0.5405497176      -0.7132838956
               0.26               0.27        10.02025692        11.62698219       0.5521096563      -0.7600479944
               0.26               0.29        10.30044625        11.95912768       0.5627470795       -0.805433782
               0.26               0.31        10.56939797        12.50342831       0.5724270536      -0.8488519721
               0.26               0.33        10.82349454        13.30763858       0.5811303831      -0.8897405951
               0.26               0.35        11.05928136        14.45251538       0.5888489579      -0.9275695401
               0.26               0.37        11.27351118        16.07487629       0.5955821398      -0.9618460617
               0.28               0.23        9.652340548         11.9375878       0.5851275781       -0.680480509
               0.28               0.25        9.934443525        11.88772078       0.5952735603      -0.7257301702
               0.28               0.27        10.21415161        12.02201961       0.6047803306      -0.7704414748
               0.28               0.29          10.487516        12.34995188       0.6135819865      -0.8139916762
               0.28               0.31        10.75068166        12.89778935       0.6216330262      -0.8557809278
               0.28               0.33        10.99992071        13.71413155       0.6289035219      -0.8952365477
               0.28               0.35         11.2316736        14.88156463       0.6353751312      -0.9318182218
               0.28               0.37        11.44259624        16.54031241       0.6410378605      -0.9650238868
                0.3               0.23         10.0221415        12.34835678       0.6397537566      -0.6936885124
                0.3               0.25        10.30111175        12.28084937       0.6479326988      -0.7369719104
                0.3               0.27        10.57861654        12.40499802        0.655641885      -0.7798862227
                0.3               0.29        10.85059144         12.7299161       0.6628161045      -0.8218093872
                0.3               0.31        11.11305211        13.28209701       0.6694076959      -0.8621394025
                0.3               0.33        11.36213571        14.11103872       0.6753829199      -0.9002997906
                0.3               0.35        11.59414827         15.3011743       0.6807188058      -0.9357456349
                0.3               0.37        11.80561653        16.99611106       0.6854004866      -0.9679700319
               0.32               0.23        10.58121695        12.73824328       0.6913934321      -0.7054355476
               0.32               0.25        10.86321795        12.65518773       0.6978793814      -0.7470269119
               0.32               0.27        11.14446907        12.77067764       0.7040229586      -0.7883763969
               0.32               0.29         11.4207467        13.09357324       0.7097650883      -0.8288680652
               0.32               0.31        11.68789122        13.65064704       0.7150609691      -0.8679027768
               0.32               0.33        11.94185676        14.49231286       0.7198774821      -0.9049046859
               0.32               0.35        12.17876574        15.70482364       0.7241908256      -0.9393280663
               0.32               0.37        12.39496684        17.43508215       0.7279844397      -0.9706643506
               0.34               0.23        11.38160555        13.10249244        0.739455036      -0.7157775859
               0.34               0.25        11.67350659        13.00581486       0.7444910311      -0.7559200944
               0.34               0.27        11.96523812        13.11396969       0.7492807911       -0.795916693
               0.34               0.29        12.25234275        13.43563677         0.75377402      -0.8351602112
               0.34               0.31        12.53041088        13.99789778        0.757931543      -0.8730571335
               0.34               0.33        12.79513932         14.8520685       0.7617235246      -0.9090349057
               0.34               0.35        13.04239386        16.08615299        0.765127767      -0.9425494231
               0.34               0.37        13.26827471        17.85019843       0.7681281634      -0.9730925963
               0.36               0.23        12.51021372        13.43650545       0.7833735895      -0.7247678338
               0.36               0.25        12.82047974        13.32800732       0.7871778408       -0.763679782
               0.36               0.27        13.13108081         13.4300062       0.7908085336      -0.8025183423
               0.36               0.29        13.43721351        13.75105441       0.7942250651      -0.8406860229
               0.36               0.31        13.73410672        14.31855099       0.7973951555      -0.8775961989
               0.36               0.33        14.01709003         15.1846724       0.8002936677      -0.9126810195
               0.36               0.35         14.2816659         16.4390665       0.8029014285      -0.9453994185
               0.36               0.37         14.5235843        18.23471398       0.8052041233      -0.9752451193
               0.38               0.23        14.11634793        13.73592997       0.8226204277      -0.7324552564
               0.38               0.25        14.45650917        13.61732025       0.8253912902      -0.7703350233
               0.38               0.27        14.79748613        13.71421914       0.8280434457      -0.8081961143
               0.38               0.29        15.13396054        14.03508997       0.8305458252      -0.8454505565
               0.38               0.31         15.4606315        14.60763967       0.8328733194      -0.8815188891
               0.38               0.33        15.77229585           15.48484       0.8350060273      -0.9158384999
               0.38               0.35        16.06393233        16.75784008       0.8369284743      -0.9478720317
               0.38               0.37        16.33078819        18.58228747        0.838628857      -0.9771157357
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TITLE, 'FODOcell-stability'; 

 

BEAM, PARTICLE=PROTON,energy=1.238; 

 

Nb=16;          ! Number of dipoles 

ang=2*pi/Nb;    ! Bending angle 

 

LQ1=0.25;       ! Quadrupole length (half) 

LQ2=0.5;        ! Quadrupole length 

 

KQF=0.3;        ! Quadrupole strength (focusing) 

KQD=-0.3;       ! Quadrupole strength (defocusing) 

Ld1=1;          ! Drift length 1 

Ld2=1;          ! Drift length 2 

Ld=1.4; ! Dipole length 

 

QF: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQF; 

QD: QUADRUPOLE, L=LQ1, K1 := KQD; 

DIP1: SBEND, L=Ld, ANGLE=ang; 

LFODO=LQ1+Ld1+Ld+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld2+Ld+Ld1+LQ1; 

 

 

 

FODO: SEQUENCE, L=LFODO; 

  QF1:  QF,    AT=LQ1/2; 



  B1:   DIP1,  AT=LQ1+Ld1+Ld/2; 

  QD1:  QD,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Ld+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

  QD2:  QD,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Ld+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1/2; 

  B2:   DIP1,  AT=LQ1+Ld1+Ld+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Ld/2; 

  QF2:  QF,    AT=LQ1+Ld1+Ld+Ld2+LQ1+LQ1+Ld1+Ld+Ld1+LQ1/2; 

ENDSEQUENCE; 

USE,sequence=FODO; 

 

create,table=tableplot,column=q11,q22,bx,by,kqf,kqd; 

q11:=table(summ,q1); 

q22:=table(summ,q2); 

!bx:=table(summ,betx); 

!by:=table(summ,bety); 

q11=0.22; 

q22=0.23; 

 

 while  (q11<0.38) 

{ 

 

   q11=q11+0.02; 

kqf=1/(2*LQ2*LFODO)*(sin(q11)^2-

sin(q22)^2+sqrt(sin(q11)^2*(7+cos(2*q22)+sin(q11)^2)+8*sin(q22)^2+sin(q22)^4)); 

   kqd=-1/(2*LQ2*LFODO)*(-

sin(q11)^2+sin(q22)^2+sqrt(sin(q11)^2*(7+cos(2*q22)+sin(q11)^2)+8*sin(q22)^2+sin(q22)^

4)); 

   q22=0.23; 

   while (q22<0.38) 

   { 



   !kqf=1/(2*LQ2*LFODO)*(sin(q11)^2-

sin(q22)^2+sqrt(sin(q11)^2*(7+cos(2*q22)+sin(q11)^2)+8*sin(q22)^2+sin(q22)^4)); 

   !kqd=-1/(2*LQ2*LFODO)*(-

sin(q11)^2+sin(q22)^2+sqrt(sin(q11)^2*(7+cos(2*q22)+sin(q11)^2)+8*sin(q22)^2+sin(q22)^

4)); 

  MATCH,SEQUENCE=FODO; 

   GLOBAL,q1=q11,q2=q22; 

   VARY,NAME=KQF,STEP=1E-6,LOWER=0; 

   VARY,NAME=KQD,STEP=1E-6,UPPER=0; 

   LMDIF,CALLS=500,TOLERANCE=1e-21; 

  !JACOBIAN,CALLS=30,TOLERANCE=1.e-21; 

  ENDMATCH; 

 

      bx:=table(summ,betxmax); 

      by:=table(summ,betymax); 

      fill,table=tableplot; 

      q22=q22+0.02; 

      !myvar:= table(tableplot,Q11,2); 

      !exec,table(tableplot,Q11,2); 

                 } 

                 } 

  

write,table=tableplot,file=tableplot; 

select,flag=twiss,column=name,s,betx,bety,alfx,alfy,dx,dpx,mux,muy; 

twiss,file=fodo.dat; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis1=betx,bety,vaxis2=dx,colour=100;!,interpolate=true; 

plot,haxis=s,vaxis=mux,muy,colour=100;!,interpolate=true; 

***** 
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